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the
divide
A new initiative

Middlemarch '08: Lady
Luck hits the Heights
By

pressed with costumes ranging

Alexi Chi

News Editor

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Middlemarch saw O'Connell House transformed into a Las Vegas cityscape.

White rabbits, magicians,
show girls, and brides trooped
to Upper Campus on Saturday
night for the annual Middlemarch Ball, a traditional costume ball that has captivated
Boston College students for 35
years. O'Connell House was
transformed into Sin City this
weekend for the Las Vegasthemed event, and students im-

for and get involved in. One of
from Siegfried and Roy's white the huge allures ofMiddlemarch
lion to Britney Spears and Jason is that people can go all out with
Alexander.
their costumes," said Michael
Bell, an O'Connell house manThe theme came courtesy of the ball's coordinators, ager and A&S TO.
O'Connell House's five managJessica Kenerson, an
O'Connell House manager and
ers, and the 20-member committee thataidedthem in adornLGSOE '08, added that this
ing the house in decorations year, a committee membercame
fitting for the city of lights.
up with the theme.
"When we pick a theme, the
Past themes have includmain criteria are how easyit will
See Middlemarch, A5
be for people to get dressed up

Castillo awarded Romero Scholarship
15-year-old Oscar Romero Scholarship
honors leaders in the Latino community
By Pilar Landon

Editor-in-Chief
Amid a colorful fiesta of Peruvian music, dance, and food,

members of the Boston College
community and their families
gathered to honor the life of
a beloved archbishop and the
achievementsofthreeBC juniors.
The evening paid tribute to the
accomplishments of all finalists
for the Oscar A. Romero Scholarship: Jennifer Castillo, A&S '09;
Ricardo Salinas, CSOM '09; and
Stephanie Sanabria, LSOE '09.
With anticipation building
throughout the event, Interim

Vice President for Student Affairs Sheilah Horton presented
a shocked and gracious Castillo
with the award. "I hadbeen thinking about it the whole week,"
Castillo said. "I was sure it would
be Stephanieor Ricky winning it
and was fully prepared to honor
them and congratulate them. I
was shocked and happy beyond
belief."
In a heartfelt acceptance
speech, Castillo thanked her
motherfor being her role model
and guiding force throughout her
life. "Shebeen my inspiration and
my foundation," she said.
The award, which has been

given annually since 1993, is

presented to a student leader in
his or her junior year who has
shown academic excellence and
commitment to service within the
Latino community. The scholarship recognizes students whose
lives and achievements reflect
the work undertakenby Romero,
a Salvadoran archbishop who
dedicatedhis life to improving
the conditionswithin his country.
Romero is remembered as an
individual who strived to bring
empowerment and justice to all
individualsand to give a voice to
the poor and oppressed.
Students are selectedfor the
award based on an application,
essay, and interview. Finalists re-

See Romero, A5

EAGLES SKATE TO SEMIS

Castillo found success after em migrating from in the Dominican Republic.

BC brings faith
to an area prison

With an average dailypopulation of 1,250 inmates, the Mas-
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sachusetts Correctional Institution (MCI) in nearby Norfolk is
similarlyproportioned to Boston
College's Upper Campus. The
comparisons cease with the maximum-security wall, 5,000 feet
long by 19feet high. While many
ofthoseconfined at MCI-Norfolk,
Mass., are serving life sentences,
they are able to interact with the
outside world though volunteer
programs such as one organized
by the Bethany House, a Catholic organization based in Millis,
Mass.
JohnMcDargh ofBC's theology
departmentand Marina McCoy of
the philosophy department have
both been volunteering at the
facility for several years, meeting with groups of inmates on a
monthly basis through the Beth-
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Part one deals with the administration's new Interfaith Initiative
and otherstudent efforts oncampus.
Next weekwill look atresidence hall
life and thestruggle topractice one's
faith in such settings.

With the most sacred day
of the Christian calendar just
around the corner, Boston College is preparing for a week of
elaborate holy services. The
administration's new Interfaith
Initiative, however, is remaining
a priority. The new effort, which
began last summer, is getting
off the ground this semester as
the school continues to work on
improving its relations with and
services for those ofnon-Catholic
faiths on campus.
The initiative developedfrom
a conversation between Provost
andDean ofFaculties Bert Garza,

Denice and
RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTS STAFF
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BC skates past the Friarsi
to the second round J
of the Hockey East &6?fy

in a multi-part series examining
interfaith issues at Boston College.

seeks
staff

By Patrick Gallagher

Sports

Editor's Note: This story is thefirst

UGBC

with inmates
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By JenniferRoach
Heights Editor

See Multi-faith, A4

Faculty discuss love
and reconciliation

Junior Benn Ferriero scored three goals in the Hockey East Quarterfinals against Providence College.

bridges the gap
between faiths

House. In discussion groups
withthe inmates, talkranges from
thephilosophicalto the spiritual,
covering authors such as Aristotle
and Dorothy Day - always with
the central themes of love and
reconciliation.
"One of the things thatstruck
me immediately was their authenticity," said McCoy, who has
been volunteering at the prison
for two years now. "They have a
kind of openness very few people
on theoutside have - an abilityto
confront themselves."
McCoy first went to visit the
prison on therecommendationof
a Jesuit student whohad sat in on
one ofher lectures. She said that
she expected it to be a one-time
experience, but "instantly fell in
love with being with the group of
guysthere."
Today, the percentage of the
population currently occupying
American penal system is one of
the highest in the world. Despite
that trend, McCoy said, "It's important that we don'tforget about
prisoners. There is love and hope
any

Montenegro launch
application process
MatthewDeLuca
Asst. News Editor

By

The Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC)
president- and vice president-

elect Chris Denice, CSOM '09,
and AlejandroMontenegro, A&S
'09, began accepting applications
for the next academic year yesterday. The application process
is open to all undergraduates
interested in becoming involved
in theUGBC.
"We definitely want to get as
many different people involved
as possible," Denice said. He
said that a demonstratedinterest
andpassion for the area in which
an applicant would be working
within the UGBC is a primary
concern. "We wantto get as many
people involved and address as
many differentissues as possible,"
he said.
Denice said that no previous
UGBC experience is necessary
to apply. He encouraged freshmen to apply even if they are not
currently active in the student
government. "It's really important
to have freshman applicants," he
said.
Denice said that there are
approximately 70 spots open
for applicants. Descriptions of
the available positions, from
positions in the communications
department to director of offcampus relations, are available

See Prison, A5
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Tibetan protestors killed
in Chinese crackdown
- The Dalai Lama called
Sundayfor an internationalinvestigation into
China's crackdownagainst protesters in Tibet,
which he said is facing a "cultural genocide"
andwherehis exiled governmentsaid 80 people
were killed in theviolence.The demonstrations
were the fiercest challenge to Beijing's rule in
the region in nearly two decades, leading to
sympathy protests elsewhere and embarrassing China ahead of the Olympic Games. Along
with 80 killed, some 72 people were injured in
theprotests, said Thubten Samphel, a spokesman for the exiles. He said the figures were
confirmed by multiple sources inside Tibet
who had countedcorpses. China's state media
said 10 people died. Meanwhile, hundreds of
armedpolice and soldierspatrolled the streets
ofLhasa two days afterTibetanstorchedbuildings and stonedChineseresidents. HongKong
Cable TV reported some 200 militaryvehicles,
carrying 40 to 60 armedsoldierseach, drove
into the city center ofLhasa on Sunday.
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Liberation theologian speaks on
the role of Catholic universities
Jon Sobrino, S.J., has been a leader in the liberation theologymovement, andhas publishednumerous
books on the subject, including Jesus theLiberator and
Christ theLiberator, which have been critiquedby the
Vatican. These books have been influenced by the
1989 murders of six of his Jesuit colleagues and two
laywomen at the University of Central America in El
Salvador. Sobrino, who hadbeen working with those
who were killed, was spared only because he was out
of the country. On Thursday he spoke in Robsham
Theater in the lecture "The CatholicUniversity in the
21st Century" about the role of the Catholic, Jesuit
university.

Doctoral student connects hip
hop and environmental justice
Michael Cermak, a sociology doctoral student,
GA&S '13, is writing his thesis on the connection
between environmental justice and hip-hop, and
is taking it one step further and applying it in the
classroom. As an assistant teacher in Boston high
schools, he has students listen to artists such as Mos
Def and Marvin Gaye sing about environmentalsocial
justice and write their own rap songs. "The big goal
is to diversify the environmentalmovement
to develop future environmentalleaders who are going to
be coming from these urban communities of color,"
Cermak toldreporters. He saidhe saw the music as an
effective way to connect with students and get them
involved in the environment.

UNDER REPORTED

...

As private loans are becoming increasingly difficult to obtain, students seeking to pay for college
may suffer. Interest rates for student loans have been
rising, and are currently at 10 percent on average but
can reach as high as 18 percent. Membersof Congress
are trying to address this issue, and lastweek Sen. Ted
Kennedy (D-Mass.) submitted an amendmentto the
Senate budget resolution seeking to protect students
who need loans to defray university costs. Kennedy
said that the amount available to students in federal
loans has not increased in the past 15 years, further
compounding the problem.

Top5

'The Strange
'What Do We
Death of Romantic Owe the Iraqis?'
Tuesday
Ireland'
Monday
Time: 5 p.m.
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Cushing 001
Location: Gasson 100 Professors from
Renowned biographer, Harvard Unversity,
editor, and scholar, R.F. Boston University, and
Foster will speak about Boston College will
modern Irish history. He discussthe religious
has recently written an and moral implicaacclaimed biography on tions of the American
WilliamButler Yeats.
presence in Iraq.

3. 'For Love of a

4. 'A Long Retreat'

Soldier'

Tuesday

Tuesday
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Fulton 511

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Gasson 305
Authorand former Jesuit
AndrewKrivak will read
from his new memoirA
Long Retreat: In Search
of a Religious Life, the
storyof the eight years
he spent as a Jesuit,
and a meditationon
God and the self.

Author Jane Collins
will give a lecture on

her bookFor Love of a
Soldier, which includes
interviews with anti-Iraq
war military family members, some of whom will
also be speaking.

Fiction Reading
by AlexandraChasm
Tuesday

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: McGuinn
Fifth floor lounge
Alexandra Chasm, the
author of Kissed By,
will be reading a collection ofshort stories
focusing on language,
ideas, politics, and
formal problems.
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Tornados rip through
Atlanta, killing two
ATLANTA (AP)
Two people in rural
northwest Georgia are dead and dozens injured after a series of severe storms moved
through the state, producing the first-ever
tornado to hit downtownAtlanta. In Atlanta, crews began cleaning up debris and
broken glass Saturday from the tornado
that struck the city with little warning the
previous night. The storm cut a 6-milepath
of destruction through the city with winds
gusting up to 130 miles per hour, leaving
homes crushed by centuries-old trees and
numerous windows shattered in high-rise
office buildings and hotels. "It was just like
everyone says it is
the proverbial freight
train," said Carol Grizzel as she cleaned
?

things to do this week on campus
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@

Students in Florida schools
may have to invest in belts
Students in Florida may have to stock up on belts.
The Florida Senate passed a bill on Thursday that
couldresult in suspensions for students with pants
that are worn too low. Several other southern U.S.
towns and cities have passed similarlaws attempting
to outlaw sagging pants which expose underwear or
skin. The fashion, which originatedin prisons and was
madepopularby rappers, will onlybecomebeoutlawed
in Florida if the House of Representatives passes a
companionmeasure. SomeFlorida cities have already
passed their own "saggy pants" laws. Individuals in
Riviera Beach could spend up to 60 days in jail for
repeat offenses.

Editorial

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

NATIONAL

UNIVERSITIES

Congress addresses student
loan security concerns

140 CommonwealthAye.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

...

?

The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese,Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a

clarificationor correction,

or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

debris out of her yard.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

3/11/08 - 3/13/08
Tuesday, March 11
11:45 a.m. - A report is filed off campus regardinglost property.

off campus. The driveridentifiedhimselfand
the state police are investigating.

-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

11:23p.m. - An officer files a report in Kostka
Hall regarding a larceny. A detective will

4:15 p.m. - A report is filedregarding a Boston
College student who has been receiving
harassing telephone calls. A detective will

investigate.

investigate.

property.

6:50 p.m. - A report is filed in the Mods regarding afire alarm activation.

2:08 p.m. - A report is filed regarding a Law
School student who is being harassed by an
ex-boyfriend. A detective is investigating.

11:50p.m. - Areport is filed in Edmond's Hall
regarding an ill party who was transported to
a medicalfacility.

"What's your favorite Easter candy?"

11:25 a.m.

"Peeps."

- A report is

filed regarding lost

2:44 p.m. - A report is filed in Kostka Hall
regarding a larceny. A detective will investigate.

Wednesday, March 12

?Elvis Jocol,
CSOM '09

"Jelly beans. My favorite are
strawberry."
?Elizabeth Rodriguez,
A&S '11

1:27 a.m. - A report is filed in Keyes North/
Southregarding an intoxicatedunderageparty
who was transported to a medicalfacility by
ambulance.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

Please send
"Idon't really eat candy, but
if I had to choose Cadbury
eggs,"
Pam Herrera,
A&S '08

11:03 a.m. - A report is filed in Kostka Hall
regarding a larceny. A detective will inves-

?

tigate.

11:06 a.m. - Areport is filed regarding a studentwho was struck by a motor vehicle while

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distributionproblems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-

?

?

Source: TheBoston College
Police Department

corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction'

in the subject line.
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CEO says environment crucial for students Resolutions
for a seniors
final days
taken aback by the light cascading throughout the

structure. He said, "If I can get that light into my

Bill Strickland, Manchester Bidwell Corporation CEO, spoke with
Travis Olsen
For The Heights
By

Meeting in a filled conference room in Yawkey
Atheltic Center, CEO of Manchester Bidwell Corporation (MBC) Bill Strickland lectured Boston
Collegestudents and faculty at the annual Chamber
Lecture Series, presented by the Carroll School
of Management's Winston Center for Leadership
and Ethics. He spoke on his experiencesas a community organizer for Pittsburgh's underprivileged
community.
In the past, the Chamber Lecture Series has
hosted high-profile speakers such as retired Marine

Corps Commanderandrenowned author, Nathaniel
Fick.
ManchesterCraftmen's Guild (MCG), a divisionof
MBC, is a prominent multi-disciplined,educational
community for Pittsburgh's inner-city youth. MCG's
primary objective is to strengthen culture, family,
and confidence within the urban community.
Strickland started the MCG in 1968while an undergraduate student at the University of Pittsburgh.
Since then, Stricklandhas motivatedcountlesschildren to graduate high school, and enroll in college

neighborhood,I'm halfwaythere."
With that inspiration in mind, Strickland said
that creating a pleasurableatmospherefor students
would have positive results. He said, "If you build
prisons, you get prisoners." He said that if there
was one thing the audience got out ofhis presentation, hewanted it to be the notion that environment
drives behavior.
The MCG center in Pittsburgh is furnished with
world-class art and daily deliveriesof fresh flowers.
He said, "Peopleare a function of little things."
Strickland painted a picture of other public
schools in Pittsburgh with garbage cans chained to
the wallandbars over the windows. He questioned
why this had to exist when Fallingwater stands only
four blocks away.
MCG features programs in the culinary arts,
pharmacy, and other tradeskills. Citing a Hawaiian
chef's visit to the center, Strickland said, "If you
want kids to be in the world, you needto show them
the world."The concept of immersion plays a central
role in the way MCG conducts itself.
He saidthat society has the ideathat poor people
need to get thelesser things in life. Strickland said,
"The only thing wrong with poor people is that
DAVID GIVLER / HEIGHTS EDITOR
studentsabout his work as a Pittsburgh community organizer. they don't have money. [Luckily] that's a curable condition." At the center, the students receive
or secondary education.
gourmet food.
The organization boasts exceptional statistics
One of MCG's primary goals is to provide the
for an operationbased in an urban area. Nearly 90 students with the necessary skills to grow and depercent ofMCG's students obtain theirhigh school velop themselves as people. He said, "If we've got
diplomas, while over 80 percent matriculateto colthousands of kids with diplomas they can't read,
lege or secondary education.
we're not fine."
Strickland was awardedthe MacArthur "Genius"
Strickland said that hope is the most important
Grant for his work with the MCG. The awarded thing the center can give to its students. He said,
fellowships are presented annually to established " [We] can't teachkids algebra if they don'twant to
individuals who show creative promise in their stay on the planet." The center teaches its students
future work.
culture through music and art.
Strickland's witty and enlighteningpresentation
The center also features state of the art technolwas accented by a variety of pictures. "Peopleget
ogy, thanks to a donationby Hewlett-Packard.Foltiredof longspeeches so I started takingpictures," lowing this, Strickland displayed a slide depicting
Srickland said.
old computers. He said, "Ikeep this slidefor nostalStrickland's lecturefocused on breaking the barand you never know when there's an
gic reasons
riers that society has placed on urban communities.
Apple Computer representative in thecrowd."
"Don't give up on the poor kids," he said. "People
The center also features a world-class concert
are born into this world as assets, not liabilities." hall and a recording center constructed by engineers
He said he wanted people to understand that poor who worked with Paul Simon. MBC has since won
African-Americans have a chance to move beyond four Grammy Awards for its center.
the rough neighborhoodsand prisons.
Strickland left the audience with a simple quesStrickland found inspiration in Frank Lloyd tion. He said, "Why can't we have schools where
Wright's Fallingwater, which stands just outside kids are excited to go to?" This question, he said,
of Pittsburgh. When he saw the house, he was was one nobody could answer. \u25a0

...
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Growth of sports industry inspires program
By Mary Orton

U-Wire
(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON - GeorgetownUniversity
is looking to become a new training ground for bud-

ding George Steinbrenners with the kickoff of the
School of Continuing Studies' sports management
program this fall.
The new program, whichhas recentlybegun enrolling students for nextfall, is aimed at fostering sports
career developmentfor SCS students. According to its
Web site, this program willplace strong emphasis on
real-world experience, offering students internships,
networking opportunities, and mentoring opportunities with industry leaders.
"In having a program like this in SCS, we can
balance academic infrastructure with professional
development... [and] learning in the classroom with
interaction of leading thinkers and practitioners in
an experiential setting,"said Matt Winkler, associate dean of the new sports industry management
program.

Winkler, who will be directing the program, was
appointedto this position after spending about 15
years working for organizations in the sports industry, including the NCAA, NHL, MLS, Olympics, and
World Cup.
Alongwith acore ethics course and eight courses
selected from one of the two specific tracks in the
masters program, students will take a capstonecourse
in which they complete a project focused on first-hand
field experience. The program offers students two
differentacademic tracks,one in strategic marketing,
communications, and new media, and the other in
business, management, and operations.
Winkler said that he believes the curriculum will
strike a balance appropriate for the growing indus-

PHOTO COURTESYOF FLICKR.COM

The sports industry is one of thefastest growing and most lucrative in the United States, grossing over $200 billion a year.
required to have completeda bachelor's degree at an
accreditedfour-year university. The program admissions are rolling andbased upon semester availability.
Degree candidateswill beofferedthe choice ofenrolling in either a one-year, full-time study program or a
two-year, part-time program. SCS will also offer an
advanced professional certificate in sports management.

The Washington area has developedinto a hub for
the sports industry, Winkler said.
"The Washington,D.C., region hasbecomea major
try.
"It also offers a curriculum that includes both player in the industry with some ofthe nation's most
theoretical and practical exploration of the sports progressive owners, pro teams,agencies, colleges, and
industry and building relationships in a network of executives. Highlighting that group is Washington
professionals and GU alumni in the business," he Capitals owner and GU grad Ted Leonsis (CAS '77)
said.
who hasbeen an inspirationin best practices ofsports'
All masters and certificate degree candidates are role in the community," he said.

...

Senior vice president of business affairs for the
WashingtonNationalsbaseball team,Michael Shapiro
(CAS '73), who alsoplans to serve as afaculty member
for theprogram, said in a university press releasethat
it is most important for the new program to focus on
business, finance, sales, marketing, communications,
media, law, and statistics.
"This is where the Georgetown sports industry
management program is well positioned," he said.
In addition, the program will utilize a blogto keep
students informed of the most recent developments
in the industry.
According to Street and Smith's Sportsßusiness
Journal, the $213 billion sports industry is one of the
largest and fastest growing industries in the United
States, more than twice the size ofthe U.S. auto industry and seven times the size of the movie industry. \u25a0

University joins with nonprofit research organization
KyoLee Park

For The Heights
The Dana Alliancefor Brain Initiatives, a nonprofit organization composed of more than 265
neuroscientists, observes the week of March 10 as
Brain Awareness Week, an annual campaign that
includes more than 2,000 organizations.
Organizedby James D. Watson, Ph.D., in 1992,
the Dana Alliancefor Brain Initiatives (DABI) was
created to translate advances in the field of neuroscience to thepublic. In the 16 years since its establishment, the organization has beeninvolved in the
development of numerous organizations, universities, and hospitals in 69 different countries.
The DanaAlliance has an ambitiousvision of using neuroscience to detect Alzheimer's,Parkinson's,
andLou Gehrig'sdiseases in their earlystages when
they are still treatable. They seek to perfect the
technology of rewiring the neural circuits and reestablishing muscle movement, so that spinal cord
injury does not mean permanent paralysis.
There havebeen advances in the study ofmental
disorders, such as alcoholism and drug addiction,

which affect millions of people. The knowledge
achieved through the research can be also used to
maximize the benefits of the early learning years.
Considering the extraordinary progress that has
been made in the neurosciences during the last
decade, the DABI believes that their goals can be
achieved.
Cognizantof the importance ofpublic confidence
in neuroscience, the organization endeavors to reach
out to the public by holding events, seminars, competitions, and exhibits that pass downinformation
on brain-relatedtopics.
This year, more than 2,000 partner organizations
such as the Society for Neuroscience, universities,
patient advocacy groups, andK-12 schools participated in the Brain Awareness Week, with the theme
of "GetConnected." OneofDABI's most prominent
intiatives is their alliance with universities, such as
VanderbiltUniversity in Nashville,which sponsored
a seminar series. DABI also held "BrainBee" events
in New York City and Washington, D.C., hopingto
better inform children and educators.
There has been an increase in thenumber of universities and hospitals thatare joining theDana Alli-

ance in the Boston area. Boston University, Brandeis
University, Amherst College, Harvard Medical
School, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
University of Massachusetts, and Wellesley College
have beenmembersof the organization, andBoston
College recently joined theirnumber.
BC's participation in the organizationreflects the
increase of interest in neuroscience on campus. The
psychology department has established a Psychology Honor Society (Psi Chi) BC chapter, and with
the help of John Mitchell, assistant professor in the
department, the groupis growing into a strong student organization. Psi Chi has organizeda screening
of a documentary called "Wired to Win: Surviving
the Tour dc France" as its Brain Awareness Week
event.

Chelsea Jacobs, A&S '11, said that she is very
excitedto see the increase of interest in neuroscience
in BC community. "Ithink thatBC's partnering with
the Dana Alliance is very important.
"The studentsshould be awareof the advances in
the field of neuroscience, and also should be given
the opportunityto make contributions through their
research studies," Jacobs said. \u25a0

Christine Zosche
Sixty-four days until graduation.
Yes, I counted them. Sorry to all
the seniors for putting it so bluntly,
but the numbers do not lie. I don't
know about you, but the mere sight
of that number is enough to make
me queasy. It's almost frightening
how fast these three years have gone
by, even after all of the countless
dinners at Lower, the club meetings,
final exams, and football games.
Usually, when haunted by the
fearsome specter of graduation,
I force my mind to block out all
thoughts of warm May afternoons,
mortarboards,black gowns, and

pristinely landscaped campus
gardens. Humming songs at the top
of my lungs tends to help, as does
thinking about the huge paper I have
to finish before next week. I suspect that many seniors have similar
rituals to remove all thought of the
"g-word" from their minds until that
date in mid-May.
Well, friends, I'd like to announce
that I'm turning over a new leaf.
Despite all my attempts to avoid it,
the simple reality remains: I will be
graduating in 64 days. Sure, I can
laborunder the notion that there are
only 64 days left, or I can envision 64
new chances to make my BC experience aboveand beyond what I could
have imagined. Sixty-four chances to
meet a new friend, 64 opportunities
to discover a new corner of campus,
and 64 sunsets over Bapst library.
At the beginning of this year, I
made a list of resolutions, designed
to ensure that I truly lived out my
remaining time at BC to the fullest.
Some I have forgotten, but others
I've kept. I present some to you now
as a senior with only 64 days left to
make the most ofall thatBC has to
offer. Here it is:
1. Get to knowfreshmen. I can
check this one off my list, as having
gone on 48Hours and participating
in 4Boston has allowed me to meet
some wonderfulfreshmen. Class of
2011, I salute you.
2. Take a class in a new department.
Check this one off, too. The PULSE
elective I took in the fall was one of
my best academic experiencesat BC.
3. Explore Boston. I started this
list off strong, but this is the point
where my intention does not exactly
translate to action. Maybe it's laziness on my part, but I have no idea
why I never make the time to explore
this city, which has so much to offer.
Fortunately, I have 64 whole days in
which to soak it all in.
4. Get involved in something different. A friend of mine, while she was
an undergrad here, made a vow to
participate in one activity each year
that was differentfrom anything else
she had done in the past. How many
Kairos retreats are left?
5. Go to events. How many times
have I seen a flier, told myself that
the lecture looked worthwhile,but
never bothered to go? I won'tbe in
too many environments thatprovide
these events once I graduate, so this
resolution is still on my list.
6. Get to know aprofessor. Although I wish I had sought out more
professors throughout my years here,
I have been fascinated by the lives
of those that I have gotten to know.
I have come to two conclusions
inconceivable to the average student:
They don't bite, and, believe it or
not, they do have lives outside of
school.
7. Appreciate myfriends. Although
I know my friends well, I do not
know how much time I will have
with them after graduation. I plan
on having many long conversations
solely to appreciate what makes
each person I've met here so unique
and such an integral part of my BC
experience.

8. Graduate with no regrets. College
is too short to wish I had done something more, or had different friends,
or to obsess over not being able to
do what I had hoped.
So regardless ofwhether I complete this list in the next 64 days,
I hope above all else that I leave
BC with fond memories, a lasting
perspective, and wonderful friends
that will leave me just as eager and
enthusiastic at the end of my BC
career as I was at the beginning.
Christine Zosche is a columnist for The
Heights. She welcomescomments at editor@bcheights. com.
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Initiative explores
multi-faith issues
"For a long time, the assumption has been that all students
atBC are Roman Catholic, but now it's much more diverse,
and we're justtrying to bring that awareness to the entire BC

Bede Bidlack, GA&S '13, members of
campus ministry and other BC faculty
about the changingreligiousidentitiesof
BC students. The University is becoming
more religiously diverse than ever, and
for a historically Jesuit institution, this
means spending more time engaging in
interfaithdiscourseand increasing awareness on campus.
"For a long time, the assumption has

been that all students at BC are Roman
Catholic, but now it's much more diverse, and we're just trying to bring that
awareness to the entire BC community,"
Bidlack said,
After these discussions, a group of
BC faculty wrote the official proposal
that eventuallytookform fall semester as
the BC Interfaith Initiative,a committee
comprised of an array of people from the
BC community, includingfaculty fromthe
theology department, a representative
from ResLife, members of BC administration, graduate students, and Father
JosephAppleyard, S. J., the vice president
for UniversityMission and Ministry.Last
semester they laid the groundwork for the
new group, and this semester, the initiative is in the process of unveiling their
collective efforts to improve interfaith
awareness on campus.
In the coming weeks, in conjunction
with the Interfaith Coalition, a separate
group composedonly ofCampus Ministry
staff, the InterfaithInitiative is sponsoring a series of open religious events that
will act as "open houses" to the many
different faith groups on campus. The
Muslim Student Association (MSA) will
be holdingthefirst open houseandprayer
service on Friday, March 28, followed by
the BC HillePs Jewish Shabot on April 4
and an Episcopalian prayer service on
April 9. These events will include open
prayer services friendly to those who do
not follow the particular faith, and many
are serving traditionalfoodof therespective religious practice.
The initiative also attempts to create
events that will attract more students in
order to project its message to a larger
audience.On March 25, theBC Interfaith
Initiativewill host an on-campus screening of thepopular comedicfilmGroundhog
Day, which, Bidlack said, has actually
been discussedfrequently among various
religious communities in regard to the
underlying messages and meanings the
movie possesses.

The Interfaith Initiative also recently

Everyone is Irish on St. Patrick's Day. The holiday is celebrated throughout the United States and
much of the world. But while everyone may be Irish on St. Patrick's Day, most know very littleabout
the patron saint of Ireland.
The man whose day we celebratelived 16 centuries ago; that's why it's difficult to separate historical
fact from myth. Nevertheless, in honor of St. Patrick's Day, The Heights presents the top nine things
you didn'tknow about St. Patrick's Day:

St. Patrick's first trip to Ireland was as a captive. When he was 16, Irish raiders snatched him from
the home of his wealthy parents and brought him to Ireland, where he lived for six years before
making his escape.He returned to Ireland many years later as a missionary.

Bede Bidlack,
A&S '13

Multi-faith, from Al

Nine things you didn't know about St. Patrick's Day

1.

community"
?
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created another group on campus, the
Religious Quest Council, to act as the
representative undergraduate student
voice in these efforts. Religious Quest,
Bidlack said, is a non-confessional group
composed of mostly Roman Catholic
students but open to all, whose purpose
is to create forumsfor dialogueon campus
about interfaith living. The committee
is composed of students who are either
currently enrolled in or have previously
taken the Religious Quest core course.
Their first project will sponsor a roundtable discussion titled "What's Good
about Fundamentalism" on April 8 and
will address the importance of religious
differences.
Despite so many events created to
raise awareness of such efforts, it is hard
for such groups to be heard on a campus
dominated largely by students, faculty,
andadministratorsof the Roman Catholic
faith. "It's quite a bit [the group's events
and efforts on campus], but not enough
peopleknow about it," Bidlack said.
"All of these different things started
happeningthis year," saidTokufumi Noda,
current voice of the student-runInterfaith
Dialogue Club and A&S '09. "And it's all
been this amazing collision of efforts.
We're trying to coordinate these efforts
too, so we're not reinventing the wheel
every time we wantto do something."
These groups are not only interested
in letting different voices be heard on
campus, but also looking at reevaluating BC's practices to find a way for the
Jesuit school to be more inclusive of
other faiths.
"This conversation does include Roman Catholics, but we want to take this
[interfaith] community outward to the
entire BC community to change the entire
way the school runs," Bidlack said.
One issue consistently pointed out
by members of these interfaith groups is
evidenced by a problem that arose last
semester, when BC scheduled freshman
convocation on thefirst night ofRosh Hashanah, an extremelyimportant religious
holiday for BC's Jewish students. These
groups aim to ensure such oversights don't
happen again andthat BC can be progressive in its future endeavors to be more
inclusive of other faiths in this modern,
diverse world to which the old school is
still adapting.
"It's exciting," Noda said. "There's a
lot of potential for BC to play a major
role in interfaith dialogue, not justfor the
sake of our campus, butfor other college
campuses as well." \u25a0

2.
St. Patrick did not drive the snakes out of Ireland. In fact, there weren't any there.He did, however,
spend six years as a shepherd. He may not have performed any magic while tending the flock, but
accordingto his Confessions, he prayed every day, and the solace he drew from religion inspired him
to join the priesthood.
A shamrock should only have three leaves, St. Patrick said. It was the symbol he used to explain
3.
the idea of the Holy Trinity when he was teaching Irish pagans about Christianity.

4.
St. Patrick created the Celtic cross by combining the cross and the pagan image of the sun, in an
attempt to ease the pre-Christian Irish into adopting his religion. He also incorporated bonfires into
the Easter celebration because the Irish used fire to worship their gods.
5.
The first-ever St. Patrick's Day parade was held in New York City in 1762. Irish soldiers serving in
the English military united and marched to share their culture.
6.
Irish soda bread does not contain raisins. It doesn't have butter or eggs, either. In fact, you won't
called "Irish soda bread" for sale in Ireland because it's not considered much of a
anything
find
delicacy. Consisting simply of flour, sour milk, salt, and baking soda, real Irish soda bread is nothing
like the cake-like treat we eat here. In fact, it becomes as hard as a rock about an hour after
baking.

7. St. Patrick helped preserve the works ofPlato and Cicero. He and other monks in Ireland spent
years making handwritten copiesof ancient texts and then spread them throughoutEurope when the
manuscripts were complete.
8.
The city of Chicago dyes the Chicago River green for the holiday. In 1962, the city dumped 100
pounds of dye into the river, and it was green for a week. Now it only uses 40 pounds: enough to keep
the Chicago River showing off its Irish pride for just a few hours.

The Irish ofButte, Mont., have the best celebration on this side of the Atlantic, accordingto the Butte
Web site. Members of the Irish diasporas predominantlypopulate the town of 40,000; each year,
30,000 people come to watch the St. Patrick's Day parade. The town'sAncient Order of Hibernians
leads the parade, and revelers can touch Irish soil at nearby pubs.
9.

Courtesy of findingDulcinea, a human-powered alternative to algorithm-driven search results

UGBC seeks passionate leaders
Denice saidthatthe applicationprocess
this year willlookfor passion andleadership
online with the application. Information skills foremost.Denice said that a good apsessions will be held on Monday, Tuesday plicant is "someoneswho's demonstratedan
and Wednesday night, at which Denice ability to lead we want to have a diverse
and Montenegro will outline the positions group of peopleapply."He saidthat passion
available and the responsibilities involved. for the area in which an applicant would
All applicationsare due online by Tuesday, work is a foremost concern, especially in
March 25.
important issues such as environmental
Interviews for some positions will run policy, an area that many students have
fromMarch 27 throughMarch30. Otherpostrong feelingsabout. The applicationasks
sitions will require interviews betweenApril for students to rate whatthey consider to be
3 and 11.Denice saidthat heand Montenegro the most pressing issues on campus.
willconduct interviews for some department
Denice said that an emphasis on efheads, while others willbecarriedout by the ficiency and improved communication will
directorsthemselves. All appointments are be primary concerns for the UGBC in the
slatedto be finalized byApril 13.
coming year. For the most part, the number

UGBC, from Al

...

of positions will remain the same as under
the current Castillo-Sievers administration,
which aimedto improve UGBC bureaucracy
by slimming down the organization and
eliminating redundant and superfluous
positions.

Denice said that under his leadership,
the UGBC will aim to maintain the levelof
efficiency attained in the past year, as well
as continue and improve the ways in which
the UGBC communicates with the student
body. "We are taking moreof a focus on how
wereach out to people," he said.
The first information session will be
held tonight at 8 p.m. in Gasson 305. All
application materials are available online
at www.ugbc.org. \u25a0

Castillo hopes to establish center for battered women
Romero, from Al
ceive $1,000for use at theBC Bookstore,

RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTS STAFF

Dr. Olga Lattarulo, GSSW '95, was awarded the Rev. John A. Dinneen, S.J., hispanic alumni
community service award alongside Castillo, who tookhome the Romero scholarship.

andthe winnerreceives 75 percentfunding for his or her senior year tuition.
Castillo, an international studies
major, said that her respect for Romero
was heightenedby his humilityand sense
of humanity. "I haven't always spoken
out about injustices that I've seen; it's
something I've grown into, just like Oscar Romero," she said. "When I learned
thisabout him, it made him more human
in my eyes. He has always seemed like
a mystical figure, but this makes him
even more inspirational and easier to
relateto."
Comingfrom the DominicanRepublic to the United States with her mother
at age 3, Castillo has a background that
enables her to understand the plight
of immigrants today and gives her the
drive to change things in society. Despite
starting off on welfareand food stamps,
shesaid hermother neverstopped working hard to provide for the family. "My
mom recently got her Masters degree
and has a successful job as a teacher,"
Castillosaid. "She never gave up, despite
the situation and obstacles we faced
alongthe way."
Faith gave Romero his foundation,
andCastillo's mothergive herhers. "My
mother gaveme my faith," she said.
Growing up in Lawrence, Mass, also
influencedthe directionCastillo aspires
to take after graduation."It was a tough
community when I was young," she said.
Many girls her age at 15 and 16 became
pregnant and dropped out of school.
There was little interest in political
activism or voting. "It was very bleak
- students didn'thave high expectations
for themselves because their teachers
didn'thave high expectationsof them,"
Castillo said.
To help change the situation of
struggling communities, Castillo plans
to attend law school and establish a
support center for battered immigrant
women. "My interest in law is verymuch

tied to my background," she said. "I've
witnessedthe obstaclesthat many immigrants andrefugeesface when they arrive
here, after they have already overcome
so many obstacles to get here and start
a new life."
At BC, Castillo has been a member
of the Shaw Leadership Program, the
Organization of Latin American Affairs (OLAA), the AHANA Leadership
Council (ALC), and PULSE, among
other things. She also studied abroad
in Madrid, Spain, and went on a service
trip to Turkey Creek, Miss.
While she said all her activities have
been formative, she has been most inspiredby herworkwith refugee women at
Catholic charities. "These women have
no voice or say in the society they came
from, and being able to convince them
that in this society, they do have rights
and a voice is very inspiring," she said.
Dennis Sardella, a professor in the
chemistry department and a member
of the scholarship selection committee,
saidCastilloimpressedhim fromthe moment he met her. "In selecting a winner,
we look for a real connection with Archbishop Romero, and everything she does
epitomizes that connection," he said.
"Her commitmentto service is a perfect
example ofwho she is as a person."
Castilloexpressed the importancefor
having this scholarship at BC, in that it
both honors the life of an extraordinary
individual and provides opportunities
for students ofLatin American descent.
"Oscar Romero's mission really goes
with BC's 'men and women for others'
ideal," she said. "It is important to honor
him and his legacy, and it's a reminder
for us to do our part."
There are still many avenues where
work like that undertaken by Romero is
needed - in Darfur, with immigrants in
the United States, and with other displacedpeople all over the world,Castillo
said. "We need to remember that his
work is not done yet."
The awardalsooffers financial means
for education, something Castillo said

was instrumental in combating the
institutionalizedracism embedded in
society. "Discrepancies in educational
systems still exist," she said. "This award
is important in the aidthat it offers and
in the way that it supports BC's overall
mission."
Castillo does her part to help create
educational opportunities and motivation within the Latino community,
specifically through mentorship, and
she said that being a mentor is one of
the mostrewarding experiencesshe has
had. "Beinga mentorto high school students is one way of helpingLatinos get
into college, so that they can come back
to their own communities and inspire
others," she said. "Mentorship becomes
part of a cycle."
The other finalists, Salinas and
Sanabria, were alsorecognized for their
accomplishments and commitmentto
service. Salinas hopes to use his training in business and management to one
day start his own non profit company
to give back to the community. "A lot
of the time, when you look at corporate
business, companies lose sight of the
individual and go for the bottom line,"
Salinas said. "It's about putting people
in leadership positions and working to
be conscious of the need of society. If
business works in the interests of society, then business will thrive." He firmly
adheresto the principle of "peoplefirst,
business second."
Sanabria, a human developmentand
Hispanic studies major, plans to pursue
a Masters degree in developmental and
educationalpsychology to further educational opportunities for Latinos. She
finds inspirationin the quote, "Towhom
much is given, much is required," and
she strives to motivate others by acting
as a host and mentor to students in the
Conexionesprogram. "Godhas given us
all so much - talents, gifts, and interests
- that I feel like I need and want to give
back. Oscar Romero did so much for his
people in terms of social justice, and I
hope to be able to do the same." \u25a0
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Vegas-themed Middlemarch draws crowd of 300
Middlemarch, from Al

complete a scavenger hunt.
"The scavenger hunt has
ed "The Wonderful World of questions relating to the theme,
Disney," "Arabian Nights," and to O'Connell House, and to the
"Charlie and the ChocolateFacMiddlemarch dance. For examtory."
ple, we might askhow many lights
Nearly 300 students were in there are in the grand ballroom
attendance at the event, leaving of the O'Connell House. Then,
thecold March night in exchange you have to turn that into the
for a magically transformed Office for the Dean of Student
O'Connell house. Ball-goers Development (ODSD) and we
entered on a red carpet modgrade them all," Bell said. Even
eled after the Las Vegas strip. thosewho manage a perfect score
The main ballroom took on the on the scavenger hunt, however,
characterof Pure, the night club aren't guaranteeda ticket. "The
at The Palms, andthepiano room people that score a 100 percent
became a weddingchapel where get put into a hat, and we draw
attendees could fill out wedding 150 names from there. Those 150
certificates or dine on white people are allowedto purchase a
cupcakes and chocolate covered pair of tickets each," Bell said.
strawberries.Another room was
Though Middlemarch ticktransformed into the Cirque ets are notoriously difficult to
dc Soleil, where an attendant obtain, some of this mysterious
handed out cotton candy and allure stems from a 2003 night
popcorn as gymnasts performed club fire that prompted BC ofon a nearby television screen. A ficials to take a closer look at
fourth room became a casino, O'Connell House's safety and
completewith a slot machine lotfound that it failed to meet fire
tery inwhich studentscouldenter codes. Thus, the ball was moved
Monopoly money lottery tickets off campus for two years, until
to win iPods, a GPS navigation the mansion couldbe updatedto
system, an Eiffel tower light, or complywith code. In 2006, Mida $100 Visa gift card. The basedlemarchreturned to O'Connell
ment, inspiredby Vegas's myriad House. Those planning the ball,
hotels, featured cateringby Cafe however, must adhere to strict
Cardoos and afortune teller.
rules regarding fire safety; one of
Students hoping to attend these rules disallows more than
the ball had to be present at the 300 people from occupying the
theme announcement ceremony house.
in February. Following the un"Ever since the move, fire
veiling of the theme, theyhad to safety has been one of our main

concerns," Bell said. "We met
with the fire marshal prior to the
dance to do walkthroughs of the
house. All the decorationshad to
beflameretardant, allthefabrics
and all that.Fire safety is a huge
concern, and we are forced to
uphold strict regulations. It's
almostexcessive."
Despite the St. Patrick's Day
festivities that found the BC
campus doused in green, attendance and ticket sales for
Middlemarch increased drastically from last year's event. "We
sold about 50 more tickets than
last year, so we were right at capacity," Kenerson said.
This could be due in part to
a drop in ticket price, Kenerson
said. "We were able to get more
students to come as a result of
lowering the ticket price, and it
was a huge success. Next year,
hopefully we'll get 15 more students." This year, tickets were
sold for $40 a piece, down from
last year's $55.
"The dance is rather expensive, but we don'thave to do any
fundraisingbecause tickets cover
costs. We had a budget surplus,
so we were able to lower ticket
costs. We didn'thave to charge as
much as last year," Bell said.
In addition to the decreased
price, the allure of the Middlemarch tradition continues to
draw more students every year.
"Students will always come.
There's so much mystery to

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Vegas-themedcostumes were abundantfor ball-goers who chose to attend Middlemarch over St. Paddy's dayparties.
Middlemarch. St. Patrick's Day
you can celebrate on Friday or
on Sunday, but there's only one
Middlemarch,"Kenerson said.
Though the ball is still recovering from the years it spent
jumping from venue to venue,
both managers have high hopes

for keeping the Middlemarch
tradition alive at BC.
"I think [tradition] is definitely on therise. We ran into a
few roadblocks with fire marshal
codes, but it's definitely gaining
back momentum. People are
starting to know what it is, and

we're getting more funding each
year," Bell said.
Kenerson seemed to agree.
"When Middlemarch was off
campus, it just wasn't the same.
O'Connellis a specialvenue, and
we're trying to bring back the
tradition," she said. \u25a0

BC faculty heal life-long prisoners with words of love and hope

COURTESY OF THE DEPARTMENTS OF CORRECTIONS PRESS OFFICE

The Massachusetts Correctional Institute at Norfolk houses many prisoners serving life sentences behind bars.
Prison, from Al

and joyas wellas the hardshipand
suffering. But thereis a lot of hope
and transformation.
"That community within the
prison where hope and knowing
that they're loved - that's something we allneed to keep in mind
when we remember the purpose
ofwhat the prison system is," she
said. "I believe everyone has the
potential to be redeemed."
Both McCoy and McDargh
visit the prison on a regular basis, along with many other BC
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professors and Jesuits residing at
BC. The inmates in their "study
groups" oftenrequest certain materialsand always come prepared
to discuss the subject matter.
McCoy discussedhow in a series
the inmates asked her to do on
the topic of reconciliation, but
she tries not to lecture. Rather,
she said, "We as a group reflect
on the passages and what struck
us and on our relationship to the
reading.
"Programs like this help us
see thatthere can be transformationsof people, and everyperson
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McCoy said. "They'vefound a lot
of love and joy in the Dominican
community. It was in this community that some found love and
family for the first time. They're
very hospitable and welcoming
because they've experienced
what it feels like to be a stranger
to others."
The Dominican chapter at
MCI-Norfolk, which refers to
itself as the Chapter ofOur Lady
of Mercy, adopted the line "the
glory ofGod is the humanperson
fully alive" as inspiration to live
by, McDargh said.
"It's very important that they
chose that statement, and they
give themselves that name because it's what they really aspire
to, whether they are in prison for
a sentence that will be over in 10
or 15 years or [are serving a life
sentence]," he said. "The real
challenge is how you stay fully
alive."
McDargh started going out to
the prison to give evening lectures
eight years ago, visits thatdeveloped into a prayer group formed
by a dozen "lifers," or people
serving life sentences. Armedwith
just a Bible andwhatever materials they wouldbe discussing, the
group wouldsit in a tiny room and
discuss the particular topic ofthe

dignity," McCoy said.
evening.
The Bethany House was
"How do you deal with the
founded years ago by a group of pressure cooker of detention?"
Dominican sisters who came to McDargh asked. "The men there
Millis to bring their ministries really continue to try to grow and
to the prisons. Inspired by their educate themselves and create
work, several inmates petitioned the most humane and best envito be allowed to form a chapter of ronment."
the Third Order of St. Dominic,
ThePULSE course withinBC's
a religious order designed for lay philosophydepartmenthas a simpeople who do not take vows but ilarprogram in whichstudents are
still wish to live a life of spiritualplaced within the Suffolk County
ity and prayer.
House of Correction, located in
"A fair amount of these guys Boston. The facility provides the
have suffered from loneliness," opportunity for inmateswhohave

I I

beensentencedfor two and a half back. Their greatest desire is to
years or less to pursue a multitude realize they can give something
ofsocial service and educational back to society."
programs "aimed at reducing reMcDargh described various
cidivism by assisting inmates in service projects undertaken by
acquiring the necessary skills and the prison community, ranging
behaviors to lead independent, from supporting orphanages
andhomelessshelproductive, and
law-abiding lives," "How do you deal ters to setting up
retreat programs
according to the
with the pressure for other inmates.
PULSE Web site.
In accordance cooker
detention? They raise money
with the course
through their jobs
The men there
requirements, stuat the prison, dodents with this
really continue nating much of it
to charity.
placementwork dito try grow and
rectly with teachers
"They did the
at the correctional educate themselves Walk for Hunger
facility in provid- and create the most in the prison with
ing supplementary
their own quarhumane and best ters and dimes
education in classes for the inmates.
and nickels, and
environment"
At MCI-Norfolk,
they find people
sponsor them,
where 80 percent
John McDargh, to
of the inmates are
so they feel like
professor in the
they're making
serving time for
committing violent theology department a contribution,"
crimes, the security
McDargh said.
is understandablymuch stricter.
"Personally,I am tremendously
McDargh, however, said the inspiredby thefaith and theresilience ofthese men. Manyof them
prisoners have always been cooperative with the volunteers. havelost everything - they've lost
Once past the security fence, he families that have ceasedto communicate with them and fellow
said that the facility can be easily mistaken for a college-type prisoners who have died or been
environment.
transferred who they were close
"These men are very aware to. All that they own will fit in a
that, in the public eye, prisoners tiny cell. Yet what is inspiring is
are bad people, and the public
theirreal loveand commitment to
wants to pretend that they're one another andtheir lovefor the
not there," McDargh said. "For entire community. Theyreally love
the last 15 or 20 years, the ideolone another and live with a kind
ogy ofAmerican legal system has
of authenticity thatI seldomfind
beenalmost entirelypunitive. So, anywhere," he said.
when anyone from the outside
Said McDargh, "I hope that,
who doesn't need to be there having experiencedthe value ofa
decides to make a commitment deepspiritual community within
and decides to be there, it helps theprison walls, that they will be
maintain their sense of dignity inspired to look for it to sustain
and worth and value - to realthem in their life outside the
walls," McDargh said.»
ize that they can give something
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Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Catholic identity in
the new century

The happiness of a man in this life does not consist in the absence but in the
mastery of his passions.
Alfred Lord Tennyson
?

THE ISSUE: Jon Sobrino talks on Catholic university identity
WHAT WE THINK: Include students in identity discussions
TheProvost's Planning Committee
on Catholic Intellectual Traditions
held a major event infront of apacked
Robsham Theater on Thursday. Jon
Sobrino, a Spanish Jesuit noted for
his work on liberation theology at the
University of Central America (UCA)
in El Salvador, spoke on the Catholic

university in the 21st century. His
talk was followed by responses from
Dr. M. Shawn Copeland, a theology
professor at Boston College and Dr.
Peter Ireland, an economics professor at BC.

The event was notable for several
reasons: first for the strong response
from the BC community. An impressive number offaculty,administrators,
and Jesuits joined an overwhelming student audience to fill one of
the largest presentation spaces on
campus. This demonstrates that the
question of what the identity of a
Catholic, Jesuit universityreally is has
penetrated to the core ofa wide crosssection ofthe campus community.
A number of recent trends and
events have made the identity question central to the concerns facing
a Catholic institution like BC. Demographic changes have created a
more diverse student body - one in
which the concerns of non-Catholic,
GLBT, and female students have been
of growing importance. Concerns
have arisen about how to deal with
changes in the campus and in young
American culture in general, while
maintaining fidelity to the Catholic
mission of the school. Thesechanges
are not BC-specific; universities like
Georgetown, Marquette, and St. Louis
find themselves confronting many of
the same issues.
Asreported in the Washington Post,
these concerns havepenetrated to the

very top leveloftheCatholic hierarchy.
In April, Pope Benedict will visit the

United States, where he will deliver
a lecture at Catholic University in
Washington, D.C. and meet with the
presidents ofmost of the252 Catholic
colleges in the United States. Many
people have speculated the Pontiff
will issue a rebuke to what some have
called the"thefailure ofCatholic colleges to adhere to church teachings."
At BC, events like the Jon Sobrino
panel demonstrate that, while this
discussion is going on in the highest of
Catholic circles, it also needs to continue at the university level. Sobrino's
vision of the "Christian university,"
founded in Christian compassion
and in solidarity with the povertystricken, presented a challenge for
the University to consider as it continues to shape its future through the
Master Plan process. Peter Ireland
presented a particularly compelling
account of how a Catholic university
is one rooted in ethics, and one that
cannotbe "run like a business." These
conceptions offer food for thought,
especially when the University considers issues like resource allocation,
tuition, financial aid, and plans for
future growth.
The University's sponsorship of
these types of events demonstrates
that it is trying to engage these deepidentity questions. Initiatives like
C2l and the Committee on Catholic
Intellectual Traditions demonstrate
that the faculty is engaged on this
issue. The University would do well,
however, to also include its students
in the discussion of what it means
to be a Jesuit Catholic university. As
the future alumni of this school, we
should have a say in the identity of
our alma mater.

should
get involved instead

Complainers

THE ISSUE: Applications coming due for UGBC positions
WHAT WE THINK: Concerned, creative students should apply
In the wakeof an especiallycontentious election for the leaders of the

difficult and noteworthy to accept a
challenge and campaign for change.
Thepositions in thebureaucracy have
been specificallycreatedfor those students who feel that they can help the
UGBC improve. Those who still glibly
toss harsh appraisals of the UGBC
without applying for these positions
are not only lazy, but hypocritical.
We encourage all students who feel
thatthe undergraduate governmentof
this University does not doanything to
apply for a cabinet position. Are you
worriedthat theschool administration
does not care aboutbeing green? There
is an Environmental Issues cabinet
position just for you. Do you feel that
religious diversity is not adequately
taken into account? Apply to be the
next director ofReligious Affairs. Are
you worried about BC's fan culture?
Why not encourage Superfandom as
the director of Athletic Affairs? Even
if you aren't chosen for these positions, getting your name in the hat is

Undergraduate Government ofBoston
College (UGBC), the typical chorus
of skeptical student opinionhas been
quick to point out that the UGBC is
ineffective or a waste of money or not
representative of the larger student
populace.
Now more than ever, these complaints seem unwarranted. The current president Jenniffer Castillo, A&S
'08, and vice president Dan Sievers,
A&S '08, have committed themselves
to combating an unruly bureaucracy
with substantial cuts and mergers and
putting a greater emphasis on the
biggest and most important issues
on campus. This year's accomplishments demonstrated the effectiveness of their leadership, but also the
effectiveness ofthe many capable and
creative people working under them.
As with any organizational structure, the UGBC is only as strong as its
constituent parts. Though the leaders a important precursorto getting more
have a big impact on the mission and involved. As almost every conceivable
administration of the programs, the facet of studentlife is covered through
cabinet and bureaucracy play an exthe UGBC, it is possible for you to
tremely importantrole in making the make a palpable difference in almost
student government work.
any area of the University.
were
year's
applications
This
made
Those students who want to commit
available on March 16 and will be due
themselves to working for progTuesday,
on
March 25. The purposeof ress are encouraged to attend the
is to involve as many UGBC Cabinet information sessions
positions
these
creative
motivated and
students in the tonight from Bto 9 p.m.in Gasson
governmental process, and in the end, 305, and tomorrowat the same times
in Cushing 001. All position descripto foster the bestpossible undergraduis
write
experience.
ate
It veryeasy to
a tions are available online at ugbc.
criticize,
it
is
letter and
but
much more org/positions,php.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A first-hand reflection

on recovery efforts in New Orleans

Walking into a New Orleans classroom 30 months after Corpus Christi School from 6 a.m. until midnight or talking
Katrina with my Appalachia group, my eyes were glued to with community members, like Henrietta, who capture the
thedate on theblackboard: "August 29, 2005." The teacher's glimmer of light in the midst ofall the struggles, reveals the
notes from the day ofKatrina are still piled on herdesk with potential of the city.
students' supplies scatteredaroundthe room. An eeriefeeling
A potentialwith kids like Trey and Eric, who stay upbeat
swept over our group,as ifwe werewalkingthrough amuseum andinvolvedin the community, despite what they havebeen
or witnessing some snapshot of history.
through. A potential filled with people like Mr. Raymond,
Many parts of the city have not been touched since the who volunteers countless hours to repair houses. Apotential
disaster. With allthework to be done and the governmentred with community organizers like Monique and Ms. Cheryl,
tapeholdingup relieffunding, a feeling of helplessnessoften who house volunteers and give kids an outlet away from the
came up. It made us question what effect our smallsteps this potentialdangers of the streets.
week will have on the road to recovery.
New Orleans will never be the same and the work reMany kids in the neighborhood have not returned to maining is daunting. But through the people and the strong
school. Insurance companies are finding legal loopholes to communities,there is no doubt in my mind thatthe city will
back out ofpaying residents for repairs. Thelevees havebeen continue to regain its footing and one day stand taller than
rebuilt to the same pre-Katrina strength, almost asking for it stood before Katrina.
a reoccurrence of the tragedy.
Broken levees can destroyhouses but they cannot destroy
As frustrating as the progress in New Orleans is, there theresilience and hope ofNew Orleans.
are glimmers of hope. This hope comes through the people
ofthe city. The resilience and optimism ofthepeople ofNew
Kevin Schuster
Orleans are breathtaking.Watching Father Rayrepairing the
A&S'U

A report

on

UGBC

The platform that we ran on last
Februaryhas remainedour focus and we
have worked consistently to deliver on
the promises we made. We are writing
this letterto sharebriefly a list ofrecent
UGBC accomplishments. Do not hesitateto contact us directly if you would
like more information on the status of
any UGBC initiatives.
Grocery Shuttles: During the first
semester, the UGBC funded and operated a shuttlebus to the Beacon Street
Star Market on four consecutive Sundays. We asked every user to fill out a
survey on thereturn trip to trackdollars
of groceries bought, frequency of use,
andother items. The datademonstrated
a significant demand for access to the
grocery store from Boston College.
We took our data to BC Parking
and Transportation Services and they
now agree. Last week, you should have
received an e-mail informing you that
Parking and Transportation Services will
now be operating and funding the Grocery Shuttles. Theywill operatefromthe
ConteForum bus stop on March 16 and
30, April 6,13, 20, and 27, and May4.
Next time you need cereal or PB&J
supplies,we hope theshuttles will make
it easier.

Space Reservation System: All BC
student clubs know how difficult the
process to reserve room space for meetings and performances can be on this
campus. Besides the actual shortage
ofreservable rooms, the biggest factor

\u25a0*©
\

improvements to student life
affecting us all involves the outdated that if something catches your eye in
University process, which is almost Lower, or McElroy,you'llbe ableto turn
entirely pen and paper, supplemented it on later in your room.
with some MS DOS-based software
If the screens serve their purpose
and receive positive feedback, we hope
(yes, from the '80s).
We started researching this problem the UGBC and the University will be
two years ago. We have tried to bring able to expandand professionalize the
administrators together in the same system next year and in the future.
room to talk about this, taking notes,
Speakers and Campus Entertainand makingpresentations,including one ment:We held a fall concert and brought
to theboard oftrustees and one to a large you Will Ferrell's Funny or Die Tour
number of University vice presidents. to headline the spring. We have also
The biggest hurdle was demonstrating brought anumber of speakersto campus,
therealneed for a new system, andmakincluding Father Fernando Cardenal,
S.J., former minister of education to
ing its purchase a Universitypriority.
Over the summer, a consultant was Nicaragua; Peggy Mcintosh, the author
hired by the University to review our of "White Privilege: Unpacking the Insystem and to suggest a new one. The visibleKnapsack"; Nadje Al-Ali, author
preferred vendor for the new system ofIraqi Women: Untold Storiesfrom 1948
should be selected by April 1 and the to the Present; Matt Bai, New York Times
goal is to implement the system in fall journalist; and Ted Conover, author of
'08. This shouldmake life easier for all Newjack: GuardingSing Sing.
We will also have Spike Lee speaking
student clubs.
Flat Screen Notification System: on April 9.
We have been working on this initiaWe hope you will take these active constantly all year, and we will be complishmentsas proof thatthe UGBC
debutingthepilot for this system in the works hard to make a difference on
next several weeks with the help and campus and is alwayscommittedto your
student life.
support ofBC Media Technology Services andInformation Technology.
Two screens will be installed in
Sincerely,
the McElroy and Lower dining halls.
Jenniffer Castillo
They will serve to advertise, on 42-inch screens, major campus events on
UGBCPresident
a rotating basis, while you are in line
or eating in the dining hall. BC Cable
Daniel Sievers
Channel 47 will mirror the system, so
UGBC VicePresident

What do you think?
Write your own letter to the editor.

editor@bcheights.com
READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright towrite headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor©
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Chill out in thefight over global warming
Thumbs
Up
BC Hockey - The Eagles
routed Providence on Friday
and Saturday, winning
their quarterfinalmatches
by a combined 10-2 score.
The Eagles all but locked
up a spot in the NCAA
tournament and move on to
face regular-seasonchamp
UNH. If you've got a minute,
check out Nathan Gerbe's
sweet penalty-shot, spinmove goal on YouTube.
Surge - On the one-year
anniversary of the "surge"
in Iraq, military leaders can
point to dramaticprogress

with fewer bombings and
killings all over the country.
High costs and serious
sectarian dividesstill plague
the country, alongwith
questions of whether the
uneasy peace will holdafter
U.S. troops leave.

Here's my stance: I like incandescent
light bulbs. I'd hate to imagine a world
completelybathed in the pale,flickering,
hospital-corridorlight of fluorescent
without really being informed.
bulbs.
At the risk of losing any credibility
Even more so than that, I'd hate to
the first paragraph might have earned matter, even believing
imagine all my favorite
characterswith
me, I'll admit I'm probably not much that we're formidable
I'd hate to imagine cartoon
Dan Esposito
more knowledgeable on the topic than
those little corkscrewenough to deal the
anyone else.
death blow to a planet
a world completely shaped abominations
After screwing in my first obnoxiously
popping up from their
I did, however, spend most of the that's been around a
bathed in the pale,
corkscrew-shaped, eco-friendly, fluores- last week reading every report on global whole lot longer than
heads whenever they
cent lightbulb, I can't help butfeel a little warming and climate change I could get we'vebeenhere to worhave a good idea.
hospitalflickering,
I think the Earth
wrongedby the well-intentioned,ifblindly my hands on. Aside from learning that ry about it and will be
idealistic, green movement.
corridor lightof fluo- will last a while longer,
most scientists could benefit from a long afterward?
Let me clarify. I don'thate the planet, freshman writing seminar, I like to think
Now don't get a reand sure we should all
rescent bulbs.
I don't drive a Hummer, and f love the I also got a more even-sided picture of fund on your hybrid or
do our part, but we
whales, f am, however, a born skeptic and the issue.
should also take it one
stop recycling - seria wannabe historybuff, so it's in my nature
For example, the current estimate is ously, I'm pretty sure there's nothing day at a time. It's about simple, practito approachsaving theearth with caution that the carbon dioxidein the atmosphere wrong with recycling. The environmencal efforts. Hold off on the globallight
as a watchword.
has increased global crop yield by around talists are doing some great things, and bulb bans and the ethanol cars (they're
It seems to me that the only constant 15 percent, serving to prevent potential I for one am pretty glad we've still got driving up the price of corn).
that's ever existed in the scientific world mass starvation.
Think small;pick up some loose trash,
some spotted owls around. We can all
is that every couple of years everything
Economists at the 2008 Conference on help every day too.
take shorter showers, walk to Cleveland
we thought we knew gets turned on its ClimateChange alsopredicted emissions
Girls, stop covering your friend's doors Circle instead of driving.
head.
standardsfor developingcountries would with"HappyBirthday" fliers, you'rekillAs good as we've become at harming
After all, wasn't it not too long ago severelyhamper their growth. Thereisn't ing trees. Guys,Axe body spray ruins the the earth, we are still only beginning to
that the now infamous DDT pesticide too muchroom for informationlike this in ozone layer, use Axe roll-on. With that understand how to save it. Baby steps,
was touted as the savior of a malaria- the gung-ho "save the planet" ethos.
in mind, though, maybe we don't need guys, baby steps.
ridden world? A few years and a lot few
It's not that we're ignorant or insento start color-coding our trash. I've seen
birds laterwe'vecome to believe we know sitive even, just ambitious and OK, garbage getpicked up, andifyou'll forgive Dan Esposito is a Heights staff columnist.
better.
maybe a little ignorant. The ancient me for ruining the mystique, it allgoes in He welcomes comments at desposito@
So global warming is happening; as an Greeks knew that hubris is the only huthe same truck.
bcheights.com.
"enhanced greenhouse effect" it's tough
to deny. It's natural to want to do something about it too; the problem is that it
is easy to jump on board the bandwagon

...

GoogleAndroid - Google
madebold claims that
its upcoming Linuxbasedmobile phonewill
outperform the wildly
successful Apple iPhone.
Tech experts speculate that
Google's open software
could spawn cool thirdparty applications and
pressure Apple to do the
same.

Peeps in the Dining Hall
- Sugary, marshmellowy
goodnessbrings Easter
cheer to students. Try to eat
a wholebox at once. And no
they are not gross.

Thumbs
Down
BC Basketball - After
a surprising resurgence
against Maryland, BC ended
aforgettable season with a
forgettable(and turnoverridden) performance against
Clemson.

Falling Cranes - A falling
piece ofsteel brought down
a massive crane in New York
City, crushing a four-story
apartment building,killing
four, and making TU / TD
a lot more nervous about
walkingby Gasson every day.
Tornados in Atlanta - Freak
storms in the South spawned
tornados in Atlanta, causing
extensive damage in the city
and haltingplay at the SEC
tournament.

Bear Steams - The wellrespected bank almost
imploded this week,requiring
Depression-erabailoutsfrom
the Federal Reserve and JP
Morgan. The fifth largest
investment bank in the U.S.,
Bear Steams has seen two
hedge funds go under in the
tightening credit market
and subprime mortgage
mess. Thebank was sold to
JP Morgan for $2 per share
yesterday.
Iran - Hardline
conservatives celebrated
their recent parliamentary
victory by shutting down
nine magazines thatpublish
pictures and stories of
"corrupt" movie stars.
Though the judiciaryhas
shut more than 100 political
newspapers and magazines,
lifestyle magazines are
usually left alone.
UCLA Medical Center Sadly, the UCLA hospital did
not follow Chris Crocker's
well-publicizedadvice to
"leave Britney alone," and
is now coming under fire for
snooping in the troubled
pop star's medicalrecords.
Reports say the hospital is
moving to fire 13 employees
in the scandal.

man trait you can really count on.
What, anyway, is more presumptuous
than believing the answer to a problem
causedby our technologyis newer,better
technology? Or believing that the earth
needs us to save it anyway? Or for that

In defense

of the expense

From the AppalachianandGulfCoast
regions to Native American reservations and even internationallyto Latin

Matt Carroll
Jeff Wahhab, a junior in the Connell
School of Nursing, was like many other
Boston College students preparing to go
on spring break. He and his roommates
had been planningtheir trip to Acapulco
for months, but somehow things never
came together.
Decemberrolled aroundand one ofhis
roommates suggested he sign up to drive
for Appalachia. With that, Wahhab said
"hasta la vista" to Acapulco and "hello"
to country roads.
"No big deal," he said, driving down
Route 13 on Virginia's eastern shore to
his placement in a community called New
Road. "It's just one week. We can just go
to Acapulco as seniors."
Each year, BC sends hundreds of students all over the United States and beyond for service and immersion programs
thatenhance their classroomeducation.

America, the Caribbean, and Africa,
BC students spend a great deal oftime,
money, and effort in order to learnfrom
and serve the communities that host
them.
Despite the overwhelmingly positive
feedback these trips usually generate
from the participants and communities,
there remains a healthy contingent of
objectors who propose that the money
and effort might be better spent in other
ways.

The most common objection I hear,
for example, goes something like this:
"Wouldn't it be a lot more helpful to just
donateall that moneyyou raise?"
The obligatory voice of dissent has
a point. I can't help but think that the
$300,000 raised to send 500-plus members ofthe AppalachiaVolunteersto their
placements could havebeen morehelpful
if it weren't used to offset the costs of
travel, food, and lodging. After all, on
my trip we painted some walls, cleaned
a few yards, and fixed a couple of doors
on houses that cost $42,000 to build. For
$300,000, we could have given the community seven new homes.

It's true that donations of that size
can dramatically and almost instantly
address stark needs of the community,
but the trips are about something more
than charitable giving.
Nhu Huynh, A&S '08, who just returned from leading a Pedro Arrupe trip
to Jamaica, believes that the trips have
an immeasurable transformative value.
"It's more about being present with those
you meet in country and thepossibility of
transformingthe worldthrough changing
hearts," she said.
It is within this transformation, the
conversion of heart, that the strength of
service and immersion educationlies. The
programs at BC and other schools are
listed as "extracurricular," but are they
really just the cherry on top ofthesundae
that is academicice cream?
Father Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, the
recently retired Superior General of the
Society of Jesus, believes thatformation
and learninggo hand-in-hand in fulfilling
the Jesuit mission to educate the whole
person.

"Tomorrow'swhole person must have,
in brief, a well-educated solidarity," he
wrote in 2000. "Solidarity is learned
through 'contact' rather than 'concepts.'
When the heart is touched by direct

experience, the mind may be challenged
to change.Personal involvementwith innocent suffering, with the injustice others
suffer, is the catalyst for solidaritywhich
then gives rise to intellectual inquiry and

moralreflection."
Kolvenbach goes on to argue that
service programs allow for this type of
education to occur and "should not be
too peripheral or optional, but at the
core of every Jesuit university's program
of studies."
Is he right? Do these experiences really transformhearts and minds?Maybe
there's no universal response, but Wahhab feels his eyes were opened by the
experience.

"I expected something different, but
not thisprofound. I had no idea just how
much need for change there is in the

world," he said.
So, what doeshis senior spring break
look like for next year?
"Acapulco will always be there, man.
I'm going back to Appalachia."
Maybe there is somethingpriceless
about this whole endeavorafter all.

Matt Carroll is a Heights staffcolumnist. He
welcomes commentsat mcarroll@bcheights.
com.

Scrutiny, not smugness, in the Senate
Michael Cannella
Each year, the UGBC is given 50 percent ofeach student's activities fee.After
elections are held, the incoming president
and vice president sit down and decide
how to allocate what typically amounts
to roughly $500,000.
The Senate, as specifiedby theUGBC
constitution, is entitled to 4 percent of
that budget. This money, lest we forget,
does not grow on trees. Therefore, with
verylimitedmoney for so many students,
we try to do our best to allocate our
budget to events, programs, and groups
thatbenefit the largest amount ofBoston
College students.
Service trips, as we all know, are a
major part of the BC culture. The issue
with funding them, however, is that service trips cater to a small portion of our
total community.
Many students frequently criticize
the UGBC for "not doing anything" on
behalfof the entire studentbody. Thus,
when a service trip comes in to ask us
for funds so that 15 to 20 students can
go to Latin America, most of us are left
wondering if there is not something
better we could be doing for the entire
student body.
Therefore, senators must be highly
inquisitive in order to best serve the

needs of the student body as a whole, efficiently as possible. Her group, after chose to fade into the background, were
while still supporting the honorableand all, did get money, and despite numerall appropriate given the nature of any
commendable activities of a dedicated ous votes in the negative, we have not senator's responsibility to the students;
few.
turned down a single service trip fundthose students before them and the
Over the course of this year, the Senate ing request this year (regardlessof how thousands morenot in attendance.Both
has seen presentations by service trips poorlyprepared some of them were for questions mentionedin the column, while
that were well-prepared and by others their presentation).
interpreted negativelyby the listener,
that were not so well-prepared. Some
It should be noted that Ms. Dill's were directed out of legislative inquisicome in with detailedbudgets outlining group hasreceived not a meager amount
tiveness.
their current cash and additionalfunds offunding from the Senate, but a great
When funding any type of event, the
needed. Others have no budget details deal of dollars this year. A total of Senate has, should, and will continue to
$1,250 has been appropriated to BCwhatsoever.
assess the scope, immediacy, and severAs the electedrepresentativesof the relatedendeavors with the Jemeztribe. ity of the need presented to it. Both the
studentbody, we have every right to ask This is almost triple what the Senate questions cited andthose not mentioned
tough questions of all
typically allocates to fall under the three critical elements to
service trips. Ms. Dill making an informed allocation of the
those who comebefore
us lookingfor a slice of In asking tough quesportrays the Senate as student body's money.
the communal pie.
In askingtough questions andpresentbeing miserly toward
tions and presentWhen a group
her when, in fact, just ing fair scrutiny, theUGBC Senate is not
ing fair scrutiny, the the opposite is true. acting smug; it is fulfilling its duties.
comes before the SenThese illustrations
ate looking for money
UGBC Senate is not of past
four days before they
Senate activiMichael Cannella is the Senate director of
public affairs and a senior in the College of
are supposed to leave, acting smug; it is fulties aside, the cenit seems only fair that
tral issue raised in Ms. Arts and Sciences.
filling its duties.
a senator would ask
Dill's column was the
way she felt she was
themwhat their course
Online Poll
of action wouldbe should we denythem being treated. The situational context
their funding request.
of the words we speak is paramount
What is
favorite
What Ms. Dill ("Smugness out of to ascertaining the full extent of their
place in Senate," March 13) and other meaning. The Senate is saddened that
type of drink on St.
students need to understand is that Ms. Dill felt as if she was being "interPatrick's Day?
because money is scarce and demands rogated," "embarrassed," or "guilty."
The questions posed by the senators
are high, we in the Senate try to do our
best to allocatewhat little we do have as referred to in the column and those she
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but still know my way around the modern
dating game, Prefer to take things slow, never
'much of a sprinter, but can adapt if the time is
right. Morning. Noon or Night. Call box #74125
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HOPELESS ROMANTIC.
still believes the right person is out there, and
I'm still waiting to bump into you. Staying in /
going out, movies, long runs on the beach by
moonlight...if this doesn't sound too corny to
you, Call box #65214
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By MichelleKaczmarek
Asst. FeaturesEditor

the infirmary at BC provides 24-hour care

didn'tknow whatwas wrongwith me or how

to students.

to help me," Michelis says.

"When you have a family at home, there
In the Health Services Patient Bill of
always someone to take care of you. But Rights and Responsibilities, it says that
if you are just alone, feeling lousy, there is every patient has a right to know the dian option here to have relief of suffering.
agnosis, the prognosis, the treatment that
Ninety-nine percent of students here most will be used, how risky this treatment is,
likely do not have a thermometer...lsit [the and whetherit will hurt and for how long. A
infirmary] necessary? No. Is it a servicethat person admitted to the infirmary holds this
is helpful? Yes," says Dr. Thomas Nary, direc- right, but whendoctorshave yet to figure out
tor of Health Services.
this information themselves, students can
Between theory and practice, though, find themselves lost in a maze of miscomsome students feel the infirmarymislays its munication.
mission. Caroline Merck, A&S '10, found
Health Services uses a triage of medical
herself in the infirmary after being told by staff to help students when they first arrive,
Health Services that she almost certainly says Nary. A nurse will first see students to
had appendicitis. But after spending the assess what is wrong with them, and after
night, she woke up in the morning and was that they willusually be seen by aphysician
or nurse practitioner. When students stay
told something different. "The next morning, I sat in the infirmary and waitedfor the in the infirmary, a physician willfirst review
doctor to arrive. When he did, I was asked themandthen suggest that it wouldbe best
all the same questions as the night before, to stay. "It really depends on the degree of
and I was toldIprobably had somethingelse. illness ft is so individual," Nary says.
I stayed over again that night and still felt
After feelingsick for a month, Noel Naczi,
CSOM TO, finally gave in andvisited Health
terrible," Merck says.
When Belen Michelis, CSOM '10, found Services. Diagnosedwith a sinus infection,
herselfstaying overnight atthe infirmary, she Naczi decided to stay in the infirmary. "I
because they see them as a drainof money or experiencedthe same confusion as Merck. wanted to stay there. It turned out I had a
because of a perceivedliability. Whether it is Her frustrations did not help the headache
See Infirmary, B3
a sinus infection, the flu, or mononucleosis, she had originallycome in for. "I felt like they
You're alone in a room for two, if you
are lucky. There is one red button next to
each bed, wiring thatbed to assistance and
care. Each bed is freshly made and has its
own sterile curtain for privacy - and maybe
propriety. There is no television and there
is no computer, and although in an age of
technology this may be an anomaly, to have
both, or even one, wouldbe excessive.
Along the east hallway, in the basement
of Cushing, these rooms line up, one after
the other, waiting for students to fill their
empty beds. The first room is occupied at
the moment; a cursory side glanceshows the
smiling patient lying under the covers, with
the cause of the smile apparent: a break in
the monotony in the form ofvisitors.
Boston College is one of the few colleges
left that still has an infirmary. Universities
such as Boston University andNortheastern
University do not provide in-patient or after hours care on campus and insteadrefer
students to local hospitals. Many colleges
have ended these medical services, either
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Post-Appa

"So, housing sucks ... what else is new? I'll be a senior next year and
living in Edmond's for the second year in a row. My roommates are
contemplatingfinding an apartment off campus instead, but I don't
know how I feel about moving off campus senior year. How do I tell
them/convince them that I want to live with them, but I'dprefer to live
on campus, Edmond's or not?"
Housing Woes

stress

?

Ryan Responds:

Lisa Says:

1don'tblameyou for not wanting to deal with leases(and subsequently subletters),
I really can't imagine what you are going through. It must be tough for you,
cranky neighbors, Boston PD, scuzzy bathrooms, and Comm. Aye commutes. Show since you can't live exactlywhere you want to next year. I genuinelyhope thatyou
them this list of off-campus housingpleasures and ask if they're sure they want to.
are going to make it.
Ask them what it is that they don'tlike aboutEdmond's. Too much on the outHousingis somethingthat a lot of students at Boston College criticize. To some
skirts of campus? Shockingly, off-campus apartments are further away from the degree it is justified,because there is almost this atmosphere that if you don'tlive
rest of campus. Don't want to deal with the "dirty old" kitchens, bathrooms, and in the Mods, your senior year is a failure. I can't think of any other university where
carpets?Point out that most affordable off-campus places have permanentlayers of housing causes as much concern or resentment.
grossness on allofthefloors. Tired oflivingin the
Since ResidentialLife won't change until there
same place for two years in a row? f f that's their
are more residences built, you are going to have to
"Next time the whining, er, discussion begins, adapt, because housing is not as big of a deal as
attitude,they will have quite a tiring and difficult
suggest to your roommates that Edmond's next year it's made out to be. Infact, it's not a big deal at all.
journey through life.
Besides, it's senior year, and never again will could be fun. So close to the Mods! Make your case If you take two seconds andput things in perspecyou be able to walk out of your room at strange
about staying there and see how they react. Add the tive, you will see that there are so many other
hours of the night and be just a moment's walk
things that are more important.
requisite "I love living with you and can't imagine my
away from all ofyour friends.
When you talk to your roommates, simply reNext time the whining, er, discussion begins, life without you in the bedroom next door."
mind them that the majority of seniors live on camsuggest to your roommates thatEdmond's next
pus, so it will bemuch more convenient. Also, getLisa discussing perks dorm
year could be fun. So close to the Mods! Make
ting an apartment at this point will be much more
your case about staying there and see how they
ofa hassle than it's probably worth. Lastly, you are
react. Add the requisite "I love living with you andcan't imagine my life without you a 21-year-old college student. You don'tneed to live in some elaborateapartment.
in the bedroom next door."
All you need is a bed and a bathroom. Hopefully, after you lay out these reasons,
Havingfour years ofhousing,evenin Edmond's, is a greatdeal. Some people don't your roommates won'tbe willing to go through the effort of renting an apartment.
know how good they have it. Gladthat you're not one of them.
Have fun next year and try not to make abig deal over insignificant things.
?

of

"new stuff" that brought my hallmates
and I together freshman year. I quickly
becamefriendly with my fellow tenants and neighbors, andthe semester
continued with occasional visits to each
other's apartments.
Fast-forward to junior year, second
semester. I movedto China, into a very
small dorm, a very small double, with
very much no air-conditioning,with
a very French roommate (who, on day
one, announced he "didn't like to talk
English"). Despite the odd living situation, going abroad was the best experience of college. But moving 0n...
Fast-forward to senior year, and
I find myselfback in Walsh status.
There is nothing new, none of that
"new-experiencespark" to quite bring
hallmates together quite like before.
Walking down thehall brings no real
friendly exchanges.
Of course, as I write this, I realize
maybe everyone doesknow me they
just hate me because Iplay RockBand
at full volume all thetime. Oh well
- maybe nextyear, in the "real world,"
we'llrotate back.

It all startedout on Facebook.
You suddenly had at least 20 new
friends and went on a photo-tagging
and wall-writingfrenzy. When all
ofthat wasn't enough, you updated
your status every hour to let everyone in cyberspace know howfast and
hard you had been hit by this common Boston Collegeepidemic.
"Maddyhas finally taken a hot
showerbut stillwishes she was back
in VA with her new appa loves <3333
MISS YOU GUYS!!!"
"Maddycan't wait to see her
group in the Eagle's Nest 2morrow!!
ApPa LoVE 4eva!"
Top this all offwith the desire to
text nonsensical inside jokes("OMG
[group membername] I totally just
saw a [power tool/objectfrom nature/sleepingbag/somethingcovered
in dirt] and it reminded me ofthe
time we [played Catch Phrase on
thebus/didn't shower/saved a baby
from a burning building]! LOL")
and hang out withpeople other than
your roommates, and you've got a
full-blown case of Post-Appalachia
Stress Disorder.
It's really not your fault - it happens to the best ofus - andluckily there are plenty of peoplewho
can help you assimilateback into
society. To start off, you need to
tellyour roommates and pre-Appa
friends thatyou still lovethem. All
ofthis talk of making a difference in
theworld and forming a strong bond
withpeoplein just six days is pissing
them off, and they're on the verge of
putting Nair in your shampoo bottle
if you ditch them one more time. I
really don't want to see a bunch of
patchy-headed crazies duringthis
Sunday's meeting.
Next, it's time to go easy on the
reflection-centric activities. While
anyone can appreciate needing to
take the time to ponder life'sbiggest
questions, it's just a littleodd when
you start everyconversation with
your "highs" and "lows" for the day.
We get it. Appalachiahas made you
appreciate having conversations
with the people you care about, but
both I (and ResLife) know that you
don'tneed to turn off the lights,
sit in a circle, and put a candle in
the middleofthe room to do that
anymore. The membersof your
residence hall will thank you when
they don'thave to stand outside in
the cold at 3 a.m. justbecause you
thought your housinglottery discussion needed to go a bit "deeper."
You may also want to readjust
your stomachto yourprevious
dietary habits.I don'tknow about
you, but five pounds of applesauce,
endless amounts ofpeanut butter,
and things called "nanner pudding"
aren't usually on the BC Dining
menu. Before you have to stock up
on a lifetime supply of Lysol or Oust,
you may want to ease your wayback
into the worldofbuffalo chicken
wraps and New England Classics.
Enough said.
Lastly, it's time to accept that
spring break is over, take a hot
shower, sleep in your own bed, and
move on. I know you have a sinking
feeling in your heart thatyou haven't
experiencedsince the first time you
saw Mufasa die in TheLion King, but
it's time to realize that you will never
be able to recreate that experience
ever again. As theykeep reminding
us at this grandold institution, now
it's time to "set theworld aflame"
(sans reflection candle) and bring
backwhat you learnedto the BC
community. Don't live in thepast,
but always rememberthe incredible experiencesyou had andthe
relationships you formed.
Imagine that, this humor column
just turned into abigger sap fest
than thatmovie where Mandy Moore
has cancer and wants to stand in two
places at the same time.
I guess some of us are still trying
to dealwith our own case ofPASD.

Steven Keppler is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at kep-

Madeleine Rodriguez is a staff columnist for The Heights. She welcomes

plers@beheights.com.

comments at rodriguez@bcheights.com.

life

"Registering for classes is fast approaching. I'm not sure if it's a blessing or a curse, but my current direct roommate and I have the same
major. She usually likes to take the same classes, which is normallyfine, but it causes conflict when I do better than her; she is pretty
competitive. I love her and taking classes with her is fun, but I'd rather plan my own schedule rather than discussing what "we" are going to take together. I'm feeling limited, like Ican't take the classes I want to take because they don'tfit in her schedule. How do I tell her
that maybe we should go our separate schedule ways without hurting her feelings?"
?Chaos Over Classes

Ryan Says:

Lisa Responds:

I can imagine that it must be tough for you to constantly do better than your
You have theperfect excuse: Sayyou're going to take the classes you want, and
feign surprise when she mentions the scheduling conflict. There is no reason, at all,
roommate in all of your classes. I actually think it's impressive thatyour competito skip the classes you want for her sake (and it's also all right to take classes you
tive roommate continually gets the academicbeatdownfrom you, yet she keeps
like a littleless mainly because they also don'tworkfor her).
coming back for more. She is rather resilient.
On a side note, I figured right awaythat this was a problembetween girls. Girls
Taking classes you think you'll enjoy is not being mean or spiteful, so don'tfeel
are usually extra sensitive to theirfriends' concerns. Guys can be sensitive too, but
bad about "hurting her feelings."
If she takes it that way, she is overly sensitive and I wish you strength in this orgirls always seem to outdo us. For example, you are arranging your academic career
to placate your roommate, f always think thatt
deal.You can reassure her by saying that you need
it's helpful to have someone to study with in
to make the best schedulefor you - your academic
"When she finds out that you have already picked
career and entire life depends on it (maybe a slight
classes, but what you want to do is a littlebit
classes, she may be a little bummed. However,
exaggeration, but go with it).
your
ridiculous.
She sounds a bit clingy, andif you let her have
You shouldfind classes that you want to
just explain to her that you have already decided on
way with classes soon she'll be mimickingyour
take. When your roommate asks what classes
her
your classes andremind her that it's nothing peroutfits and stealing your boyfriend. Cut her off
you are taking, just tellher that you haven't
sonal. She is more than welcome to take any of those
now.
figured it out. After you finally decide what
classes with you."
classes are best for you, thenyou can discuss
If you do happen to share one or two classes
it with your clingy roommate.
next
year, try to avoid the grades conversation.
Ryan, on the clingy roommate
When she finds out thatyou have alYou can always "prefer not to share."
?

ready picked your classes, she may be a
littlebummed. However, just explainto her that you have already decided on your
classes andremind her that it's nothingpersonal. She is more than welcome to
take any of those classes with you. You or someone else is paying a lot of money for
you to go here, and you should be able to take whicheverclasses you want.

Or, if she insists, thenrealizes you didbetter
and feels insecure, that is her problem, not yours.
Rememberthat this is a friendship, not a Siamese-twinship,and conduct yourself accordingly. Sounds like a super greatroommate - I hope you two had success
in the housing lottery.

RyanLopez is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr@
bcheights.com.

Lisa Cook is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at
cooklb@bcheights.com.

"He Said/She Said" always welcomes questions for future columns
as well as comments about this week's responses. All printed questions remain anonymous. Send any questions or comments to Tula
at batanchi@bcheights.com.
COLLEGE CONNECTIONS

Diverse residence situations alter college experiences

Steven Keppler
I was walking to my room in Voute
Hallthe other day when I passed my
next-doorneighbor. At least I'm going
to assume thatis who it was, because
they walked out of the room next to
mine. But thefact is, f don'thave the
first clue about anyone on my hall outside of my three-room corner (and we
blockedtogether).
Housing has an interesting kind of
cycle in college life - it begins and ends
with cluelessness.Like the majority of
freshmen, I grew up in suburbia and
was never (un)fortunate enough to have
a roommate of any sort, beside my
family.
I remember the times I visited colleges during my junior and senior years
ofhigh school, having no ideawhat
to expect, onlyto find a sort of cross
between an apartment building(several rooms on each hall) and a prison
(shared bathrooms).

Walking into Fitzpatrick my freshman year, like so many freshmen, I had
two thoughts. One - I have no friends.

Two - Why is this dorm so weird?
Having never lived in a dorm before,
I had to open myself up to all sorts of
"new living" - roommates, noise in the
hall, remembering a room code, etc. So
in an effort to solve my first thought,
and meet/Facebook-friendas many
freshmen as possible, I started lapping
the dorms. I remembermaking the
obligatorystop in my room (Fitz four by
the way) to drop my stuff and beginto
unpack(a process that didn'tend until
probablyNovember), then the obligatory goodbyeto family, and thenmoving on to the obligatorywalk down your
hall. This involvedknocking on basically every door and simply introducing
yourself to your new neighbors.
Now as everyoneremembers,
because most allfreshmen have this
mentality, it is not at allweird to just
start walking intorandom rooms and
saying hi, leaving your door open all
day to welcomeothers in, and so forth.
Within the first two weeks of school,
I do seriously think f could name 90
percent ofthe guys thatlived in my
hall. Gradually, the whole "open-door"
policy startedto fade away, but there
remained that certain unique level of
camaraderiebetweenfloormates.
Fast-forward to sophomore year
(and for the sake of this section, we're
going to maketheridiculous assump-

tion that all sophomores, like me, were
lucky and got eight-mans). I movedinto
Walsh with seven other guys, excitedfor
the "commonroom and private bath" in
our own suite.
While we knew the girls next door,
since we blocked with them, we didn't
know anyone else moving into the
eighth floor. And I never did. In what
amounted to a night-and-day difference fromfreshman year, the doorsremainedclosed. Amazing what a social
facilitator having to walk down the hall
in your towelis.
As time went on in Walsh, I wonderedif f'd ever have any of the friendly
exchangesI experiencedthe previous
year in Fitzpatrick. Short of my RA
(and he basically got paidto be nice to
me), I didn't.And the truth is, I didn't
initiate anything either. Something
about the "suite" set-up effectively
killed dormlife as I hadknown it.
Fast-forwardto junior year, first
semester (and for the sake of this section, we're going to maketheridiculous
assumption that all juniors, like me,
got the ResLife shaft andhad to force
themselvesinto a "off-campus/subletbecause-I'm-going-abroad"situation. I movedinto an apartment on
Orkney, behind Cityside in Cleveland
Circle - and it was likefreshman year
all over again. Paying bills? Cooking?

Madeleine Rodriguez

Losing your key? Missing the Comm.
Aye bus?These issues became the new

...
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The man behind the Che-Chi stand
By Caul

Larsson

serving gloves.

"I come here every weekend
regardless of the weather," he
Che-Chi certainly has some says. "Rain or shine. Rain. Or.
good stories to tell. Stories that Shine."
would make you laugh. Stories
The face behind Che-Chi,
that would make you cringe. otherwise known as Joe Dinn,
Stories that you would share most likely inherited that perwith your friends at dinner.You severing quality from his Irish
ancestry. Dinn's grandfather
know, stories about unruly collanded on Ellis Island around
lege kids.
Like the time when a Newton the year 1900 and was soon
Campus freshman was stranded working on dredging operations
outside the Mods at 3 a.m., up and downthe Atlantic coast.
looking for a way back to his Eventually, the tides brought
room in Duchesne. The buses
him northward to clean out the
had stoppedrunning, a taxiride Boston Harbor, and that's when
hefinally decidedit was time to
costtoo much, and walking was
obviously not an option. He did adopt the bean as his favorite
exactly what he thought was side dish and settle in the Hub.
Grandpa Dinn was lucky
appropriate in that moment: hijack the Roggie's Pizza delivery enough to be there when the
car, drive back without getting Red Sox won the World Series
caught, and then tell all of his in 1918, but the dry spell of 86
years that would follow may
friends about it.
Stories like that practically have pushed the younger genwrite themselves. In the search erations of the Dinn family out
for something similar, Che-Chi offandom.
was the obvious choice. He is,
Although Joe still follows
after all, a man who sells food the Sox with some interest, his
to, as he puts it, "well-greased," favorite sports team is by far the
college students every weekend Patriots, and he never misses
a game. Still distraught from
of the year.
the Super Bowl loss, Joe's only
Andwhenhe saysevery weekend of the year, he's not exagadvicefor next season is, "They
gerating. It was a subzero Thirsty got to keep Moss."
When it's not football seaThursdayin themonth ofFebruary, and nobody - not even Bear son, Joe spends his free time
Grylls - could be found outside surfing the Internet, watching
braving the cold. Nobody, that movies, fishing off the General
is, except for Che-Chi, huddled Edwards Bridge in Lynn, and
up against his grill in front of biking around the North Shore.
St. Ignatius Gate, with nothing Regardinghis biking, Joeusually
on his hands but a pair of latex starts out in Medford, passes
For The Heights

DAVID GIVLER/HEIGHTS EDITOR

Dinn, who runs the Che-Chi stands, doesn't dwell on bad student behavior.
through Swampscott, pedals
up Route 1A into Gloucester,
and then loops back home to
Medford. All in all, that's a
nice 50-mile trip, which means
that Che-Chi would dominate
in that 7:30 p.m. cycle class at
the Plex.
How does Joe have so much
free time on his hands? Well, he's
currently retired. He used to be
an assistant manager at Store
24 in Medford, but now he just
works at the BC Che-Chi'sstand
on weekend nights for a little
extra cash.
He does pretty goodbusiness,
too, turning around about 35
pounds of Italian sausage per
night on Lower Campus, and a
slightlylower, but stillrobust, 20
pounds on Upper Campus.
"Boston is an Italian city,
and people here love a good

Italian sausage," he says, adding that a significant amount of
the business comes from hungry
students on their wayback from
downtownbars and clubs.
When discussing students,
however, Joe wasn't too interested in discussing the dirty
details ofwhat his job has seen.
"Let's not dwell on [bad behavior]," he says. "After all, Boston
College students are generally
verypolite."
Over the course of45 minutes
in the freezing cold, he showed
himself to be a man that was
upbeat, outgoing, hard-working,
and never without a good sense
of humor.
Although the BC community
may never hear the juicy gossip
Joe has seen here, he proved
himself to be a classy Bostonian.

\u25a0

Student-run site helps event planners
of Nuerovirology(PASNV), who
specializes in nuerovirology.
Though PASNV will eventuSaturday night usually sees ally be the primary recipient,
a large Mod crowd. There are Johar and Buia are constantly
people running about, girls in looking for charities that have
short skirts, laughter, and general a measurable way to tell their
impact. Right now, they feel
revelry.
But not everyone's having the strongly about DonorsChoose.
timeof their lives. The angry glare org, a "charitablefacilitator" that
of a senior moderating the door raises awareness about education
ofa somewhat happeningMod is reform.
The idea for Chloe's Party
also seen. The gears are grinding
in his head. "Who do I let into came from necessity. While trying
thisparty? How can I decidewho to plan a New Year's Eve party in
should stay and who should go?" NewYorkCity last year, Joharand
Buiafound a need tocreatea Web
he thinks.
Chloe'sPartycould havesolved site where they could simply and
all of his problems. Chloesparty. effectively sell tickets.
After writing most oftheprocom lets people register their
events online, listing everything gramming for theparty, theyrealfrom the basic who, what, when, izedthe potential to develop the
andwhereinformation tocontact site into a full-blown company.
Johar admits that neither he
specifics.
On top of that,a portion of the nor Buia are selfless in this projsmall hosting fee the site charges ect. It doesn't takeup more than
20 percent of their time, but the
goes to charity.
Co-founderKunal Joharsaid potential is enormous.
Yet, they'd still have to sell
that currently the Children'sCancer Fund is the main benefactorof
over$300 millionworth oftickets
the site. He admits, however, that to become millionaires, which
he and fellow founder Melissa seems unlikely at this point, but
ifthe name spreads quickly, anyBuia intend to switch most funding to thePan-American Society thing is possible.
By Dean Praetorius
For The Heights

Both founders were George
Washington University students
at the time of the site's inception and recognized the need for
clubs andGreek life to sell tickets
to their events in order to keep
things from getting out of hand,
or to spread the word. They noticedthat there is no well-known
site established that effectively
helps peoplesell tickets online.
Sites like Fandango and Ticketmaster already let you buy
tickets to major events, but aside
from Chloe'sParty, most smaller
events end up having to create
their own sites or post links on
preexisting sites.
Chloe's Party changes all
that.
The site has already experienced a small boom since its
launch four months ago. Groups
such as the South Asian Young
Professionals Society and MixN-MingleNYC started to use the
system. But the site is not only intendedfor professional groups.
The ease of the site makes it
completely conducive to college
students, and for a wide range
of parties.
Signing up is free, and to list
your event there's only about a

page of information to fill out,
and in five easy steps you can create an event, set up tickets, and
send out invitations to as many
people as you want.
At the end of the process the
host is given an event code, so
if there's someone you forgot to
invite,or something you need to
change, it can be fixed. There is

a $1.11 fee on a $15 ticket, mainly
for site maintenance as well as
charity donations. They plan to
make their first payout to charities on June 1.
But who exactly is this Chloe?
Well, she is a real person. She
actually writes the blog for the
Web site - though JoharandBuia
oversee her writing to make sure
she accurately describes exactly
what the charities involved do.
The mystery behind the site's
namesakeisn't as much of a mystery as it is a metaphor. She's a
sorority girlfrom GW, involvedin
herrush council, and simply helps
spread the word about parties
and social events.
It's nice to have a voice behind
the site, but in the end, Chloe's
Party serves two purposes: to
raise money for charity andmake
party planning quick and easy. \u25a0
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Certain studentillnesses require students to stay the night at the Infirmary.

Staying the night
Infirmary,from Bl
sinus infection while I was there,
and so they treated me," says
Naczi.
Naczi stayed there for two
nights and received antibioticsfor
his sinus infection.
"ft was very goodservice. They
had very nice and very efficient
doctors and nurses that would
check up on you. If you wanted
to have anything, they were very
prompt in giving it to you. They
really kept on top of me. They
didn't wait for you to come to
them," Naczi says.
"The response here is a lot
faster than in most hospitals,"
Nary says.
For inpatients, there are two
nurses that work until 11 p.m.,
and then there is one nurse and
one aide working at night, except
for weekends.During the day and
night, the staffwill take a patient's
vital signs and attend to them if
they have a headache or any other
discomforts.
Even with these services
though, many students decline
to stay in the infirmary. "Most
students wantto push themselves.
We have more of a problem getting
them to stay compared to those
who want to stay," Nary says.
For Merck, neither the infirmary's service nor its medicinecould
convince her to stay again. "I felt
like I had been through a crazy
science experiment. In the end, it
wasn't appendicitis or anythingI
had been told, it was a virus. I felt
like I had sat hours in a stark, chilly
room for nothing," Merck says.
As the flu season started in
November and will last until the
end of March, BC's infirmary services haveplenty more students to
serve this year. "Duringflu season,
we will be full - around 10, 12, or
13 people. It is rare, or rather less
likely, that we have a census offour
to five." Nary says.
With the Globe reporting in
February that at Massachusetts
General Hospital's network of

BLAST FROM THE PAST

clinics and hospitals, the number
of patients testing positive for
influenza was already 21 percent
higher than for the entire previous
winter, the flu in NewEngland and
the rest of the country has proved
to be a consistent gripe. Although
it changes from year to year, Nary
says that this year especially has
already seen a rise in the amount
of people treated and seen as inpatients at BC.
"It coincides with national
statistics," he says.
After staying in the infirmary
for one day, Michelis decided to
leave against medicaladvice.
"I felt perfectly fine, and they,
in the end, were keeping me there
for no reason. They said I had to
stay, the doc wants you here. They
were veryhesitant about giving me
the dismissalform, buttheyfinally
did, and I left. I just wanted to go
back to my room," Michelis says.
Out of inpatient care, Michelis
took her antibiotics as Health
Services checked up on her via
phoneinstead.
"The infirmary can't replace
your mom, no one would expect it
to provide that levelof care, but it
could definitelybe more efficient,
accurate, and personal in its dealings," Merck says.
At Health Services, the infirmary is an added benefit that
distinguishesits service from other
colleges. It allows doctors and
nurses to monitor student's sicknesses, enabling them to provide
extensive care.
"Since I havebeen here, there
have been at least four cases in
which the infirmary definitely
made a difference, in that a student might havebeen deadotherwise. These are four cases thathad
alreadybeen seen in bighospitals,"
Nary says.
With its standard hospital
rooms, minus the medicaloxygen,
the infirmary is differentthan the
residence halls. It is a provided
service to students who are sick.

"It's the best of a bad situation,"
Naczi says. \u25a0

Appalachia Volunteers plans additional trips
By

Janet

Rutledge

Heights Senior Staff
Published in The Heights on
Tuesday, Nov. 1, 2001

It is hard to imagine thatanycould be turned away from
volunteering to build houses or
helping communities in the Appalachian region.
But at the beginning of the
fall, the coordinators of the Appalachia Volunteers program
announced to a crowdedroom
of over 500 students that they
might not be able to accept every
aspiring volunteer this year.
Fortunately, this is no longer
a concern for the Appalachia
Volunteers. Anyone who has
completed the initial requirements will be able to go on an
Appalachianretreat.
Appalachia Volunteers is a
unique program because its
members ditch the traditional
spring breakplans of an alcoholsoaked experience on an exotic
island in order to help people
and actually make a difference
in others' lives.
Thestudent volunteers spend
their spring break at one of
many locations helping families,
individuals, and even entire
communities, while at the same
time bonding with their fellow
students.
The program offers two different types of trips: habitatand
one

community.

posed that would barely hold
half as many students as the

great amount of work happens
before students pack their bags
and leave to help others.
One of the main requirements for the trip is attendance
at weekly meetings that started
towardthe beginning of the year
andinvolve speakers, small group
discussions, and sign-ups.
Potential volunteers have to
sign up for activities. Theyeither
participate in a day ofsolicitation
or a day of community service.
The day of solicitation includes
asking other BC students to take
part in the Appalachia point
drive by contributing mealpoints
or buying raffle tickets.
AppalachiaVolunteers runs a
raffle program to earn funding, in
whichvolunteers sellraffle tickets
for a variety of prizes.
The prizes were collected on
the solicitation days earlierthis

larger vans.

year.

This situation posed a problem because a student who is
21 or older would have to drive
each van. The coordinators were
worriedthat there would not be
enough 21-year-olds in the program, thus limiting the number
ofstudents that could go on the

tion is probably the most interesting. Those involved go into
Boston, asking stores, restaurants, and other establishments
to donate a prize, such as a gift
certificate, to theraffle.
Some students return with

Habitat trips focus on improving the structure of a community by building houses or
making repairs, whilecommunity
trips focus more on community
interaction.
Appalachia Volunteers has
grown rapidly over the last few
years.

Brian Davis, one of the head
coordinators ofthe program and
CSOM '02, admits that though
"funding is always a big issue as
it is entirely raised by students,"
a lack of transportation is what
could have prevented all of the
volunteers from going on the
trip.
Every year, the program has
used 15-passengervans to reach
its destinations.
This year, minivans were pro-

trips.

Davis said thatthe coordinators are almostpositive they "will
be taking everyone that does all
requirements We want everyone to have a chance."
Though the spring break trip
is the culmination of the Appalachia Volunteers program, a

...

Of all the activities, solicita-

unusual donations. The coordinators said, the strangest donation they received for this year's
raffle is a random figurine of a
cat, standing about a foot tall.
Some of the other prizes
include gift certificates good
at stores, restaurants, and hair
salons and gifts such as dispos-

BONNIE'SJ

able cameras, T-shirts, a ring,
and even two ticketsto the final
Patriots game.
The Appalachia Volunteers
facials microdermabrasion reflexology ~ waxing
enjoy enormous popularity at
Boston College.
Bonnie Holland 617.969.3773
Many students try the trip
4 Hartford Street Newton Highlands. MA 02461
once and return year after year.
Some students decide to just
participate again, while others
decide they want to lead one of
the trips.
Davis is one ofthose individuals, as he has participated in the
program since freshman year
and now heads into his fourth
trip as one of the six main coordinators.
Becoming a trip leader involves an applicationprocess,
Recent fares From Boston to:
Recent fares From Boston to:
since there are not usuallyenough
trips to accommodateall those
who want to be leaders.
To try to solve this problem,
Davis said, coordinators have
tried breaking the program into
smaller trips to allow more students to become leaders.
Los Angeles
Paris
$392
Just as the coordinators want
to give a chance to every student
who wants to volunteer,theyalso
want to allow as many volunteers
as possible to be leaders.
The leaders get a feel ofwhat
is expected of them by leading
the solicitations as well as the
small group discussions in the
weekly meetings.
Though the leaders for this
year have not been announced,
they should be chosen within the
[Terms:Prices include S6 service fee. Some taxes and feesadditional. Based onactual bookings madeon Student Universewithin the past45 days
next few weeks. \u25a0

-

-

$2881
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StudentUniverse.com
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Safety Nest addresses addiction
By Kate

Collinson
For The Heights

A student's transition from high
school to college is often a major life
change: living away from home, sharing
a room, and dealingwith a heavierworkload. But on top of that, an unfortunate
one in four college students comes from
a home affectedby alcoholism, according
to a recent NationalInsitute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism(NIAAA) study.
"Statistically speaking, there are a lot
ofstudents at BC who grewup in an alcoholicfamily," says Robyn Priest, assistant
deanfor the Alcohol and Drug Education
Program at Boston College.
These students often feel as if they
have to control every part of their lives.
They stress about being perfect, feel
uncomfortableabout starting new relationships, or feel sad and angry without
understanding why. What these students
should know, however, is that they don't
have to deal with it alone.
Safety Nest is a new, entirely student-run support group for BC students
who have been or are currently affected
by someone else's alcohol or drug addiction, ft runs on a weekly basis and
looselyfollowsthe typical Al-Anon/Alateen program. You can sit and listen or
participate in casual discussion, and
everything is completely confidential.
It is likely that many students will share
similar experiences.
"It's the typeof diseasethat youreally
can't deal with on your own," says Danielle, the program's co-founder. "A lot of
people don'tknow that. It's a struggle."
Theco-founders ofSafety Nest, Danielle and Laura, a senior and a freshman
respectively, knew each other before
college and wereaware that they had this
issue in common.
"She has experienced alcoholism
in her family, as have I," Danielle says.
"The difference is that I've already spent
four years here at BC withoutany sort of
resource for that. And now with Safety
Nest, Laura and others will not have to
do the same."
BC's Alcohol and Drug Education
Program provides counseling servicesfor
students. There's alsothe AlcoholIntervention Meeting (AIM), which surveys
students' drinking habits eachweek over
a course of 10 weeks, in which students
are sometimes mandated to participate
in by BC's judicial system.

Upon arriving in her freshman year,
Danielle found herself shocked at the
lack of specific support for the friends
and family ofalcoholics.
"1remember my sophomore year talking to a friend who got really upset and
started telling me about her motherand
howbad her alcoholismhadbecomeand
how it was so horrible to be so far away
from it. But it was still meddling its way
into her life," she says. "1 felt like there
had to be multiple otherstudents dealing
with the same thing andthere needed to
be some sort of support system in place
for them."
Laura and Danielle decided to make
a move and approached two men who
workedboth in the community as local
substance-abuse-treatmentproviders
and at BC as consultants, proposing
their idea. They thenwent to the Office of
Student Development, which was highly
supportive.

"Alcoholismaffects childrenandrelatives ofalcoholicsevery day, whetherthey
are in close proximity to the alcoholic
or not. The idea is to focus it on the
students during these four years when
they're not at home, yet still struggling,"
Danielle says.
Alcoholism is a disease that affects
the entire family system and can be
passed to childrenboth genetically and

Information on Alcohol Intervention Meetings
122 McElroy Commons
Call to schedule an appointment
Phone: 617-552-0741

Information on Safety Nest Meetings
Meetings on Wednesdays
Manresa House on 24 Mayflower Rd.
(Parallel to College Road)
Next meeting will be March 24

For more information, contact Safetynest@bc.edu.

Information on University Counseling Services
Appointments can be made online or in person

Phone: 617- 552-3310 /-3927 /-4210
Three Separate Offices:
108 Gasson, 254 Fulton, or 301 Campion Hall
Please Bring BC Eagle ID

Danielle and Laura run meetings
They might select a
theme such as fear, inconsistency, guilt
or pressure to be normal and simply
discuss it informally to help one another
in a flexible way.

overcome it.

"ft's just a therapeutic way to talk
it out. It's very low-pressure," Danielle
says. "At the end of the meeting we just
holdhands andknow that we'rehere for
each other."
If the idea of a group discussion
doesn'tsit wellwith you, the Alcohol and
Drug Education Program at BC provides
counseling services for a one-on-one
chat. If you feel concerned about your
own drinking, whether your family has
a history of alcoholism or not, you can
approach the office confidentially and
anonymously.Peopleneed not worrythat
they're going to get in trouble because
they've been drinking underage.
"Many students whohave come so far
have expressed their complete happiness at findingthe group," Danielle says,
"We're hoping as the weeks go by that
more peoplewill come." \u25a0

BC Law grad follows his writer's heart
For The Heights
When Patric Verrone applied to
Boston CollegeLaw School, he was just
followingwhat he always envisioned he
wouldbe doing in his future. The ivycovered Newton Campus supplied him
with a serene setting for such an intensive
program. After all, his work on the Harvard Lampoon as an undergraduate had
been fun, but it was time to get serious
about his career.
"Iplannedto go to lawschool,because
that's how you make a living," he says.
"There's no money in writing and no one
works in television,as far as Iknew. I expected to return to Florida and practice
law there, and so I did."
A year and a half later, his move out
to California, where he workedfor some
ofthe funniest shows in televisionhistory
and eventually became president of the
WritersGuild ofAmerica West (WGAW),
couldn'thave been more unexpected.His
then-girlfriendwas already a memberof
the WGAW, and her literary agent told
Verrone he could get him a job."I said,
'Well, I've heard of agents, and I don't
believe you,'" Verone says, "but he said
it again, so if you can say it twice, I guess
I better give it a shot." With his boss's
blessing, he calledit quits at the lawfirm
and venturedwest.
Not even Verrone could have written
such a dramatictwist - not that he wants
to. He much prefers his comedic roots,
which began with a series of one-liners
for a late-night show starring JoanRivers.
For three years he wrote for The Tonight
Show starring Johnny Carson, and when
Carson retired, Verronebegan his workin
animation,for whichhehas become most
wellknown. With cartoonclassicslike The
Simpsons, Pinky and theBrain, The Critic,

Zachary Thompson

Last week, probably around 85
percent of the conversations f had
with other peoplewere related to two
subjects. The first, which 1 talkedabout
mainlywith my friends, was Super
Smash Brothers Brawl, undoubtedly
of the most addicting games ever.
However, I am not here to talk about
that; it's certainly not a big deal. That
takes a backseat to the second main
subject of discussion. Everyone, be it
my friends, enemies, or anyone else,
was talking about this.
Housing, of course.
For months,people have been
formulating the various-sized groups of
people who they wish to live with in the
upcoming academic year. For a while
now, 1 have heard the phrase "Dude,
our eight-man is gonnabe sick next
year!" more times than f can count.
However, as the housing deadline
neared, lots of peopledropped out of
groups, leading to a virtual scouting
combine of peoplestruggling to pick
up that additionalperson or two. I was
fortunate enoughto run a 4.42 40-yard
dash, solidifying a spot in a potential
eight-manwith abunch of my friends.
When the fateful day rolled around,
and we were to find out aboutwhether
we were going to get theprestigious
eight-man or not, most people's outlookchanged to, "Don't worryabout
not getting an eight-man, we can get
quads in Walsh and thenblock!" After
that day came thecalls of "We can
still get our nine-man, we won't get
unlucky a thirdtime."Finally, when the
housing lottery ended, a majority of us
were saying, "I hate ResLife so much,
let's get plastered." That progression
of thought was absolutelyspectacular
to hear.
Now, 1completelyunderstand this
unabashed anger toward a computerized lottery system. We see seniors
living in the Mods, or absurdly spacious
one

through experience. Children exposed suit them,as they were far away andoften
to alcoholicrelatives may have difficulty attended by adults of all ages.
"We're trying to make the group a bit
dealing with emotions and beginning
new relationships when they reach adultmore comforting for a college student,"
hood.
Laura says. "Al-Anon is more for adults
What's more, the children ofalcoholwho are comfortable with that sort of
ics areon averageseven times more likely style of meeting."
Meetings are run entirelyby the stuto become alcoholics themselves. They
may developunhealthy ways to dealwith
dents and attended by anyone who has
emotions and look to alcohol to quell come into contact with the alcohol or
these feelings. Abuse problems can be drug addictionof a loved one. If you find
passed genetically,as one person's body it difficult to explain your experiences
may respond to alcohol differentlyfrom to the people you know, you may find it
your friends, and it may become harder
easier to speak to other students who
come from the same background.
to stop. At acollege likeBC, wheredrinking is a popular activity, theserisks are
"It'skind ofdifferent to explainto my
friends allthe ways that I'm screwedup,"
multiplied.
"We hope that generating thisdiscusLaura says. "It's easierto talkto someone
sion will make people more aware of it,
who'sgone through it too."
so that 10years downtheroad they don't
The group has had four meetings so
put their children throughwhatthey went far and welcomes newcomers. The meetthrough," Danielle says.
ing loosely follows the Al-Anon style of
Al-Anon and Alateen, communitythemeddiscussions, the 12-stepprocess,
based support groups for relatives and and readings from books and magazines
friends of alcoholics, host regular meetby theAl-Anonnational organization, to
ings in downtownBoston; however,Daniencourage people to open up and share
elle and Laura found they didn't quite their stories.

and Futurama under his belt, Verrone
earned theLifetime AchievementAward
in animation writing in 2002. fn addition,
through 17 years of experience, he saw
firsthand what it was like for a network
like Fox to get off the ground. He came
to realize the sacrifices the network had
to maketo compete withNBC, ABC, and
CBS. One ofthose sacrifices was animation, particularly its writers.
"When Futurama first started," he
says,"it didn't have Writers Guild coverage, like health insurance, residuals,
or pension, because animation wasn't
included in our contract. But the writers like me had worked on late night and
sitcoms before where we were used to
those benefits, fn 1998, shows like The
Simpsons, Futurama, andFamily Guy went
to the head ofFox and askedfor coverage.
They actually gave it to us, which was
nice of them."
This progress for animation laid the
foundationfor Verrone's campaign when
he ran for WGA president in 2005. fn
the past, each progression toward new
media, like the move from television to
home videos, had always been unfavorable for the writers. Although they did
not know that it would specifically be
iPods and webisodes, he and his running
mates sensed that some form of new
media was in the near future that would
likely hurt the writers, so they prepared
for thatfight.
"We ran on that campaign and won,"
he says,"and since then we've been trying to build the guild into an organizing
union, one that actuallyhas protocolsand
a system in place to representits members
and make gains in negotiations."
What followed was the WGA writers'
strike from November 2007 to February
2008, and although it was painfulfor the
rest of the country to sit through reruns,

Luck of the
draw

Group hours on Mondays
5 pm. - 6:15 p.m.
7 p.m. -8:15 p.m.
215 Gasson Hall

ALUMNI PROFILE

By Molly Griffin

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Verronemaintainsthatthis was the only
wayto get the Alliance ofMotionPicture
and Television Producers (AMPTP) to
takethe guildseriously. For 25 years, the
AMPTP hurt writers by refusing their
requests, and Verrone believes they got
too comfortablewith this system ofbullying "weak" unions.
"It's operated like this for 25 years.
Since [the WGA strike] in 1988, there
really hadn'tbeen any kind of strike or
real labor difficulty for almost 20 years.
They were verymuchused to thisprocess
where labor executives meet in a room
against us. It's really not very conducive,
especiallywhenthe other side alwayssaid
'no' for 25 years."
But in November, the WGA was not
going to take no for an answer, particularly when it came to the new media
Verrone anticipated. Writers were not
being compensated for such things as
internet streaming, just as they had not
been compensatedfor home videosyears
earlier. The strong stance of the guild,
particularly in the form of 14 picketing
lines, took the AMPTP by surprise.
Inside the meetings, the AMPTP finally
realizedthat it could not push the writers
around anymore; real negotiations took
place, and a contract was settled upon
- one in which the writers did not have
to make all the concessions.
Verrone credits the strong relationship between the writers and fans with
the success of the strike, because they
turned to the main point of contention
as their best forum: the fnternet. "One
of the important legaciesis thatwe used
thefnternet to win the Internet," Verrone
says. "So while [the AMPTP] had the
mainstreampress, we had directcontact
withfan base through YouTube and Hogging, ft builtreal leveragefor us."
The deal thatfinally ended the strike

apartments, we see juniors in spacious
suites. We see those lucky sophomores

who got the eight-mans they wanted.
Jealousy is a completely justified
feeling, especially as a majority of us
sophomoreswill be in the same type
ofresidence halls as freshman year,
with horrid community bathrooms and
such, ft certainly isn't the most idealof
environments.
But, we must look on the bright side
of things. As a current Newton Campus
resident, f must say that no matter how

much worse CollegeRoad supposedly
is, it certainly cannot be worse than not
even being on Main Campus. 1imagine
it will be glorious to not have to wake
PHOTO COURTESYOF PATRIC VERRONE
up over an hour before classes. That
Verrone is the president of WGA West.
alone is worth the price ofadmission.
marked the first time that the entertainAnd, for everyone that is living on Upment industry ever moved toward a form
per right now, you'll once again be in
of new media and actually got more
familiar surroundings. The familiarity
money for the writers. Someproposals for
animation and reality televisionbenefits will stimulate your mind like no other.
For anyone who didn't havethe good
did not take hold, and Verrone hopes
that they can continue to earn a higher fortune to live where they wantedto
profile; after all, they are the creators of live, to quote former First Lady Nancy
this sought-after new media. Overall, Reagan, "I have been very happy with
Verrone considers the strike a huge sucmy homes, but homes are really no
cess for the WGA and its importance in
more than the people that live with
the industry.
them."That's some deep stuff. The
"We said, 'We'll go on strike.' They
who you are with are far more
people
said, 'We don'tbelieve you.' So we did.
than where you are living,
important
They didn't think we would last, and we
and
we
all
should
always remember
They
did.
didn't think we would win, and
that.
we did."
In addition, most of the more "deAs televisiongetsback in gear,Verrone
looks forward to the return oflate night sirable" living environments aren't all
talk shows, The Sarah SilvermanProgram, they are cracked up to be. For future
and The Flight of the Conchords. In addiseniors, is it really worth living in the
tion to his presidential duties, he continMods and every weekend having freshues his work as a writer and plans to take
man girls swarming your living areas in
advantage of new media by developing
search ofalcohol?(Actually, on second
an online show - not for Fox, not for the
thought, don't answer that). My felconglomerates, but for himself. \u25a0
lowfuture sophomores, is Walsh all
it's cracked up to be, with its Princess
Bride-sizedrodents, floods, and urinefilled elevators? Ithink not.
My point is, just because some of us
got the short end of the stick in housing, that doesn'tmean next year will
be miserable.When one door closes,
another opens, and nothingwill help
alleviate the sadness or anger more
than apositive outlook. We can do it.
Of course, I wouldn'tknow. I got an

Interested in Features? Join usfor our weekly meeting at 5:45p.m.
in the Eagle's Nest. The next meeting will be March 24.

Can't make it?For more information, e-mail Tula Batanchiev at
features@bcheights.com.

eight-man in Vandy.
Zachary Thompson is a staffcolumnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
thompsonz@bcheights.com.
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Beaverbrook STEP, Inc. Is a human service agency committed
to providing progressive residential
and vocational services to adults
with developmental disabilities.
Looking for RESIDENTIAL SUPPORT DIRECTORS: An opening
for an experienced supervisor with
strong management and clinical
skills. The ideal candidate will have
expertise in supervising all areas
of residential services as well as
working with guardians and service
providers. An opening for an expenenced director with strong management, supervisory, team-building,
and clinical skills to administer all
areas of residential services in an
established setting. Looking for Direct Support Professional: We have
an exciting opportunity for enthusiastic high-energy men and women
,7
developmento support adults with
,
tal disabilities in day and residential
settings in the Watertown, Waltham,
Belmont, and Brighton areas. Dvties include: organizing and updating records; completing required
paperwork in a timely and accurate
manner. Strong writing skills.

, ..
. .........
.

Subletters needed for summer '09.

A variety ofshifts are available
including flexible relief. Great entrylevel positions with all specialized
training provided. Excellent potential
for advancement. Competitive salary. Please send, fax, or e-mail your
resume to: BEAVERBROOK STEP,
lnc.125 Walnut St. Watertown,
MA02472 Fax: 617-926-1226
pmarra@Beaverbrookstep.org.

276 Chestnut Hill Ave. Looking to
sublet to girls. Close to Comm Ave
bus stop and Chestnut Hill T stop.
Double room Beautiful hardwood
floors and washer/dryer in apartment
unit. Price negotiable. Please e-mail
koesslem@bc.edu.
NO FEE, Cleveland Circle, B-Line,
Available 9/1. Heat Included, Hardwood floor. Spacious 3-bedrooms
Modern condo, eat-in kitchen $2,150.
2-bedroom condo $1,600. Owner
617-256-3306.

Textbook BuyBack Staff Needed
for $15/HR. Online textbook company needs 20 college students to
staff online textbook buyback events
at local private high schools in May
and June. 10-30 hrs/wk with flex hrs
to fit your sched. E-mail resume to

One-bed condo on corner Foster/
Comm. $230K. Everything freshly
painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to

winnie.imperio@varsitybooks.com.
Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

show, 508-878-5212.

Selling/missing something? Need
a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? Email classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!
HEALTHY ENERGY. Healthy ENERGY DRINK just launched! Reps
wanted for nat'l expansion.Part-time.
More info: 1-800-969-8486, VPureEnergy.com. Contact UpShot@
VPureEnergy.com today for FREE
can!
Earn $10. Participate in a psychology study on Word Pronunciation. MALES ONLY. This study
is sponsored by the department of
psychology. If you are interested,
please contact Chansavy Lim at
limcj@bc.edu.

The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
dropped offat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.
WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the TamirLab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail. com.

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.

com for more information.

\u25a0,

Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk to campus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513885-6452 or via e-mail at merchan@
bc.edu.

.\u25a0

Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.
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IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDERTHIS:

IJ

Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top ioo law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (median-158); admission acceptance rates; student/facultyratio (13:1);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review thefacts.
To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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Happy earlybirthday, Joelle! Love,
The Heights Board.
B.O.B.-Love, Brynne
Happy birthday, Kathryn! We can't
wait to spend another fabulous year
wtih her highness, the Colleen! We
hope the waiter at DLR wasn't right
about all of his predictions
Love,
Walsh 7 and Zeta Psi!
Happy birthday, Meg! We can't wait
for many, many celebrations to come
(you're of course welcome anytime
next year in Walsh!) Love, the girls

.
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guaranteesthat a health charityfunds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animalexperiments.

I
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animal,/B\

%y

Council on Humane Giving
Washington, DC.
www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335

hamden, Connecticut

School of law

M

9

Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaTores at latores@bc.edu
for more information.

"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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law.quinnipiac.edu

for more info.
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UNIVERSITY

to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu

...
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Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
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ADMINISTEREDBY PHYSICIANSCOMMITTEEFOR RESPONSIBLEMEDICINE

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
f

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES

Need a ride off-campus but don't
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Master's Degree
Flexible full-time or part-time evening schedules

Real Estate
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Most popular services:
Local Service (mall, Newton Centre) for $5-$7
DOWntOWn (Faniieil Hall area) for $10-$ 12
Lof£an Airport (single person) for yOU
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For more information visit scs.georgetown.edu/realestate
or call 202.687.9700
now accepting applications for

the 2008 fall term
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Amsterdam
By

Lisa

DeGray

Heights Senior Staff
Riding my bike back from class, I took my
usual shortcut through Nieuwmarkt - the old
market square that runs adjacent to the Red Light
District - when I came across a group of tourists
wandering aimlessly in the middle of the street. I
rang my bell but received only a blank stare from
the group of visitors who, in return, received a
look of exasperation and a rolling of the eyes as
I was forced to go out of my way to avoid hitting
them.
No Dutch person would ever mistake me for a
local; my American accent and my inability to
correctly pronounce the infamous Dutch guttural
"g" ensure that; but having now lived here for a
month, I cannot be mistaken for a tourist either.
I inhabit a strange kind of limbo: an outsider who
has gained access to the inside world of the real
Amsterdam. My unique position gives me the
opportunity to see the two Amsterdams - the
outsider's Amsterdam, where life must be one
endless party, and the local's Amsterdam, where
life is not that much different from the way it is in
the rest of the world.
I am not alone in this opinion. To paraphrase
one of my British classmates, once you've lived in
Amsterdam for a while the mystique disappears
and you'll never be able to see the city the way the
rest of the world does ever again. While there is
truth to his statement, it can be a little misleading.
Yes, the mystique of Amsterdam is gone, but
the sense of wonder still manages to sneak in
every now and again. Every time I ride across the
Blauwbrug on a clear day and take in the view of
the Amstel and canal houses on either side of me, I
can't help but think, "Wow, I actually live here."
The conundrum of the two Amsterdams played
in the background for the majority of my first
month here; but now that spring is supposedly
on its way - a memo to the wind gods would be
great - the number of visitors to Amsterdam is
increasing. And since my friends and family are
among this group, I have been forced to confront
the conflicting images of Amsterdam and find a
way to bridge the gap between the two. In other
words, it's time to play tour guide.
The numerous guidebooks I consulted prior to
coming here unanimously stated that Amsterdam
could be done in three to four days. This
recommendation is likely based on Amsterdam's
small size, and yet herein lies my first problem.
There are roughly seven attractions within a few
feet of my apartment, and in the month that
I've been here I've managed to make it to two
of them. When you live in what is arguably the
museum capital of the world, it is impossible to
show someone everything in four days. For help,
I turned to one of my roommates who has been
here since September. He advised me to tailor
my itinerary to each guest; take female visitors
shopping on PC Hoofstraat - the Newbury Street
of Amsterdam, named after the famous poet - and
let your male visitors run loose in the Red Light
District (his words, not mine).

Bearing this in mind, as well as the knowledge
of the city I've acquired in the past few weeks, I've
developed my own must-see list for Amsterdam:
The Van Gogh Museum
Located in Museumplein (Museum Square), the
Van Gogh is one of the most famous museums in
a city known for its museums. While its neighbor,
the Rijksmuseum, is also worth checking out for
its collection of Dutch art, including Rembrandt's
"Night Watch," the Van Gogh museum is a
perfect example of why the Dutch are masters of
muscology. Rather than simply putting the largest
collection of Van Gogh's on display, the museum
places his work in a historical context by featuring
the art of his predecessors and influences. The
most interesting attraction is on the third floor,
where you can find letters from Van Gogh to his
brother and patron Theo, as well as original
sketches often done in the margins of letters or on
the back of magazine clippings.
TheAnneFrank Huis and the Verzetsmuseum
While the Anne Frank Huis is the more famous
of the two, the Verzetsmuseum (the Dutch
Resistance museum) is also a must-see if you want
to gain a better understanding of Amsterdam's
past. The once-secret rooms in the back of Otto
Frank's offices contain small traces of the eight
people who hid there for two years, as well as
display cases featuring relevant passages from
Anne's now-famous diary.
The Verzetsmuseum, located in the Plantage,
which was, along with the historic Jewish Quarter,
once home to the majority of Amsterdam's prewar Jewish population. The Verzetsmuseum
tells the story of the Dutch living in Nazioccupied Amsterdam using individual stories and

interactive displays, including reconstructions of
hidden rooms behind half-opened doors.

The Pancake Bakery
This is the Johnny's of Amsterdam where you
can find traditional pannekoeken and poffertjes.
The Dutch are not exactly known for their food
but these pancakes - the former served with
anything from bananas and chocolate sauce to
apples and bacon, and the latter, tiny puffed up
pancakes served with melted butter and sugar
- are notable exceptions. Although certainly
not the only place in the city for pannekoeken,
the Pancake Bakery is located on the famous
Prinsengracht Canal and is popular with
university students.
Leidseplein and Rembrandtplein
Leidseplein, home to the famous club Paradiso,
and Rembrandtplein are where you can find most
of Amsterdam's nightlife in addition to seven-euro
beers. A generalrule of thumb for Amsterdam is
that when you see neon lights you know you are in
a heavy tourist area, but it's worth going to these
two places just for the spectacle of it even if a lowkey local bar is more your scene.
Waterlooplein, Bloemenmarkt, and Albert
Cuypmarkt
Since Amsterdam is a European city, you
shouldcheck out one of its markets where you can
mingle with locals doing their daily shopping. The
flea market in Waterlooplein is home to a wide
variety of products from antiques to bike locks,
while the Bloemenmarkt is Amsterdam's floating
flower market. The Albert Cuypmarkt, located in
Dc Pijp, is a perfect example of the traditional
European market where you can buy food,
clothing, furniture, and pretty much anything else.
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Numbers to Know

4

Eagles sweep into the semifinals

Goals scored by the men's
hockey team in the first period
of Saturday's 5-1 win over
Providence.

8
Turnovers committed by Biko
Paris against Clemson on Friday, tying a freshman record
for the ACC tournament.

12
Saves by freshman lacrosse
goalkeeper Sheila Serafino in
her first collegiate win against
Virginia Tech.

74
National ranking of the women's tennis team.

Talk of the Heights
"I wouldn't look at it
as a frustrating year
It's like a turnaround
season. We'll be ready
for the kind of things
next year that we
weren't ready for this
year, and we're going to
be ready to correct the
mistakes we made [this

...

year]."
?Tyrese Rice, Men's
Basketball Co-Captain

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Men's Hockey celebratesforward Nathan Gerbe's 27th goal of the season off a penalty shot. This was the first penaltyshot made by a Boston College player sinceChris Masters in 1999.
By Joseph DeMaio

Heights Staff
After taking the first game of their
best-of-three series with the No. 20
Providence Friars in commandingfashion
on Friday night, the lOth-rankedBoston
CollegeEagles went into Saturday night's
game looking to close out the Friars and
move onto the next round of the Hockey

Eastplayoffs.
FollowingFriday's game in which the
Eagles were able to score twice in the
first two minutes of play, theEagles took
slightly longerto get going on Saturday.
BC got its first goal 1:26 into the game,
when a rebound off a shot by Mike Brennanwas poked into theback ofthe net by
Ben Smith for an early 1-0lead.
BC needed only 52 seconds to score

Afitting end to an
unfortunate season

again; this time Tim Kunes took a shot
on a three-on-onerushthat was savedby

Providence goalieRyanSimpson, onlyto
be deflectedin by a trailing Benn Ferriero
for a 2-0 BC advantage.
"We tried to get off to a good start
again," saidEagles head coach Jerry York
after the game. "We were able to get the
same jump and the same buzz that we
had last game."

The Eagles' third goal of the game
came offa faceoff in the Providence zone
at the 11:24 mark ofthe first period. Carl
Sneep got thepuck offthedrawandtook
a shot that ricochet off Dan Bertram's
body and over Simpson's shoulderfor a
3-0 margin.
Thefinal goal of the periodwas

See Hockey, C6

MEN'S BASKETBALL

throughout downtownCharlotte.

"1-2-3-4, C-L-E-M-S-O-N-T-I-G-ER-S, fight Tigers, fight Tigers, fight, fight,

ACC
Standings
Iraßerman

Men's Basketball
Overall
17-2
14-4
12-8
10-8
9-9
8-9
8-9
8-10
8-10
5-12
5-12
4-13

Final Standings
North Carolina
Duke
Clemson
Virginia Tech
Miami
Maryland

Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
Florida State
Virginia
Boston College
N.C. State

W
tGoames atch
Men's Hockey

......

Boston
vs. UNH
College
After beating Providence, the Eagles
move on to the semifinalsofthe Hockey
East tournament to face New Hampshire.
Friday 7 p.m., TD BanknorthGarden

Something's differentthis March on
the Heights. No March Madness for men's
basketball, not even a lousy N.I.T. bid.
Rather, just a long offseason to think
about a season that might have been.
They were not supposed to be
anything special, yet it all startedoff so
promising. They started the season 11-2
and even began 3-0 in the ACC. I knew we
couldn'trun the tableand go 16-0 in the
ACC, but this team would definitelyfinish
in the top halfof the conference.
Boy was I wrong, and no one could
have foreseen us losing 12 of our next 13
games to close out the season.
That left me with many questions.
What went wrong? What if Scan Williams and AkidaMcClain still had a spot
on this team? What if Marquez Haynes
decidednot to transfer?
As the losses piled up, I still did not
mind watching this team lose. I can't
complain about a team thatneeded
fourfreshmen to play significant roles.
Nothing compensates for inexperience
and that inexperience turned this season
into one of learning.Every program has
torebuild and go through tough times.
Hopefully this season was our down year
and a return to the top is in order. Losing
season or not though, I expect teams Lo
go downfighting.
As a sports writer, I takenotes during
the games I cover. The game dictateshow
long or how many notes I take, but its
usuallymore than two typed pages.
Never before have I been ableto stop
takingnotes at the beginning of the second halfuntil Friday night.
Yeah, I know "it's not over till the fat
lady sings," but if you watched the Clemson game, you wouldknow there was no
hope for a comeback.
Some say I was lucky to be there, but
it was the single most painful defeat I
have eversat through. I could not just
turn it off like those watching it on TV.
I had to sit andlet it all soak in. It was
embarrassingand humiliating.
The BC end of the arena was empty,
except for the maybe 25 BC fans among
hundredsof Clemsonfaithful. I listened
as the Clemson cadence call echoed

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

fight."
I can stillhear the Clemson reporters
laughing at the circus our Eaglesput on.
Newton North High School basketball
team could have put up a betterfight than
this team(my alma mater, FYI).
Face it, this teampacked this game
in early folks. The looks on theirfaces
exemplifiedan "it's over" attitude. Rice,
who averages the most minutes played
per game in the ACC at 38.13, wentto the
bench with six minutes to go and never
came back. I have never seen him do that
before.
I don'tknow who to blame here. Was
Clemson that good?Did our players stop
trying? Did Skinner not coach enough?
Clemson dismantledus. Period, the
end. Congratulations to them, their game
plan was flawless. I alsorefuse to judge
the players' effort. I know they triedhard
and followedthe game plan Al Skinner
put before them.That cannot be questioned.
The answer lies with Skinner. I have
no explanationfor what his game plan
was, nor do I believe there actually was
one.
Clemson pressed us from the outset.
Every time the ball came inbounds, the
Tigers trapped the ball handler. This is
hard for any teamto handle. But is there
really no way to beat it? Not once did we
attempt somethingdifferent to try and
break it.
You cannot beat a full-court press with
a half-court flexoffense. The only way
to beat a full-court press is torun. Beat
them downthe court. We have personnel
that can do this; why not utilize them?
With the game rapidly getting away,
Skinner did not even implement a different defensive scheme to try and stop
the Clemson scoring attack. Would it
have hurt to try a full-court press?
Skinner's game plan showed a
general lack of creativity. There were
no adjustments made coming out of
timeouts or at the half. Just the same
old plays we have seen all season.
What a disgraceful way to end and
alreadysubpar season. Something I
never expected to see from this team.
Thank God it's over though, and let us
all pray next year turns out better.
IraBerman is the assistant sports editor
ofThe Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.

Selection Special
The Eagles won'tbe involved,but see who's
dancing in the madness this March. C3

MATT STRUZZIERO / HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

The Tigers were simply too much for Tyrese Rice and the rest of the Eagles to handle.

Story ends with
hard loss vs. Tigers
By

Ira Berman

Asst. Sports Editor

- Two words describe Friday night's quarterfinal game:
painful and pitiful. The No. 3 Clemson
Tigers scored 38 points offBoston College turnovers and eliminatedthe No. 11
Eagles fromthe ACC tournament, 82-48.
Clemson moves on to face No. 2 Duke in
the semifinals, while BC packs up and
looksforward to next season.
"I feltlike Clemson just came out and
basically just outplayed us from the jump.
Theyjustplayed us as hard as they could
and it was like they wanted it more," said
guard Tyrese Rice.
CHARLOTTE, N.C.

New-look Celtics - again

After adding Sam Cassell and P.J. Brown, Boston looks
even deeper and more dangerous thanbefore. C5

After upsetting Maryland on Thursday, the Eagles looked like a team that
could make a run in the tournament. BC
started out hot and held a lead to begin
the game. That leadlastedfor allof3:50.
After that, the Tigers gave the Eagles
a basketball clinic, outplaying them in
every facet of the game.
After falling behind 6-0, Clemson
quickly went on a 19-0 run to blow open
a 13-point lead. Clemson continued to
dismantle the Eagles, building up a 22-point lead beforefinishing the halfahead
by 17, 42-25. The Eagles allowed the
Tigers to shoot nearly 60 percent from

See ACC Tourney, C4

NationalNews
NCAA Bracket
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"We didn't win this game two years in a
row and wefound a way to get over the
hump. We know what it's like to be on the
other end, to sit and listen to somebody else
celebrate. Tonight, I got apiece of the net"

Short

in

?Levance Fields, Pittsburgh point guard,
after the Panthers upset Georgetown in the
Big East tournament championship

Sports

Taking AIM
File Edit Insert People

.

Warning Level:02

BCEaglesFans: Big basketball win over
Maryland. that sure took some of the
damper off of this season.
BCEaglesFans: What's with thebaseball
team this season? Taking two of threefrom
perennialACC power Clemson is impressive.
BCEaglesFans: f've come to the conclusion
that Al Skinner thought Tyrelle Blair was
our point guard after watching the Clemson
game. Why was he bringing the ball up the
court every time?
BCEaglesFans: Tournament timefor
hockey!
AH aBA»A
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BCHeightsSports:Didn't get a message in this
week? Send your thoughts to BCHeightsSports.
Warn

Block

Add Buddy

Cat Info

GAME OF THE WEEK
College Basketball No. 5 Clemson vs. No. 12
Villanova
Where: St. Pete Times Forum, Tampa, Fla.
When: Friday, 12 p.m., CBS
?

Pittsburgh steals Big East Crown
Despite finishing as the runner-up of the last two Big East

Championships, Pittsburgh finally broke through and won its
second tournament title in eight tries. The Panthers defeated
Georgetown74-65 on Saturday night.
Pittsburgh became just thesecond school to win four games
in four days in the tournament. On Wednesday, the seventhseeded Panthers defeated Cincinnati 70-64 behind forward
Sam Young's 21 points. Three other Panthers reached double
figures in the game. A day later, Pitt defeated second-seeded
Louisville 76-69 in overtime. Youngagain scored 21 points, and
grabbed 12rebounds in the upset victory.
Behind Young, who was named the tournament MVP, the
Panthers beat Marquette 68-61 on Friday night. He scored 22
points to lead Pitt once more. A night later in the tournament
championship, Young dropped 16 while guard Ronald Ramon
scored 17to lead the team to victory.
The Panthers improved to 26-9 on the season withtheirfour
wins overthe week.

JULIE JACOBSON / AP PHOTO

NATION

Following an exciting run to the ACC tournament
championship, Clemson will look to defeatVillanovain
the first-round of the NCAA tournament.
The Tigers, who fell to North Carolina 86-81 in the
finale, face a Villanova team that defeated Syracuse
82-63 in the Big East tournament, before falling to

Georgetownby the same score.
Clemson, one of the most athletic teams in the
tournament field, is ledby a strong backcourt. Senior
guardCliff Hammondsleads the Tigers with 3.9 assists
per game, and is second on the team in scoring at 11.7
points per contest. Fellow backcourt mate Demontez
Stitt averages 8.5 points per gameand 3.0 assists.
The Wildcatsalso feature a strongbackcourt. Guard
Scottie Reynolds averages 15.6 points per game.

Sports Calendar
DAY

SPORTS

BC

Mon.-Wed.

Thurs.-Sat.

Fri., March 21
Sat., March 22

No. 3 North Carolina swept Virginia Tech in a three-game
series over the weekendto retain its position as the toprankedACC baseball team.
On Friday night, the TarHeels defeatedthe Hokies 11-1
behind Tim Federowicz's career-high six RBIs. The junior also
pitched 1.1 scoreless innings for UNC.
A day later, UNC beat Tech 6-5 in 11 innings. Sophomore
second basemanKyle Seager hit a walk-off sacrifice fly in the
11thto win the game. Alex White, UNC's top pitcher, threw
3.1 scoreless innings on reliefwork to earnhis thirdwin of the
season. On Sunday, UNC scored four runs in the seventh inning to complete the sweep with a 6-0 win.

TBA

@ NCAA Finals

7 p.m.
TBA

New Hampshire
TBA

3 p.m.
2 p.m.
12 p.m.

@ Fairfield

SOFTBALL

KEVORK DJANSEZIAN / AP PHOTO

Bruins three-peat as PAC-10 Champs
Behind thestellarplay ofpoint guardDarren Collison, UCLA
defeatedStanford 67-64 on Saturday afternoon in the PAC-10
tournament championship. Collisonscored 28 points andadded
three assists in the victory.
The top-seeded Bruins repeated as tournament champions
for the thirdconsecutive season. Their tournament run startedon
Thursday,when they defeatedCalifornia88-66. Collisonscored
19 and wing Josh Shipp added 18 in the winning effort.
A day later, UCLA staved off a valiant defensive effort from
USC. Despite trailing 34-28 to the Trojans at halftime, UCLA
rallied to win the game 57-54.
Against Stanford in the championship, the Bruins used a
stellar22-8 second half run to ensure victory.

NCANEWS

Wed., March 19
Thurs., March 20
Sat., March 22

@

BU

@ Sacred Heart

BASEBALL

Thurs., March 20
Fri., March 21
Sat., March 22
Sun., March 23

3 p.m.
6 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

©Virginia

Tech

@ Virginia
@ Virginia
@ Virginia

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Tues., March 18
Sat., March 22

1 p.m.
3 p.m.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Mon.-Tue. March 17-18 TBA

Maryland

N.C. State
@D.

Grande Invit.

SAILING
Sat., March 22
Sat., March 22

9 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

@ Vale

TBA

Georgia Wins SEC tournament

North Carolina won the ACC tournament title on yesterday afternoon, defeating Clemson 86-8L The top-seededTar
Heels used a strong second half to beatClemsonfor the third

Tar Heels cement status as ACC's best

@ NCAA Finals

MEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Clemson falls in ACC title

timethis season.
Wayne Ellington led the TarHeels with 24 points, while
ACC Player of the Year Tyler Hansbrough dropped f8
and grabbedff rebounds. Hansbroughmade life tough for
Clemson center James Mays. Mays, arguably the Tigers' best
player, was limited to justfive points and six rebounds.
K.C. Rivers led Clemson with 28 points, and added eight
rebounds. The guard could not contain Ellington, however.
Ellington lit the Tigers up in the second half, giving UNC a
much-needed extra spark.
With the win, North Carolina clinched theACC's automatic bid into the NCAA tournament.

TBA

WOMEN'S SWIMMING

The Boston College women's lacrosse team earned its first
league win on Saturday, defeating Virginia Tech iO-9. Playing
in Wellesley, Mass., the ladyEagles rallied from a three-goal
deficit to beat the Hokies.
Junior captainJennaMcCabe scoredthreegoals and addedan
assist in the winning effort. McCabe's four points led the team.
Lauren Fitzpatrick added three moregoals for theEagles, which
improved to 2-4 on the season.
VirginaTech scoredthe game's firstfour goals, as BC started
the game flat. The Eagles got on theboardwhenKaitlyn Horsman
scoredwith 22:48 remaining in thefirst half to pull the score to
4-1. Following two more Virginia Tech goals, Fitzpatrick and
Maura Mahoney scored to bring the score to 7-4 at the half.
The second frame saw a much-improvedBC effort. The team
netted thefirst five goals of the frame, taking a 9-7lead.Behind
the stellar play offreshman goalkeeperSheila Serafino, BC held
on for a 10-9 win.

Two Eagles named to All-ACC teams

ACC

EVENT

MEN'S SWIMMING

Lacrosse defeats Virginia Tech

Junior guard Tyrese Rice was named to the All-ACC first
team, while senior center Tyrelle Blair earned All-Defensive
team honors according to the AssociatedPress.
Rice, the Eagles' leading scorer at 22.9 points per game, was
the second highestvote-getteron the team afterNorthCarolina's
Tyler Hansbrough. Rice also led the Eagleswith 5.1 assists and
1.5steals per game this season.
Blair, who led the ACC in league blocks with 56, averaged
3.5 per contest. The senior also averaged 5.0 points per game,
and 4.8 rebounds.
No BC players were named to the All-Freshman team.

TIME

CHARLIERIEDEL / AP PHOTO

NCAA tournament field revealed

Despite finishinglast in the SEC during theregular season,
Georgia pulled off four shocking upsets to win the league's
postseasontournament and earn an automaticberth into the
NCAA tournament.
The Bulldogs, whohad multipleplayers kicked offthe team
in December, went 4-12 in the SEC's regular season. Their
struggles had led to rumors about coach Dennis Felton's departure, but the team rallied aroundFelton this weekend.
Georgiadefeated Mississippi97-95 in overtime on Thursday
behind the stellar guardplay. Following a tornado on Friday,
theBulldogs were forced to play two games on Saturday. They
beat Kentucky in overtime, and then defeated Mississippi
State later that night.
On Sunday the Bulldogs completed the sweep, beating
Arkansas 66-57.

On Sunday evening, the NCAA tournament bracket was
revealed following the conclusion of multiple conference
tournaments.

ACC champion North Carolina earned the No. 1 overall
seed. Joining the Tar Heels as top seeds were Memphis,
UCLA, and Kansas. All four schools won their respective
conference tournaments over the weekend.
Severalteams saw theirbubblesburst. VirginiaTech, who
defeatedMiami on Friday andbarely lost to UNC, missedout
on the tournament. Likewise Dayton, a team that defeated
Pittsburgh earlierthis season, was left out of the tournament
despite an RPI (rating percentage index) of 32.
The tournament begins with a play-in game between
Mount St. Mary's and Coppin State. Following that game,
first-round action continues on Thursday and Friday.
DAVE MARTIN / AP PHOTO
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Men's basketball ends season on a low note
From ACC Tourney, CI
field in the half.
Whatever head coach Al Skinner told his
team at the break was not enough, as the Tigers
began the second halfwhere they left off in the
first. They scored four quick baskets to get their
lead up to 25.
A 20-point margin would be the closest
Boston College could come to the Tigers. Clemson finished the game ahead by 34 points, the
eighth-largest margin of victory in ACC tournament history.
"We really did not meet the challenge.Physically, we did not meet the challenge. They came
after us, they challenged us, they bumped us
and we didn't respond well to it," Skinner said.
"That led to easy opportunities for them. On
every basket they scored they just continued to
build confidence in what they were doing."
Senior James Mays led the Tigers with 15
points and six rebounds. K.C. Rivers chippedin
11 points and four steals, while Raymond Sykes
scored f2 points.
Defensive intensity was the story of the
game, however. In their only regular-season
match-up, a 78-56 Clemson victory, the Tigers
hounded the Eagles whenever they had possession, completely throwing off the Eagles
offensive rhythm.
Clemson mimicked that exact game plan
and again smothered the Eagles whenever they
had the ball.
Boston College shot just over 36 percent
from the field, compared to almost50 percent
from Clemson. The Tigers also outrebounded
BC, 40-31.

Clemson's defensive pressure also forced
22 BC turnovers. From the outset, Clemson's
full-court press prevented the Eagles from effectively bringing the ball over half court.
The Eagles struggled to get the ball inbounds, and when they did, the ball carrier was
immediately double-teamed.
Guard Biko Paris brought the ball up the
court on almost every possession as a result
of the Tigers' pestering defense on Rice. Rice
received most of the focus from the Clemson
defense, especially from Clemson guard Cliff
Hammonds, who played with a fractured wrist.
Rice finished with a team-high i5 points on
six-for-f3 shooting.
Paris tied an ACC tournament freshman
record with eight turnovers.
"[Our pressure defense] definitely had an
effect in that we were getting something off
of it immediately, and then I thought it had a
cumulative effect in the second half that wore
them down," said Clemson head coach Oliver
Purnell. "Our pressure defense was as good as
it's been all year long tonight."
The Eagles struggled against similar pressure
from Maryland, but a team has never kept up
this type of game plan up over the entire length
of the game.
Skinner worriedabout facing Clemson even
before the game startedbecause it wouldbe the
second game in two days.
"I knew it was going to be difficult. For us,
it probably wasn't the best opponent to play
because of their style of play," Skinner said.
Bottom line: Clemson played their game to
perfection, and there was nothing the Eagles
could do about it. \u25a0
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If Tyrese Rice chooses to forego the NBA draft and return to BC next year, the Eagles could be a threat in theACC.

Eagles use second-half run to upset Terrapins
Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

By

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Rememberthat anything
is possible, even with a team that has lost

12 of its last 13 games. Led by 42 combined
points from their fabulous freshmen, the No.
11 Eagles stormedback from an early first half
deficit to stun the No. 6 Maryland Terrapins,
71-68. BC's small hopes of winning the ACC
tournament and gaining an automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament remain alive, as they
moved on to the quarterfinals to face No. 3
Clemson Friday.
"It is just an indicationofwhatthe potential
of the team really is. We knew this was a oneand-done, and what we've done previously is
that we have gathered some experience even
through our close losses," said head coach Al
Skinner.
Early defensive pressure from Maryland
prevented BC from getting into an offensive
rhythm, and the Terrapins went on a 13-0 run
to jump out to a quick 20-5 lead in the game's
first six minutes.

The Eagles refused to fold, however. With
seven points from Rakim Sanders and four from
both Josh Southern and Shamari Spears, the
Eagles battledback to trail Marylandby six at
the break, 31-25.
Shooting woes plagued the Eagles in the
first half. They shot a combined 30.3 percent
from the field, compared to Maryland's 52.2
percent.

The second half did not start well for the
Eagles either. Maryland senior James Gist
helped the Terrapins surge out of halftime,
hitting a 3-pointer and a jumper to put them
up by 11.
Unfortunately for the Terrapins, the real
Tyrese Rice decided to show up. Constant
pressure from the Maryland defense rendered
him ineffective in the first half, as he shot onefor-seven from the field and finished the half
with only two points.
The Eagles soon went on a run, and with
nine points from Rice and a layup by Biko
Paris with 12:54 left, the Eagles had their first
lead since the opening minutes of the first
half, 41-39.

Maryland came back to take the lead again,
but a 3-pointer by Sanders at 6:52 put the
Eagles up, 52-50.
Maryland followed with a series of sloppy
passes and an unsuccessful offensive series,
which BC took advantage of to go up 60-50
with under four minutes to go.
The Terrapins refused to go quietly. They
returned to their full-court press and all-out
defense to cut the BC lead to three. That's as
close as they would get, though, and the Eagles
held on for the victory.
"We started out great, but we couldn't
sustain it in the first half. I thought we had a
chance to put them away in the first half, but we
allowedthem to see the light a little bit," said
Maryland head coach Gary Williams. "The key
thing in the second half was the rebounding.
They destroyed us on the glass in the second
half."
BC outrebounded the Terrapins 41-31, including 21 offensive rebounds.
BC's freshmen dominated for the majority
of the night. Southern's forceful play in the
post set the tone, as he finished with f0 points

and eight rebounds. Sanders led all BC freshmen with i3 points, whileParis and Corey Raji
chipped in 12 and seven points respectively.
Rice recovered from his less-than-stellar
first half to finish with a team-high f 9 points
to go along with six rebounds.
Spears also finished with f0 points and nine
rebounds.
Gist, in what might have been his last game
as a Terrapin, finished with a team-high f9
points, six rebounds, and three steals. Guards
Eric Hayes and Greivis Vasquez both contributed 11 points for the Terps.
The loss will most likely drop Maryland
from any NCAA tournament discussion. Since
winning the ACC tournament in 2004, the Terrapins are i-3 in opening-roundgames.
"We didn't execute as well as we wanted to
early in the game, but we still had some fight
in us. Guys continued to battleback and we
started executing a little better," Skinner
said.
"This was a new season, and this gives
you an opportunity to recapture some of the
luster that you've lost throughout the year." \u25a0
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The Eaglesended the 2007-08 season with a 5-12 conferencerecord and will miss postseason playfor thefirst time in nine years. It is a dissappointingend to the Boston College careers of centers John Oates and Tyrelle Blair.
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Eagles steal one on the road against
By David

Amstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

The Boston College baseball team won two
out of three games over the weekend against
perennial ACC power Clemson. Behind timely
hitting and strong pitching, the Eagles won two
close games on Friday and Saturday, before
falling victim to a blowout on Sunday. Catcher
Tony Sanchez led BC offensively with two home
runs in the series.
In the series opener on Friday afternoon, BC
rallied for a 6-4 victory. The team scored three
runs in the top of the seventh inning to secure
its first ACC win of the season.
Eagles' starting pitcher Terry Doyle proved
to be the difference on the mound, allowingjust
three runs in six innings. Doyle, whose record
improved to 2-1 with the win, struck out five
Tigers in the contest before handing the ball
over to reliever Kurt Hayer.
Hayer responded by not allowing an earned
run in three innings. The right-hander earned
his first career save.
Despite falling behind 2-0 in the bottom of
the third inning, BC found littletrouble scoring
against Tigers' starting pitcher Ryan Hinson.

fn the top of the fourth, second baseman
Matt Hamlet led off with a walk and advanced
to second on a single by Sanchez. Then with
one out, first baseman Michael Belfiore hit a
single up the middle to driveHamlet in and cut
the deficit to 2-1.
An inning later, the Eagles tied the score at
2-2 on a sacrifice fly. Designated hitter Ryan
Akel hit a leadoff double, advanced to third on
a groundout, and scored on Hamlet'sfly ball to
deepright field.
The tic proved short-lived however, when
Clemson's Wilson Boyd hit an RBI single, scoring shortstop Stan Widmannwith no outs in the
bottom of the fifth. Despite having two more
players reach base in the inning, a base-running
blunder and a doubleplay killed any chance the
Tigers had to push their lead past 3-2.
Clemson's mistakes set the stage for BC in the
seventh. With one out, Akel reached base when
Widmannbooted a routine play at short.
One batter later, Hamlet doubled to leftcenter, scoring Akel and tying the score at 3-3.
Sanchez then stepped to the plate, and hit an
opposite field home run to give BC a 5-3 lead.
All three runs in the inning came unearned.
Behind Hayer's strong arm, the Eagles held

Clemson

for a 6-4 victory and an advantage in the
three game series.
On Saturday, BC employed another late
inning rally for a 7-6 win. After starter Dan
Houston allowed only two earned runs in six
innings, the Eagles trailed 3-2 entering the top
of the eighth inning. With one out in the inning,
third baseman Eric Campbell hit a double to
deep left field.
Akel, the ensuing batter, reached on an error
by Clemson's John Hinson. Belfiore then hit a
single to right field to score Campbell and move
pinch-runner Sam Shaughnessy to third base.
Shaughnessy later scored on shortstop Garret
Smith's RBI single. The two runs gave BC a 4-3
lead after eight innings.
That margin expandedin the top of the ninth
inning when the Eagles scored three more runs.
Following leadoffsinglesfrom right fielder Barry
Butera and Hamlet, Campbellreached on an error from Tigers' center fielder Wilson Boyd. B
elfiore then followedwith a two-out two-run
double to expand the lead to 7-3.
Although winning pitcher Pat Dean (1-1)
allowed two runs in the bottom of the ninth,
reliever Chris Kowalski entered the game and
recorded the final two outs for his first career
on

save.

Despite the two wins on Friday and Saturday, the Eagles lost 16-1 on Sunday afternoon.
The frustrated Tigers jumped on BC starting
pitcher James MacDonald in the first inning.
MacDonald, who led the Eagles in ERA entering
the contest, gave up eight hits and seven runs
while recording just two outs. Although senior
Nick Asselin took the ball and gave up just one
earned run in five innings, BC's hitting and fielding prevented any further comeback.
The team made two critical errors in the
sixth inning, and consequently allowed seven
unearned runs. Likewise, the bats struggled to
get going offensively. BC managed just three
hits and one run off of Tigers' starter Graham
Stoneburner, who earned his third win of the
season.

Although Sunday's loss put a mild damper on
the weekend, the two earlier wins were beneficial
for the young Eagles. By taking the series, BC
improved its ACC record to 2-4, and movedfrom
sixth to third place in the Atlantic Division.
For a team that finished fifth in the division
last season and just missed out on making the
ACC tournament, series wins are always a welcome sight on the Heights. \u25a0

Celtics add experience -and
winners - with new players
John Olerio
Today is St. Patrick's Day, and the Celtics have the best record in the NBA. It's
been a long time since anyone could write
that sentence with a straight face.
With that being said, there have been
doubters of the legitimacy of the Celtics'
title aspirations since they dramatically
reshaped their roster last offseason.
At first, skeptics pointed to their supposedly weak bench as their fatal flaw. The
veteran play ofEddie House and James
Posey, along with the emergence of Leon
Powe, Glen Davis, and Tony Allen have
quieted this point, and even turned the
Boston bench into a strength.
This development, however, only silenced critics for a short period of time.
Recently, the experience of starting point
guard Rajon Rondo and center Kendrick
Perkins have come into question. Can a
team, even as great as these Celtics, win
a championship with two fifths of the
starting lineup having virtually no playoff
experience?
The critique was valid. Then Celtics
general manager Danny Ainge made two
moves to further ensure his "NBA Executive of the Year Award." Enter point guard
Sam Cassell and power forward P.J. Brown,
both signed to a pro-rated portion of the
league's veteran's minimum salary.
fnstantly, a combined 28 years of experience was injected into the Celtics. Now
in the playoffs, when the going gets tough
and the young get rattled, Doc Rivers has
two experienced veterans to relieve the
youngsters and stabilize the game. Neither
of these guys is as effective as they were in
their respective primes.

Yet both guys, especially Cassell, who
championships early in his career,
know how to win playoff games.
As perfect as these two moves might
look on paper, some still have their reservations. As you might imagine, there are
some concerns about the Celtics adding
two players midseason whose combined
age is high enough to earn the senior
citizen's discount at Circle Cinemas.
Making this work is going to lie mostly
on the shoulders of Rivers. Doc needs to
find a way to integrate these two veterans while not disturbing the remarkable
chemistry that has been established here.
He also needs to continue to develop his
won two

youngsters.

This is especially crucial with Rondo
and Cassell, who have a bit of history after
Cassell was ejected from a Celtics-Clippers
game this year for a hard foul to the head
of Rondo. Rondo's confidence as a point
guard is very important to the success of
the Celtics this year and going forward.
Rondo needs to know that this is his team
to run.

So far, Cassell seems to have a grasp on
the reality that his minutes will tend to be
based on what he has said in interviews.
The Celtics have put themselves in a
position where they can focus the rest of
the season on working Brown and Cassell
into their rotation and chemistry. If everything is clicking when the Celtics enter the
playoffs, all questions of experience will be
forgotten and this team could be the favorite to win the NBA championship.

JohnOlerio is a junior in the College of Arts ?3 Sciences. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.
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Sam Cassell will add a veteran presence to the Celtics, along with some valuable championship experience.

What you missed this weekend in college basketball
The AssociatedPress
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - Tyler Hansbrough hit
a fadeaway jumper off an offensive rebound with

0.8 seconds left to help No. 1 North Carolinabeat
Virginia Tech 68-66 on Saturday in the Atlantic
Coast Conference tournament semifinals.
Hansbrough finished with 26 points and nine
rebounds for the top-seeded Tar Heels (31-2), who
trailedalmost the entire way against a team it had
routed last month. The Tar Heels advanced to
Sunday's championship against Clemson, which
uspet Duke.
A.D. Vassallo scored 17points to leadthefourthseededHokies (f9-f3), whocouldn't get off a shot on
theirfinal possession andwatched a possibleNCAA
tournament bid-clinching win painfully slip away.
The TarHeelsralliedfrom an eight-point deficit
in the second halfbefore getting theball with21 seconds left in a tic game. Clemson 78, No. 7 Duke 74
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - Trevor Booker scored
18 points, Cliff Hammondsadded 17, and Clemson,

the perennialpushover in theAtlantic Coast Conferstunned to reach the tournament title game
for the first time in 46 years.
The third-seeded Tigers (24-8), who had lost
22 straight games to the Blue Devils, pulled away
in the second half.
Rugged James Mays, who scoredf6 points, had
two three-pointplays in an fl-4 run that snapped
a 56-all tic.
Second-seededDuke (27-5) cut the lead to 71-69 on Greg Paulus' 3-pointerwith 48 seconds left.
But thenClemson, a 63-percentfree throwshooting
team, made 3-of-4 from the line.
Big East: Pittsburgh 74, No. 9 Georgetown65
ence,

NEW YORK (AP) -RonaldRamon scored 17points
andPittsburgh won its secondBig East tournament
championship in its eighth title game.
The seventh-seeded Panthers (26-9) shed their
runner-up tag with a performance just like those
in all the other championship games: a blue-collar
effort without a star player.

Roy Hibbert had 17points for the Hoyas (27-5),
who were trying to sweep the regular-season and
tournament titles for a second straight season.
Pittsburgh's only title came in 2003 and that
was under coach Ben Howland who left for UCLA
after that season.
Sam Young, who had 16 points and was selected
tournament MVP, led the Panthers' balanced offense that thrivedon its own missedshots, grabbing
19 offensive rebounds against the bigger Hoyas.
Big Ten: No. 8 Wisconsin 65, No. 19 Michigan
State 63

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- Brian Butch scored 19,
Marcus Landry added 18 and Joe Krabbenhoft
had 11 points and 10 rebounds as Wisconsin held
off a foul-challenged Michigan State and earned
its second straight trip to the Big Ten tournament
title game.
Wisconsin (28-4) will play Illinois, which beat
Minnesota 54-50.
DrewNeitzel ledall scorers with 26.But it wasn't
nearlyenough to bail out the Spartans (25-8), who
were whistledfor 30 fouls andhad four players foul
out, including threein a 56-second span.
Wisconsin won despitegoing only26-of-37from
the free-throwline.
Big 12: No. 6 Texas 77, Oklahoma49
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - A.J. Abramsbroke out
of a shooting slump with seven 3-pointers and 24
points, helping Texasreach its thirdconsecutive Big
12 tournament final.
Abrams kept Texas (28-5) close in a tight first
half, then keyed a 14-2 run early in the second to
help theLonghorns pull awayfor their sixth straight
win over therival Sooners (22-11).
Texas, which has lost the past two Big 12 title
games to Kansas, shot 50 percent and got 17 points
fromD.J. Augustin to move on to Sunday's championship game against the fifth-ranked Jayhawks.
Blake Griffin, Oklahoma's all-Big 12forward, had
20 points on 9-of-17 shooting and 13 rebounds.
No. 5 Kansas 77, Texas A&M 71

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)- Brandon Rush scored a
career-high 28 points in front ofhis hometownfans,
sealing No. 5 Kansas' win with two free throws in
the finalseconds.
The two-time defending champion Jayhawks
(30-3) will face Texas for the championshipfor the
third year in a row. Kansas and Texas tiedfor the
regular-seasontitle, but the Longhorns bested the
Jayhawks 72-69 in their only meeting.
The Aggies (24-10) outreboundedKansas 35-25
and hit almost54 percent of their shots but could
not stop Rush, the 6-foot-6 junior.
Darnell Jackson had 14 points for Kansas and
Sherron Collins added nine. Bryan Davis had 16
points and Joseph Jones 14 for Texas A&M.
Conference USA: No. 2 Memphis 77, Tulsa 51
MEMPHIS, Term. (AP) - Antonio Andersonscored
19 points, and No. 2Memphis added a third straight
Conference USA tournament championship to the
Tigers' third consecutive regular-season title.
Anderson hit four-of-five from 3-point range to
become the thirdplayer to leadthe Tigers (33-1) in
scoring in as many games. He and Chris DoulasRoberts, who added 16 points, went a combined

14-of-17 from the floor. Jeff Robinson had 11 off
thebench.
Tulsa (20-13) 7-footer Jerome Jordan had a
team-high 17points, and Ben Uzoh added 13.
The Tigers finished the season with their seventh straight win and42nd consecutive league win,
strengthening their case for a second No. 1 seed in
three seasons after tying the schoolrecord for wins
in a seasonwith 33.
Mountain West Conferenc: UNLV 76, No. 24
BYU6I
LAS VEGAS (AP) - UNLV upset top-seededBYU
in the MountainWest championship for thesecond
straight season.

Wink Adams had 23 points and was at his best
downthe stretch, scoring 14points in the final 6:48,
includinga trioof 3-pointers, as thesecond-seeded
Runnin' Rebels turned a close contest into a rout.

Curtis Terry added 20 points, Corey Bailey
grabbed a career-best 11 rebounds, and Rene
Rougeau pulled down 10 boards for the Runnin'
Rebels (26-7), who overcame an early double-digit
deficit just like they did a year ago in beating the
Cougars for the championship.
BYU (27-7) ledby 11midwaythrough thefirst half
before succumbing at therockin' Thomas & Mack
Center as the Runnin' Rebels went on an 18-3 run
spanning halftime.
It was just the secondloss in 17games for BYU,
which got 17 points from JimmerFredette.
Pac-10: No. 3 UCLA 67, No. 11 Stanford 64
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Darren Collison scored
28 points and UCLA won the Pac-10 tournament
title.
TheBruins (31-3) used a 22-8 run in the second
half to earn their 10th victory in a row and add
the title to their third consecutive regular-season
crown.
FreshmanKevin Love overcameback spasms to
score 12 points, giving him double figures in all 34
games he's played this season. Russell Westbrook
had 11rebounds.
Brook Lopez scored 15 points and Anthony
Goods added 13 for the Cardinal (26-7).
UCLA led by 10 with two minutes remaining
before Stanford whittled its deficit to 65-64 on a
dunk by Lawrence Hill with three seconds to go.
The Cardinalfouled Collison, who made both for
a three-point cushion. He was named tournament
MVP. Southeastern Conference.
Arkansas 92, No. 4 Tennessee 91

ATLANTA(AP)- Steven Hillhit a turnaroundjumper with 5.3 seconds remaining for his only points of
the game and Arkansas knocked off Tennessee in
the semifinals of the SEC tournament.
The game was played before an estimatedcrowd
of 2,000 at Georgia Tech's Alexander Memorial
Coliseum, where the final two days of the tournament were moved after a tornado ripped through
the GeorgiaDome during the quarterfinalsFriday
night.
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UNC may be the teamfor whole country to beat
Charles Moore
Every year on Selection Sunday, college
basketball fans scramble to fill out their
brackets hoping that they will get lucky with
their picks. This year, the question of the
tournament is not who the favorite is, but
rather who can challenge the hottest team in
the country, UNC?
Being at a school in ACC country, we
know all about North Carolina, but there are
plenty of other teams that could put up a
fight against the Tar Heels.
The best way to pick teams that could
challengethe top team is to figure out what
past champions have done to win the tournament and look for teams who can do the
same.
The formula for success consists of a
good, experiencedcoach, upperclassman
leadership, a reliable point guard, a good
road record, and a deep team that can score
in a variety of ways.
Some of the best teams in the country
don't meet these requirements for various
reasons.
Kansas has a backcourt that may be as
talented as they come, but Russell Robinson, Sherron Collins, and Mario Chalmers are prone to make mistakes. Likewise,
Wisconsin's Trevon Hughes is more of a

than a pure point guard. Stanford and
Notre Dame have point guards who are fairly
inconsistent.
Teams like Texas, Louisville, and UConn,
although they are extremelytalented, don't
have the kind of experience that is often
needed to make a title run.
Problems of depth will riddle teams like
Michigan State, Butler, Purdue, and Vanderbilt.Duke and Tennessee may struggle
because of their lack of offensive balance.
The fact is that there aren't many teams
that meet these standards. But there are
three big-time programs this year that do
fulfill these requirements.
Memphis, coached by one of the greats in
collegebasketball in John Calipari, was at
the top the national rankings almost all year.
They went f2-0 on the road this year and lost
only one game the entire year.
Chris Douglas-Roberts, Joey Dorsey,
Robert Dozier, and Antonio Anderson, each
of whom averages at least seven points a
game, have been through this before and they
won'tbe satisfied with anything less than a
national championship.
Freshman point guard Derrick Rose is
probably the best at his position in the entire
country and he will be one of the top picks in
the upcoming NBA draft. Although he is only
a freshman, he has separated himselffrom
the pack and has proven throughout the year
scorer

that he is unflappable and dependable.
A year after making the Final Four,
Georgetown is poised to do it again. Coach
John Thompson 111proved last year that he
has the know-how to guide a team into the
depths of the tournament and with an experienced group he may have a deeper team
than he did last year.
Point guards Jonathan Wallace and Jessie
Sapp are deadly 3-point shooters and are
among five Hoyas who average more than
nine points a game. Not to mention, they
have a seven-foot senior center who presents
match-up problems everywhere he goes.
The last big-conference team that fulfills
these requirements of a championship-caliber team is the UCLA Bruins. Ben Howland's
team has a core group of players who were
around for their Final Four run two years ago
with Josh Shipp, Luc Richard Mbah a Moute,
and Lorenzo Mata-Real.
They also have younger players, such as
Pac-10 Player of the Year Kevin Love and
sophomorepoint guard Darren Collison, who
are next to impossible to stop. They have
been playing consistently all year and have
been near the top of the national rankings
the entire season.
These three teams all have an excellent
shot at making the Final Four in San Antonio. They are regarded as some of the best
teams in the country and their names are

be penciled in on brackets everywhere.
There is one team, however, that meets
all of these requirements that has been flying under the radar all year: the Davidson
Wildcats.
Head coach Bob McKillop has been at
Davidson for 18 years and will be making his
fifth tournament appearance.
Davidson is led by the fifth-leading scorer
in the NCAA, sophomore Stephen Curry, and
the nation's leader in assists, senior Jason
Richards. They went 20-0 in the Southern
Conference regular season and have won
their last 22 games.
Four of their top five scorers are upperclassmen and they have been tested by their
brutal out-of-conference schedule. They
played the likes of UNC, Duke, and UCLA
in non-conference play and lost those three
games by an average of 7.3 points.
Despite the fact that North Carolina looks
like the favorite, these four teams could present a challenge. If there is any one certainty
about March Madness, though, it's that the
tournament is completely unpredictable. If
any team in the nation shores up a weak spot
or falters at one of its strengths in the next
month, anything can happen.
sure to

Charles Moore is afreshman in the College of Arts £3
Sciences. He can bereached at sports@bcheights.com.
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ACC Player of the Year Tyler Hansbrough might prove to be an unstoppable force in March Madness this year.

Softball splits doubleheader vs. Wolfpack,
evens ACC record
By

Kiernan Collins

Heights Staff
The Boston College women's Softball team
(10-14, 1-1 ACC) split a doubleheader with
North CarolinaState (15-13,1-1 ACC) on Satur-

day. After losing the first game 8-0, the Eagles
came back and won the second 2-1.
This was the first inter-conference

match
for the Eagles in the young year. Although the
Eagles only had five hits on the day, they were
led by senior leadership and strong pitching by
Taylor Peyton.
In the second game, each team remained
scoreless through the first five innings. In the
top of the sixth, Peyton had an RBI double
to give BC a 1-0 lead. It was her fifth of the
year.

The Lady Eagles added to their lead in
the top of the seventh. Carley McNary scored
Dani Weir on a triple, for her first RBI of the
season.
N.C. State rallied for one run in the seventh
when Kristine Bechtholdt homered to lead off
the inning. It did not prove to be enough, however, as the Eagles went on to win 2-1.
Peyton proved to be the difference at the
plate and on the mound. She improved to 6-4 on the year and earned her third complete
game of the season by giving up just four hits
and one run.

In the first game, freshman pitcher Allison
Gage pitched a scoreless first three innings before N.C. Statebroke the game open. In thebottom of the fourth inning, Mackenzie Mangum
hit a grand slam to put the Wolfpack up 4-0.
Gage recovered to pitch a scoreless fifth,
but the Wolfpack added to their lead in the
sixth. They scored four more runs to take an
8-0 advantage.
Gage faced 28 batters and allowed nine hits
and eight earned runs. Her record dropped to
4-9 with the loss.
N.C. State's Lindsay Campana earned the
victory by facing 21 batters and striking out
nine. She allowed just three hits.
BC seniors Amanda Booth and Angela Pandolfo each had hits. Pandolfo doubledfor her
third hit of the year, while Booth singled for her
17th. Freshman Irene Delagrammaticassingled
for her 12th hit.
The two teams will meet for the decisive
third game of the series on Sunday afternoon.
After a decent showing in the competitive NIST
tournament in California, BC appears to be
playingwith a good deal of confidence.
The Eagles will look to boost their record
with local doubleheaders against Boston
University, Fairfield University, Sacred Heart
University, St. Peter's, and Holy Cross before
headingback downsouth for more ACC conference action.

\u25a0
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Eagles dominate in battle for Hockey East title
From Hockey, CI
perhaps the most spectacular of all. Nathan
Gerbe had a breakaway opportunity before

Providence forward Pierce Norton committed a penalty in an attempt to prevent a goal,
resulting in a penalty shot.
In the penalty shot, Gerbe raced down the
ice, staying on the right side of the net until
reaching the top of the crease, darting left before spinning a full 360 degrees and poking the
puck underneath an off-balance Simpson.
"I kind ofknew what I wanted to do before
I went out to center ice," Gerbe said. "I had

watched certain guys do different things, and
f opted to spin around and luckily it went in."
Gerbe's goal marked the first successful BC
penalty shot since Chris Master scored on
Feb. 23, 1999.
The second and third periods proved to be
trying ones for the Eagles. Lan O'Connorbroke
John Muse's bid for a shutout 2:48 into the
second period by burying a rebound into the
back of the net, cutting the Eagle lead to 4-1.
Things didn't get any easier for Muse, as BC
was outshot 17-1 in the second period, and then
14-4 in the third. "I didn't even realize how
badly they outshot us until after the game,"

Muse said. "Our defensive core did really well
at keeping the shots from the perimeter from
reaching the net."
"The complexionof the game changedwith
a 4-0 lead after the first period," York said,
"ft's difficult to take the sticks away from the
other team, especially a team with its season
on the line. Teams that win championships
usually have a goalie as their best player, and
tonight John was our best player."
The final goal of the game came with 9:05
to play in the third period, when Gerbe passed
thepuck from behind the net to Brian Gibbons,
who then took a quick shot that went through

Simmon's legs to make the final score 5-f in
BC's favor.
"It's all part of theprocess," said Providence
head coach Tim Army after the game. "We all
are disappointed,everyone expects to advance,
but we just aren't ready yet. They took it to
us. All that it took was two mistakes, and we
were down two goals early and had no way to
recover."
"This is the fourth trip to the Garden for
the seniors on the team," York said. "We have
won two out of three, and hopefully we can
use the St. Patrick's day charm and move on
again." \u25a0
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Boston College's defense, led by senior captain Mike Brennan, helped take the pressure off goalkeeperJohn Muse, who made 36 saves to earn his 19th victory of the season on Saturday nightagainst Providence College.

Eagles cruise to victory Goals come early and
often for the Eagles
on two early goals
By Nick
By Nick

Tarnoff

Heights Senior Staff
The fourth-seeded Boston College men's
hockey team wasted little time on Friday
night, building a two-goal lead just a minute
and 18 seconds into game one of the Hockey
East quarterfinal series with the fifth-seeded
ProvidenceFriars.
Providence came in havingbeatenthe Eagles
twice earlier this season at Conte Forum, but
BC stormed out of the gate quickly and took a
commanding lead en route to a 5-1 victory.
"Youcould feel theplayoff-type atmosphere
in our locker room," saidBC head coach Jerry
York ofhis squad's playoff preparations. "Our
ability to score two early goals kind of set the
tone for the game."
On the other side, Providence head coach
Tim Army was very disappointed with his
team's start. "You're not going to win many
playoff games like that, staking the other team
to a two-goal lead right away," he said.
BC senior winger Pat Gannon started the
Eagles off, banging home a rebound of a Joe
Whitney shot thatProvidence netminder Tyler
Sims could not control.
That was the beginning of a rough night for
Sims, who didn't last much into the second
period. Benn Ferriero struck 18 seconds after
Gannon, notching his f3th goal of the year that
beat Sims five-hole.
That goal nearly ended the night for the
senior goalie, as Army called his timeout to
slow down the Eagles and help his team regain
its composure.

Following the game, Army said that he
nearlypulled Sims then, but decidedto leave
him in the game.
The Friars didn't help their own cause,
taking three consecutive penalties that gave
BC more than three minutes of power-play
time, including an extendedfive-on-three. The
Eagles could not convert, despite generating a
few good scoring chances.
Two minutes into the second period, Ferriero struck again, netting his 14th goal of the
season on a blast from the right point that

beat Sims cleanly. That goal, BC's third of the
evening, ended the night for Sims, who was
pulled in favor of sophomore Ryan Simpson
for the third straight game.
"I didn't think [Sims] looked sharp," Army
said. "[Ferriero's second goal] was kind of a
direct shot; there was no traffic in front of him.
We wanted to get Ryan [Simpson] in there and
see if we could get some stops."
The physical play ramped up in the second
period, and there was a scary moment when
Providence center Nick Mazzolini took an elbow to the head from BC's Ferriero just inside
the BC blue line. Ferriero was whistled for a
five-minute major for contact to the head and
elbowing, and Mazzolini was helped to the
locker room with a knee injury.
Providence, though, was unable to get a
power play generated,andtook two consecutive
penalties and gave BC a four-on-three powerplay opportunity.
BC was able to convert, as junior forward

Nathan Gerbe banged home the rebound of
Dan Bertram's missed shot, for his 25th goal
of the season. Providence was able to muster
four shots on the power-play opportunity, and
defenseman Matt Taormina hit the left post
with a shot from the point.
Taormina would draw the Friars a little
closer when he collected his ninth goal of the
season at 18:17of the second period.
BC would reestablish its four-goal lead at
13:47 of the third period, when Gerbe blew
past two Providence defensemenand then beat
Simpson five-hole for his second goal of the
night and 15th point of the season.
"When you've got your best players scoring goals like this, we're a pretty dominant
team," York said. "Nathan'sbeen playing well,
but when he scores goals, he's an even better
Nathan Gerbe."
BC goalie John Muse was strong in his playoff debut, making 32 saves on the night. Army
willneed to decidewhether to go back to Sims,
a senior, or stick with Simpson for game two.
Army also indicated that Mazzolini would
most likely not be available for Saturday's
game two.

\u25a0
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When the goals start to come, they come in
bunches. BostonCollegeadvanced to the Hockey
East Tournament Semifinals for thefourth consecutive season with a resounding sweep of the
No. 5 Providence Friars. BC's top scorers were
able to regain their touch, which had seemingly
disappearedin recent weeks,and netted 10 goals
over the weekend.Prior to Friday night's 5-1 win,
the Eagles had only tallied 11 goals in their last
six games.

For a second straight night, BC jumped out
to an early lead, notching two goals in the first
2:18 of the opening period. Sophomorewing Ben
Smith, who has made tremendous strides in his
second year at BC, tipped home a Mike Brennan
shot from the point. For Smith, it was his 19th
goal of the season, and Brian Gibbons collected
an assist on the play as well.
Benn Ferriero, who had only talliedtwo goals
and an assist in the past nine games, netted his
thirdgoal ofthe weekend at 2:18 when heknocked
home a rebound of a Tim Kunes shot. Freshman
wing Joe Whitney sent Kunes in on a partial
breakaway, and Providence goalieRyan Simpson
madethe initial save, but Ferrierowas in theright
place to collect the loose puck.
Ferriero's classmate and leading scorer Nathan Gerbe had been in almost as much of a
scoring funk but was able to snap out of it at the
right time, and he had a great weekend for the
Eagles as well. Gerbe had netted only two goals
andthree assists since BC's 6-5 Beanpot victory
overHarvard, a span of nine games.
Gerbe got back in the mix in a big way, netting
three goals,including a spectacular spin-o-rama
on a penalty shot at 14:35 of the first period
to give BC a 4-0 lead. Gerbebroke in alone on
Simpson on the initial play and was taken down
from behind by Providence'sPierce Norton, and
as the crowd chanted Gerbe's name, BC head
coach Jerry Yorkelected to give his leading scorer
the green light. With the goal, it was the first
successful penaltyshot for the Eagles since Chris
Master's netted one on Feb. 23, 1999 against the
Providence Friars.
"I knewwhatI wantedto do," Gerbe said. "I've

watched certain guys make certain moves, so I
have an idea whatI wanted to do. And Iknew that
I went five-hole on the same goalie last night, so
I had to do something different tonight."
"I thought it was a great goal," York said. "It
takes a lot of courage to try somethinglike that.
I don't think I'd have the courage to do that, I'd
want to just shoot the puck."
Gerbe collected four points on the weekend
- three goals and an assist - as did freshman
wing Joe Whitney, who added four assists.
Whitney has put together a strong freshman
campaign, and continues to lead the nation in
assists with 38.
Freshman John Muse was solid in goal for
the Eagles all weekend, giving up only two goals
while withstanding an onslaught of shots from a
desperateProvidence team. After BC hadestablished it's 4-0 lead, the Friars threw everything
at Muse in hopes of being able to break through.
Providence outshot BC 31-5 over the final two
frames, but was only able to sneak one shot past
the freshman.
"Providence had a sense of urgency when it
was 4-1. That's when Johnny [Muse] held strong
and held the fort," York said. "For teams that win
championships, the goaltenderis the team'sbest
player, and tonight John was our best player."
As the Eagles move forward in the Hockey
East Tournament and the NCAA tournament,
Muse willneed to continue his strongplayof late,
and the defense will have to continue to keep the
opposing team'schances to the perimeter.
As Muse noted following Saturday's game,
"I think our defensive corps did a good job of
keeping the shots on the perimeter and not letting them get in close, which made it a lot easier
for me."
Gerbe and Ferriero will need to continue to
have hot sticks as they did this weekend, because as they go offensively, so go the Eagles.
And jumping out to a good start in the last two
games has given the Eagles good momentum to
carry through the game.
BC will take the ice next Friday night at the
TD Banknorth Garden. Their opponent will
be decided tonight at the conclusion of the
Vermont-Northeastern series and the Boston
University-Umass-Lowell series. \u25a0
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Celebrating achievements in student film
Zak Jason
For The Heights
By

Ofallthe on-campus events students
neglect, the Baldwin Awards screening may be the most unfortunate case.
Nowhere else on campus can you get
threefree hoursofon-screen sex, drugs,
and collegiate melancholy. You could
flick on your cheap dorm television
and watch Good Luck Chuck again on
the Boston College movie channel. But
in the future, you could enjoy the free
popcorn and watch the work of your
fellow students on themammothscreen
ofDevlin 008.
On Thursday night, the film studies
program and Boston College Magazine
presented the 26 films ofthe fourth annualBaldwin Awards, arefreshing array
of documentaries, comedies, experimental shorts, musicals, and dramas.
A few dragged to redundancy and afew
milked college humor cliches dry, but
the vastmajority ofthe submissions entertained,and afew even inspired. And
the screening beatany ThirstyThursday
event or showing ofa shoddycomedyon
the BC movie channel. Because only 15
students attended the event, here are
highlights of the films, broken into the
three genre awardcategories: documentary, drama, and comedy.
Documentary: While only five documentaries were submitted, they filled
the greatestchunk of time, combined at
almost two hours. Mostcovered people
on campus. In Eat Drink Talk Think:
Perspectivesfrom Behind the Counter, studentsworking at the dininghalls spilled
stories of drunken students stealing
mozzarellasticks, puking on tables, and
back-talking employees. While it captures theridiculousness and selfishness
of drunkenfools and sober snobs, Eat
Drink Talk Think drags the message that
we should respect the dining hall employees more a bit too long. In a fresh,
feel-good short, Matt Porter, A&S '09,
reports on the contagious warmth of
Free Hug Fridays at Boston College. With
interviews from satisfied recipients
and the guys who grant the hugs in the
Quad each week, along with slow-motion footage of the hugs in action, the

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY lAN THOMAS AND RYAN LITTMAN-QUINN / HEIGHTS EDITORS

Guns Don'tKill People, a tale of the murderous vengance of a friend's death by Stuart Pike, A&S 10, was one of 26 films shown atThursday's screeningof this year's Baldwin nominees.
five-minute documentaryleaves viewers feeling warm without theresidue of
cheese.Porter presents another intriguing documentary short in View of the
Heights:Forty YearsAgo, with interviews
from graduates of the tumultuous year
of 1967. From stories of the administration pullingfunds for The Heights for its
liberal slant on Vietnam, escalated to
tales of guys having to hitchhike each
day from Cleveland Circle to campus,

the well-researchedshort captures the
local spirit ofthe times (my pick for best
documentary).
Theother two documentariestrekked
across the globe.AdventuresAbroadcovers a semester in Australia; although it
has stunning shots of landscapes and
native animals, the voiceover tends to
provide too much bland information.
In the 40-minute Indian Healthcare:
Right or Privilege?, the extremely well-

researched documentary interviews
local Indian medical professionals on
the needfor health care.
Drama: A common thread connects
a handful of the dramas: the struggles
of relationships. In The Dispatcher
and Such is Love, improbable cheating
situations stir. In One Minute at Lunch,
Process, and You Don't Know What
It's Like, the directors lament on the
struggles to maintain healthy college

relationships. I voted You Don't Know
What It's Like for the Viewer's Choice
Award. In such a clever and sharpway,
through mixing two versions ofthe song
"YouDon't Know What It's Like," the
directorcaptures how eachmemberof a
couple can lookback on the same events
in opposite lights.
While I enjoyed You Don't Know

See Baldwins, D2

Spring into 'Wintertime'
By

Christina Lepri

Heights Editor
With spring justaround the corner, the

Boston Collegetheatre department presented itsfifth full-lengthperformance of
the season, Wintertime. Written by Obie
Award-winningplaywright Charles Mcc,
Wintertime was a workshop production
directedby AmandaEngborg, A&S '08,
that stunned andamusedaudiences this
St. Patrick's Day weekend.
Wintertime takes place during the
holidays at a summer home in upstate
New York and follows your typical
Americanfamily; dysfunctional, arguing,
but ultimately full of laughter and love.

Each memberof the family has come to
the lake house to spend some quality
alone time with their significant other.
The mother brings her French lover,
the father brings his male lover, and the
son brings his girlfriend in the hopes of
proposing; jealousies,grudges, and anger
come explodingout when all meet. Love,
like many a Facebook status will tellyou,
is complicated.

Thebest wordto describethistheatrical wonderland is surreal. Walking into
the transformed Bonn Studio Theater
was much like fallingdowna frosty rabbit
hole. The set, designedby Molly Baum,
A&S '08, was almost completelywhite at
the start ofthe show, and surrounded on

almost all sides by the audience. At the
center of this abstract stage were large
white glass doors and the outside world
seemed to have taken over the house, or
vice versa. Amid the home objects, like
the white piano andwhite fireplace, were
snow banks, a clothesline, andbeautiful
whitetrees made from nothing more than
fabric and light. Even the floor, covered
with a kind of foil, appeared to be shattered pieces of ice that came hurdling
into the room. Beautiful and engaging,
only the placement of a tree in front of
an audience section slightly marred the
viewing of this snow-globe world. All

See Theater, D2
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Four bands hit the stage Friday night at The Rat in thefinal Battle of the Bands showdown.

BC bands battle
for Modstock set
By

JaNeeAllen

Heights Staff
Friday night the Undergraduate Government ofBoston College (UGBC) sponsored a Battle of the Bands competition
in The Rat.The featuredbands wereKiss
The Chef, The Project, Whitesweater,
and Seemingfun. The concert was a
competition to determine which bands
would perform at ArtsFest this year. The
winner of Friday's Battle of the Bands,
Kiss The Chef, willjoin the winners of the
other two Battle of the Bands competi-

COURTESY OF MOLLY BAUM

This weekend, the Bonn Studio was converted into a summer vacation home in upstate NewYork where tensions between lovers heated up.

INSIDE ARTS
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UFC Meets The OC in Never Back Down

Scan Faris and Djimon Hounsou show off theirfighting
skills as well as their six-packs in this high school fight
flick, D3

tions, Code: Motion and Hobbes, for a
final competition to see who will play at
Modstock. The third and final Battle of
the Bands for this school year was met

Jumbo-sized tale hits the big screen

Jim Carrey and Steve Carell lend their voices to the
CGI version of Dr. Suess' masterpiece HortonHears a
Who,T>3

with a smallbut excited audience that
was there to support their favorite local
bands. The concert highlights a growing
BC music scene; JulianKiani coordinator
of the concert and A&S TO, said, "We
received over 20 demo submissions for
the battle, which is incredible, considering that there is limitedrehearsal space.
You would never think that there were
that many bands around campus."
Not only is there a good number of
musicians on BC's campus, but there is
a wide array ofmusical influences among
them. In this Battle of theBands exhibition alone, there were ska, punk, jazz,
andpop influences present in the music,

See Bands, D2
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The Woman Behind the
Music

Aati Kya Khandala - Aamir Khan
CavalleriaRusticana - Mascagni's Opera
New York, New York - Frank Sinatra
Chaiyya Chaiyya - Sukhwinder Singh and
Sapna Awasthi
Un Bel Di - Puccini's Madama Butterfly
Swingin' Doors - Merle Haggard
Aaj Mera JeeKardaa (Today My Heart
Desires) - Sukhwinder Singh and Mychael
Danna
mustt mustt - nusrat fateh alikhan
Yumeji's Theme - Michael Galasso
Witchcraft - Johnny "Guitar" Watson

English professor TinaKlein admits that music
is not as much of a passion for her as novels or
films; she tends to enjoy songs that she can relate
to "something else - a story or an image or a
strong feeling." She loves film soundtracks, particularly those from Bollywood, for their lasting
quality, as well as operas by Puccini andMascagni
for their cathartic nature. Her kids enjoy the Merle
Haggard song, and Frank Sinatra is a sentimental
favorite. Finally, the Johnny"Guitar" Watson song
"Witchcraft" reminds her of a special moment in
her life. - BILL FALOR

'Wintertime' wonderland in Bonn Studio

COURTESY OF MOLLY BAUM

It was a family affair in Bonn Studio with Wintertime, a play performed by the theatre department, directed by seniorAmanda Engborg.
Theater, From Dl
of the technical elements of the show
blended together beautifully, from the
cold lighting designedby Greg O'Kane,
A&S '08, to the haunting opera music
heard throughout, designed by Christopher Casey, A&S '08.
Whilethe play didfollow a basic plot
of misunderstandings and grievances,
the elements that made Wintertime
so appealing were the abstract movement pieces that occurred sporadically
through the play. When the son Jonathan, played by Chris Graham, A&S TO,

becomes overwhelmed with frustration
at the fight he is having with his girlfriend Ariel,playedbyKirn Foskett, A& S
'10, heunravels his scarf in an absurdand
almostanimal-likemanner.Later, when
all the lovers become fed up with each
other, abluedooris inexplicablywheeled
on stage, andthe couples start slamming
it in each other's faces. Perplexingyet
highly enjoyable, these moments reveal
a playwright who enjoys catching an
audience off guard.
"I like plays thatare not tooneat,too
finished, too presentable," Charles Mcc
wroteon his Web site, where he posts the

full scripts ofall ofhis plays.
Mee's play found its way into the
hands of the right director in Engborg,
who pulled off this incredibly difficult
piece. Engborg said thatwhat attracted
her to thisparticular playwas its ability
to relate to everyone.
"A lot of the things that they do is
abstract but at the heart is raw human
emotion," Engborg said.
In herdirector'snote, Engborgwrites
how she was actually able to meet the
famous playwright through professor
Scott T. Cummings, assistant chair of
the theatre department and author of

a book featuring Mcc called Remaking
American Theater: Charles Mcc, Anne
Bogart and the SITI Company. Engborg
had the exciting opportunity to discuss
the playwith its creator and get his input
on the language and the characters that
come out of it.
The actors who performed in Wintertime went above and beyond what
one might expect from college theater.
Maria, played by Sarah Carter A&S
'08, balanced the two men in her life
with a sweetness that makes it impossible for the most judgmental among
us to fault her. Alexander Hadshi, A&S
'09, claimed the audiences' sympathies
in his role of Maria's philanderingyet
charming French lover, Francois. And
from the moment Edmund (Steven
Conroy, A&S TO) entered the stage, the
audience fell in love with his hysterical and yet incredibly heart-wrenching
character. During his monologueabout
being wrongedby his lover Frank, played
by Ted Moller, A&S '11, one could not
help but be torn betweenuncontrollable
laughter and tears. That feeling of real
tragedy mixed with outrageouscomedy
flowed through every action ofthe play,
leaving the audience constantly trying
to catch its breath. A new treat to the
Robsham stage was John Siravo, A&S
'09, playing the well-versedand wise
delivery man/deacon Bob who tried to
bring some perspective to the family in
an academic and amusing way.
The onlydisappointmentof thepiece
is how underwritten some of the other
peripheral characters are. The lesbian
neighbors Hilda and Bertha, playedby
Caitlin Berger, A&S '11, and SarahLang,
A&S TO, get somewhatlost in the tensions of the family battling. Even the
character of Ariel seems to fade from
Mee's focus as theother characters grow.
Yet thebeautyofthisplay is certainlynot
found in a realistic plot; on the contrary
it is in the craziness, the uncertainty and
the possibility of this mad, madworld
that lit up Robshamthis weekend. \u25a0

Awarding BC music scene alive and well
BC filmmakers
Baldwins, From Dl
What It's Like the most, I would pick
GunsDon't KillPeoplefor best picture of
the year. Guns, booze, drugs, sticks and
stones, gallons of blood, and a naked
killer with his hands tied at the beach
- Stuart Pike's (A&S TO) film couldalmost fit underthe comedy category too,
as it riffs on all the action killer movie
aspects in such an awesome and overthe-top way. With smooth tracking
shots in chase scenes and slick transitions to emphasizetraveling,alongwith
a glossy overall picture, Guns Don'tKill
People looks like a professional blockbuster and shouldbe in the running for
best cinematography and editing.With
a throbbing electronic soundtrack,
pulsing suspense, and badass gun and
punch sound effects, it could also win
best sound.
Comedy: Students submitted five
comedies, Rough Cut: Bert Baxter,
a short on a neurotic RA; American
Students Abroad, riffing on American
stereotypes; Hello Shovelhead's Da
Leahy Code; Robo-Trip: Lonely Cow;
and my pick for best comedy: Steve and
Eugene. Created by a senior, Steve and
Eugene pokes at freshmen who plan
their Fridaynights to "ride the BC bus
for a while, then hit up McElroy late
night." Steve and Eugene also peppers
random humor: drunk students placing
a newborninfant at the RA's door and
pictures of Alex Trebek posted across
the hall.
But watch for yourself and vote.
For the viewer'schoice award, you can
watchall26 submissions at www.bc.edu/
baldwins. Then on March 28, show up
to the awards ceremony. \u25a0
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Kiss the Chef was victorious in thethird and final Battle of the Bands, making them one of three bands to play at the ArtsFest in April.
Bands, From Dl

opportunities; however, it is unfortunate that Boston College doesn't

and most ofthe bands drewfrom a few offer more for student musicians like
of the genres to create unique sounds. ample practice space and adequate
Kiss the Chef, the winners of the performance venues. Hopefully in
the future, administrators willrealize
night, boast rock, jazz, and funk influences. Battleofthe Bands concerts how important music is at BC, and
highlight the musical talent here at work to help the scene thrive more."
BC, something that is difficult to do, Kiani went on to say thatit is through
Kiani says. "There are many talented the efforts of the BC Music Guild, a
musicians around campus, and there student-runorganizationat BC dediis a high demand for performance
cated to the promotion of music on

campus, that musicians on campus
are able to find practice rooms and
peoplelooking to find BC musicians
are able to do so. The three winners of

the Battle ofthe Bands series, Code:
Motion, Hobbes, and Kiss the Chef,
will play at the 10thannual ArtsFest
thatbegins on April 24. The ArtsFest,
which highlights literary, dance, and
musical talents, will be the last chance
for the audience to determinewho will
win the covetedModstock set. \u25a0

Stripping away
the American
dream (literally)

Joseph Neese

David Hernandez andDiablo Cody:
What do theyhave in common? They
are both former strippers, yes. But
they have also have had verypublic
battles with the American dream. For
Hernandez, it was a setback - being
voted offAmerican Idolfor his past
- and for Cody it was one larger than
she ever wanted - Oscar gold.
On Wednesday, Hernandez was the
first of the top 12 finalists to exit Idol.
This served as a surprise to many, as
the talented singer was not among
the weaker vocalists on the show. It
became quite evident that he was voted
offbecause of the break of a story
chronicling his work at Dick's Cabaret
in Pheonix,where he stripped and gave
lap dances to a largely maleclientele.
While Hernandez's decisions in his
youth came back to crush his dreams,
Cody's are what made her famous; her
writing talent was discoveredfrom her
personalblog, "The Pussy Ranch,"
which chronicledher past life as a
stripper. But this is the least ofthe
details; interestingly, press reports
seem to gloss overit entirely. Cody was
aperformer in a peep show at an adult
store called Sex World in Minneapolis.
She later gave up her skin-revealing
ways, findingwork in the phone sex
industry before eventuallysettling
into journalismand selling her Juno
screenplay.
Why the luck? First of all, Cody is
awoman. Her gender is recognized
as that which works in the industry,
making her past career less shocking.
Secondly, she's not gay. And lastly,
her line ofwork is considered by
society to be more dignified than a
recording career, with pop tartletslike
Britney Spears andrappers likeKevin
Federline on the loose. Cody wrote a
movie promoting adoption instead
of abortion,placing her in line with
America'sChristian values. This went
on to win an Academy Award, which is
Hollywood's equivalentof the Nobel
Peace Prize. There's nothing classier
than an Oscar. This proclaimed her an
intellectual to the worldand erased her
past, thus becoming a story of triumph.
American Idol has become so
successful because Americans have
the chance to see others' American
dreams, many ofwhich they share,
come to life before their eyes. The
idol gets a singing contract, sure,but
with it comes a $1 millionrecording
contract and an instant catapult
into fame. Yet, the show has fallen
short. Instead of choosing talented
vocalists, its producers have sought to
find individuals who make engaging
contestants. They allhave rough
backgrounds, low-paying jobs, and are
seeking their chance at their American
dream.
In doing all this, however, American
Idol hasmade itselfthe moral compass
of the American dream, writing a
rulebook to secure it. Contestants must
have criminal backgrounds as white
as snow and cannot have had any past
involvement in the adult industry. In
season two ofthe series, contestant
Frenchie Davis was axed beforethe
top 12began when news broke that she
had posed nude for an adult Internet
site. Davis responded to the reports,
reasoning that she had takenthe work
to help to pay for the education that
she could not afford. In essence, she
was the perfect candidate to find her
American dream with a dark past that
she could overcomebefore America.
But, for conduct unbecoming of a
perfect Idol, she was given the back
door.
Knowing this, it was surprising
that producers granted Hernandez
permission to continue on with the
show. This time,however, they were not
dumb. They knew thatthe controversy
could only help fuel their already
enormously popular show. The men in
suits gave him the chance this time.
Yet it turned out to be America, who
hadbeen educated on what it takes
to be on Idol, that rejected him. Had
Hernandez's past not been revealed,
he wouldstillbe in the top 12. While
his song choice was not right, he sports
vocals that are more refined than
several of the other contestants on the
show, and he has an undeniable stage
presence.

It's sad to see a show that set out to
do so much fall victim to thefame that
it has garnered. If only it could go back
to basics, giving true talent the chance
to shine in spite ofcontestants'life
stories. In a perfect world, Hernandez
would sing "PapaWas a Rollin' Stone"
in the show's finale. \u25a0

Joseph Neese is the Arts %3 Review Editor

of The Heights. He welcomes comments
at neese@bcheights.edu.
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Scan Faris fights through teen-movie cliches
By

Stuart Pike

Heights Senior Staff

At first, I found it difficult to think
ofNever Back Down in any terms other
than ones set in all-caps and ending with exclamation marks. "AWESOME!" and "HELL YEAH!" madeup
the bulk of the audience's commentary
during the screening, perhaps owing
to the fact that the bulk of them were
- like my friend and myself- young
and male.
On that
NEVER BACKDOWN
note, the
Dir. byJeffWadlow
Summit Entertainment film succeeds admirably with its target, and really only
demographic. Fast (and sleek) enough
for even the most distracted of channel flippers, this is a product perfectly
suited for the infestationoftoday's Internetbanner ads; everything you need
to knowabout it you can learn from its
MySpace and televisioncommercials.
Jake Tyler (played by the chiseled
Scan Faris) is an lowateen transplanted
to Orlando, Fla., forced away from his
high school football team and friends,
but not from the memory of a drunken
Scan Faris plays an lowa adolescent relocated
father who killed himself in a car accident. His flannel shirts immediately
Everything evil people hate about
mark him as the New Guy, the second America is included in the Florida setmost sacred of genre archetypes. But ting, with emphasis on iPhones,Bowflex
the rampant spread of a YouTube clip machines, Starbucks, and blonde girls
featuring him in an all-out football in bikinis. Jake soon meets Hot Girl
brawl back in lowa marks him as the (played by the verytan and veryblonde
New Guy With Issues, the foremost AmberHeard), who usesan iPhoneand
Bowflex, drinks Starbucks, and wears
sacred of genre archetypes.

COURTESY OF ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM

to Orlando, Florida, where he uncovers an underground fight community in his high school.
a bikini. Hot Girl tells New Guy With
Issues (from here on in HG and NGWI,
respectively) to come to aparty. When
Jake arrives at the party, the dark and
grittyunderbellyof a supposedlyidyllic
rich Florida community is exposedto
him: half-naked dudespummeling each
other at beach parties.

Apparently, Jake is not alone in his
violence-prone behavior; he is confronted with an entire culture ofmixed
martial arts fighting, ripped from the
pages of the UFC (Ultimate Fighting
Championship)andplopped into white,
rich, and tan America. (Think Fight
Club, minus anything resembling intel-

Just what Dr. Seuss ordered

ligence or originality, meets The OC,
minus thedecent music selection.)
Ryan McCarthy (The OCs Cam Gigandet), the self-describedtop gun in
town, plays on Jake's haunted memories (he makes fun of Jake's dad) and
taunts him into a fight. In the middle
of a sizable crowd, Ryan lays a sound
beat-down on the ill-prepared Jake,
whose conventional boxing moves are
no match for Ryan's sweet abs - sorry,
jabs. With a repertoire of moves that
emasculates opponents - and thrills
the ladies - Ryan thrives on the crowd
appeal of spectator violence.
Director Jeff Wadlow knows that
we, too, thrive on the violent intensity,
and the film's fights are arranged with
appreciableathleticism and exaggeration. As the entire film is more or less
a 90210 takeon the UFC, they are thus
the film's principle asset.
Much, much better films have traversed the story's familiar terrain before, The Karate Kid being an obvious
example. Still, I found myself enjoying
the cliches almost because of their
predictability, and the moments of
adrenaline - and there are many of
them - compensate for othermoments
ofmediocrity. Leads Faris andGigandet
have a suitable dynamic, but Djimon
Hounsou as Jake's guiding light (and
combat trainer) appropriately dominates every scene. Really, more than
any other part of the movie, Hounsou
deserves the term "AWESOME!" Otherwise, Never Back Down isn't much
more than a B.

Box Office Report.
Weekend
Gross*

Title

Weeks
in release

1. Dr. Seuss' Horton Hears
a Who

1

2.10,000 B.C.

16.4

2

3. Never Back Down

8.6

1

4. College Road Trip

7.9

2

5. Vantage Point

5.4

4

6. TheBank Job

4.9

2

7. Doomsday

4.7

1

8. Semi-Pro

3.0

3

9. TTze Other Boleyn Girl

2.9

3

10. TTze Spiderwick

2.4

5
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Jim Carrey is the voice of the loveable elephant Horton in the entertainingyet simplistic film version of Dr. Seuss' Horton Hears a Who.
By

Marc Cubelli
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Through the world of computer
animation, Hollywoodhas finally done
justice to the fantastical world of Dr.
Seuss. Ifmany filmgoers weremore than
just a littleperturbed by the sight of Jim
Carrey andMike Myersparading around
in furry costumes, then in this latest
trip into the crazy mind of America's
foremost children's writer, animation
enables the good doctor'swildestcharacters to run joyfully rampant. Indeed,
as the city of Whoville and Horton's
home in the jungle come to life before
our eyes, it would be safe to conclude
that the worldof Seuss is one that can
only exist in animation,and Hollywood
should think twice before hiring the
latest up-and-coming comic to play
Sam-I-Am.
The greatest accomplishment of this
film is that, as a cinematic treatment of

a Seuss work, it is the first adaptation
that really flares up with the anything-

andresolves to save themfrom oblivion.
Steve Carell, who in the The 40-YearOld
goes, lunatics-running-the-asylum Virginplayed a characterwho likelyread
spirit of the beloved books. Even the Seuss books wellinto his 30s, voices the
much adored animated treatment of Mayorof Whoville, who is the only Who
The Grinch, narrated by Boris Karloff, that can hearHorton...andthatis about
seemed hamperedin 2-D. The nextstep, as much ofthe plot as you need to know.
obviously, was to have the Seuss books Suffice it to say, young children willlove
brought to life with costumes, sets, and this film, whileparents can sit back and
actors who can make funny faces, but admire the animation,which is lush and
that was not enough. With CGI, the beautiful.
film industry has at last gotten it right,
Unfortunately, however, that is just
focusing on capturing the magic of its about all that the parents can do for an
source material.
hour and a half. Aside from some referTobe fair, though, the characters are ences to HenryKissinger and Apocalypse
voiced by actors who do a fine job. The Now (a film that no one in this film's
antics of Carrey mesh with animation intendedtargetaudienceshould see anyaboutas smoothly as RobinWilliamsdid time soon), this is a film groundedsolely
inAladdin - in thepast, both actors have on the level ofkiddie fare and never asplayed characterswho seem born to live cends to the level ofentertainmentthat
in Seussland. Carrey brings sparkle and adults can appreciate (the recent, woninvention to the characterofHorton, the derful Ratatouille leaps to mind). This
lovable, truthful elephantwho discovers film entertains exactlywho it intends to,
the city of Whoville in a speck of dust but alas, that is all it does. B

C7zrcra'c/es
Weekend Gross figures in millions

Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction

1. The Appeal,

John Grisham

2. Remember Me?,

Sophie Kinsella

3. 7th Heaven, Patterson & Paetro
4. Strangers in Death, J.D. Robb

5. The Outlaw Demon Wails, Rachel Morgan
ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY

ROVING READER WITH TULA BATANCHIEV

Sex and alcohol: Max lives out everyfrat boy's dream
Tula Batanchiev
If you don't know who Tucker
Max is by now, you must have been
living under a rock. When The New
York Times said that Max's memoir - IHope They Serve Beer in Hell
- was "highly entertaining and
thoroughlyreprehensible," it was
right on the money. The titlereally
does say it all.
Admittedly, there is no better
way to spend a lame spring break
than reading about the wild, albeit
demoralizing, adventures of a favorite Duke Law student. (Luckily, he
realizes his law days are numbered
and now focuses on his writing;
the world can breathe a big sigh of
relief.) Max breaks all boundaries

with his shocking real-life scenarreadily admits that he is narcissistic
ios. Easily segmented and labeled,
and self-absorbed.He knows he will
each tale begins
never be welcomed
with the dateof
at the pearly white
its occurrence folgates - hence the
lowed by the date
titleofhis memoir
Max eloquently
- and that he will
wrote it. This not
probably never find
love. He knows outonly provides clarity for the reader
right what it takes a
- it's nice to know
reader 271 pages to
that some details
realize: Tucker Max
may be skewed
is - as he states so
due to the time
matter-of-factly - an
ass. His book is perlapse between
the actual event
vaded by two things:
and the date it
drinking and sex.
was written - but
Basically, Max's life
it also allows for
is every college guy's
a chronological
fantasy. No wonder
sequence of the
the book has been on
events in Max's
The New York Times'
COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
life.
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never
Max
weeks in a row.
pretends to be
something he's not. From the very
It's not just Max's experiences
beginning, he lets his readers know
that make the book entertaining;
that his intentions are not good. He
it's the way he writes about them.

Max is smart; if his Duke Law education was any indication, he knows
a thing or two. He's witty. He says
things that the average American
thinks but is far too bashful to verbalize. But he does it, and he does it
well. He has no shame but to have
done the things that he has done,
you can't really be too high on the
ethical totem poll.
As a reader, it's easy to get
caught up in the raunchy behavior
and forget that you are reading his
life stories. Yes, he really did do
that. And yes, he really just told you
about it. In fact, when you think
of it that way, it has a tendency to
destroy any semblanceof morality.
Honestly, after reading about his
one-night stand with a fat girl, his
Austin Road Trip where he paid for
sex, his case of diarrhea in a hotel
lobby(which permanentlybans him
from staying at any Embassy Hotel),
the many, many, many lies he has
told(including that he is one of the
creators of Yahoo!), and the numer-

...

ous girls he

has tried to take home
in the course of his book, it would
be utterly shocking if Max hasn't at
least hit on 20 girls on the Boston
College campus. Unfortunately,
none of you make it into his book.
Better luck next time.
Admittedly, the book makes any
normalfemalewant to cringe. It's
debasing and degrading. And yet,
it's funny, and that's Max's saving grace. The book is humorous
enough to make any relatively ethical person look past the debauchery
and focus on the laughter. (Although, judgmentis definitelybeing
passed on every girl mentioned.)
L Hope They Serve Beer in Hell is
like a horrific accident that you just
have to look at as you drive by; you
have no ideawhy you would willingly put yourself through it, but
you are drawn to it, incapable of
turning away. Much like quicksand,
once you are in it, it's impossible to
get out. For Max's sake, I hope hell
serves ice cold SamAdams. B+
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1 Bankdeals
6 Become inflated
11 Took a chair
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19 Insider's advice
20 Undermines
22 Bloodsucker
24 Before, before
25 Used straws
26 Big Bird's
whereabouts
32 Calm intervals
33 Non-member
37 Dental exam?
38 Picks out
40Baby'scall
41 Willis movie,
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14 Orderly
arrangement
15 Major artery
16 Nest-egg $
17 Emulates Ella
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43 Dutch flower
44 Optimus Prime

and his cohorts

47 Street market

50 Rope-a-dope
pugilist
51 Bradley and
Epps
52 Climbers
58 Siesta
59 Vietnam's capital
61 Eastman's
camera
62 Mind-reading
letters
63 Medical
condition: suff.
64 Foe
65 987-65-4321 grp.
66 Moonshine
maker
67 On edge
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9 City in GA
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Answers to the

crossword on
page D5.

54 Completed
55 Early garden

48 Gather

49 Composer of
"Weasels Ripped 56 Male sheep
57 Hebrides
My Flesh"
isle
Opposed
to
52
53 Agronomist's
60 Tiny army
member
concern

The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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always look for the
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score
11 Prepare to take
notice?
12 Turn up
13 Recorded
21 Exist
23 Most favorable
25 Solidifies
26 Mess maker
27 Continental
cash
28 Do in a dragon
29 Nothing but
headliners
DOWN
30 Sounds a horn
31 Worn track
1 Highland girl
2 Black-and-white 34 Disney chipmunk
cetacean
35 Abu Dhabi ruler
3 Part of U.A.E.
36 Knocks
4 Western alliance 38 Fly high
letters
39 Play on words
5 Methods
42 Auto collisions
6 Emblems
43 Bauble
7 Actor Rob
45 Skin treatment
46 Bullring cheer
8 Bauxite and
47 Skeleton
galena
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some ofwhich are empty and needto befilled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow theserules:
? Number can appear only once in each row
? Number can appear only once in each column
? Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
? The number should appear onlyonce on row, column or area.
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals. yJJSJJ^
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Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.

www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
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AND THESE ARE
SOME OF THE FIRST PHOTOS
BEAMED BACK FROM THE
MARS EXPLORER.
THEY INCLUDE A FEW ROCKS,
AN ANCIENT' RIVERBED,
I
AND, OF COURSE,
/ A STARBUCKS.
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Just tell your teammates you missed the race because you were getting stoned. They'll understand.
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NOWMORE USEFUL
THAN MILK CRATES!
www.bclieiglils.com
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For details, call CPT Brett Tashiro at 617-552-3230 or email tashirbr@bc.edu

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SUMMER AT NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
?

Choose from more than 350 courses

?

Earn transfer credit

?

Explore a new interest

?

Immerse yourself in an intensive language or science sequence
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www.northwestern.edu/summer
REGISTRATION OPENS APRIL 14

?

CLASSES START JUNE 23

NORTHWESTERN
university

